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INTRODUCTION 

Freezing as a form of preservation undoubtedly dates back thousands 
of years to the time when man first occupied the northem and Arctic 
regions of the world. As the art of fishing developed, these early day 
fishermen found that their fish taken through the ice of northern waters 
in the winter became firm and hard when exposed to the cold winter air. 
In contrast to the rapid spoilage of whole fish taken during the summer, 
these winter-caught fish could be stacked like cord wood near the fish
erman's dwelling and could be kept frozen during the cold weather until 
thawed and eaten. The early Eskimo even found that a hole in the frozen 
ground could be used to store his fish through the warmer months. This 
primitive and natural cold storage was probably the first use of low 
temperatures to maintain fish in a fresh condition for long periods. 
It was only with the introduction ,of artificial refrigeration during the 
latter part of the nineteenth century that freezing as a form of pres
ervation was possible at any time of the year and in any area. 

'Natural freezing is presently employed for winter commercial fish
eries on many of the large lakes and rivers in northern areas. Fish are 
usually taken by means of gill nets set through holes in the ice or by 
means of traps or pound nets. The whole fish are allowed to freeze 
naturally in the frigid air and are then taken by truck, sled, or plane 
to a central area for glazing and boxing. Such fish are usually frozen 

Figure l.--Plaeing fish trap for whitefish through ice 
on Yukon River below Marshall, Alaska during early 
winter. 

before rigor mortis has set in; hence the fish are of excellent quality 
and, on thawing, can be dressed or filleted for fresh-fish markets in 
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the distribution centers. Whitefish are commonly taken and handled in 
this manner in the winter lake fisheries of Canada. 

The quantity of fish preserved by natural freezing is relatively 
small compared to that preserved by mechanical refrigeration . The latter 
development has provided the consumer with high quality frozen fi sh in 
many forms at all seasons of t he year. Differences among the many 
species of fresh and of salt-water fish have resulted in the use of spec
ialized processing and freezing methods for fish with similar character
istics. Most species are iced on the fishing vessel and are then 
prepared and frozen at shore plants. A considerable volume of a few 
species such as tuna and salmon are frozen at sea aboard vessel . In the 
f~llowing discussion,the first part deals with the processing methods for 
major species of fish frozen at shore plants, and the second part with 
those frozen at sea. 

FREEZING FISH AT SHORE PLANTS 

A most important factor in planning the production of frozen fish 
is the nature and diversity of products to be frozen. This factor con
trols the production flow of fresh fish to the fish preparation room, 
to the freezer, and finally to the storage rooms. In a modern processing 
operation for frozen fish, the cold storage facilities and the refriger
ation equipment are designed for the most efficient production, 
considering the individual product volume and the economics of freeze r 
installation and operation. The refrigeration equipment requirements and 
the basic freezing methods for fishery products have been discussed in 
Fishery Leaflet 427. The objective of this section is to discuss the 
application to the important commercial fisheries of modern freezing 
methods in shore plants. 

Fish are frozen in the round (whole), drawn (eviscerated only), 
dressed (eviscerated and trimmed), and packaged form. Anderson and 
Peterson (1954) reported that, of a total of 325 million pounds of fishery 
products frozen during 1951, 150 million pounds of fish fillets and 
steaks were frozen in the packaged form. This total production was re
ported by over 250 domestic freezing plants handling fish . Salt-water 
fish accounted for 76 percent of the total production , shellfish for 22 
percent, and fresh-water fish for 2 percent. In table 1, the relative 
importance of the main producing areas and species of fish frozen is 
indicat-ed. In the New England area, the three most important species
ocean perch, whiting, and haddock--accounted for 44 percent of the total 
production of frozen fishery products during 1951. The three most 
important species of the Pacific Coast States and Alaska--halibut, 
salmon, and sablefish--accounted for 14 percent of the total. The 14 
species or categories shown in table 1 comprised 90 percent of the 
production. 

Most species of fish fall in a representative group that is closely 
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Table l.--United States production of frozen fisherY products in 195111 

A. Main production areas 

All areas 
New England 
South Central 
Alaska 
Pacific coast 
Middle Atlantic 
South Atlantic 
North Central 

B. Main species 

Ocean perch 
Shrimp 
Whiting 
Halibut 
Haddock 
Salmon (all species) 
Bait and animal food 

(from salt-water fish) 
Fresh-water fish 
Flounder 
Sablefish 
Cod 
Scallops 
Pollock 
Squid 

Production 
Millions of pounds 

325 
177 

54 
34 
30 
12 
12 

6 

71 
56 
52 
26 
21 
13 
12 

7 
7 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 

Note: The sections indicated include the following states: 

New England--Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and 
Connecticut. 

Percent 
of total 

100 
54 
17 
10 

9 
4 
4 
2 

22 
18 
16 

8 
6 
4 
4 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

Middle Atlantic--New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. 

South Atlantic--Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, 
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. 

North Central--Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, 
Nebraska, and Kansas. 

South Central--Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Louisiana, Texas, and Arkansas. 

Pacific--Washington, Oregon, California, Arizona, Colorado, 
Utah, and Montana. 

Production of fish frozen on United States fishing or transport
ing craft is not included in this table. 

1/ Anderson and Peterson (1954). 
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allied in biological characteristi cs, habitat, or methods of catching 
and freezing. In t he following discussion, the groups are classified 
as groundfishes , s almon, t una and mackerels, herrings, fresh-water 
fish, and fi sh used i n whole or part f or bai t or f or animal food. 

Groundfishes 

The term groundfish is applied to many species of fish that live 
on or near the bottom. The principal groundfishes are ocean perch, 
whiting, haddock, halibut, flounder, cod, pollock, and sablefish. With 
the exception of halibut and sablefish, these groundfish a r e produced 
in greatest quantity by the New England fisher,y and are f ished throughout 
the year. Halibut and sablefish are produced in the Alaska and Pacific 
coast areas during seasons set by re~llations. In addit i on, smaller 
quantities of Paci fic ocean per ch, f lounder, and cod are landed at 
Pacific ports throughout the year. As was pointed out previously, pro
duction figures for frozen fish during 1951 (table 1) demonstrate that 
5 of the 6 most important species frozen are groundfishes. During 1951, 
approximately two-thirds of the total production of frozen fishery 
products was contributed by the groundfishery. 

These fish are caught mostly with otter trawls--large bag-shaped 
nets that are dragged along the ocean bottom. Two wire cables from 
either the side or the stern of the fishing vessel are used to drag the 
net. These cables are fastened to two, large, iron-weighted frames, 
called otter boards or doors, which are dragged on the bottom and keep 
the mouth of the net open by the pressure of the s ea against the doors 
as the boat moves slowly forward. The net or fish bag is hauled to 
the surface at intervals, and the fish are dumped on the aeck. The fish 
are washed, sorted, and iced in the hold (Fishery Leaflet 428). A small 
part of the groundfish catch is obtained with line t rawls and sink gill 
nets. The line trawl consists of a line laid along the ocean bottom 
with baited hooks attached to short lines fast ened in, turn to the ground 
line at frequent intervals. The sink gill net is weighted to hold it 
close to the bottom in the path of the fish, which are entrapped in the 
meshes by their gills. 

In considering the freezing methods for the groundfishes, one may 
conveniently subdivide the group into the codfish and related fishes, 
the flatfishes, and the ocean perch and related rockfishes. These are 
all lean fish--generally small fish less than 5 to 10 pounds in individual 
weight--and are handled and frozen in a compa rable manner. Halibut and 
sablefish are best treated separately because the size, catch meth~ds, 
and processing differ in many r espects to other members of the ground
fishes. 
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Figure 2.--Dumping a trawl catch of bottom fish 
caught off the New England coast. 

Figure 3.--A cat ch of bottom fish caught off the New 
England coast by the Service's research trawler 
Delaware. 
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Figure 4.--Various species of fish and bottom life 
caught by trawl off the New England coast. From left 
to right--top--whiting, hake, lobster, puffer, scrod 
haddock, haddock, scrod cod, and cod~iddle--scul
pin, hermit crab, starfish, periwinkles, quahog clams, 
crab, and scallops--bottom--squid, lamon sole, dab, 
starfish, skate, halibut, and ocean pout. 

Codfishes 

This group includes Atlantic cod (Gadus m)rhua),Pacific cod (Gadus 
macrocephalus), whiting (Merluccius bilinearis , haddock (Melanogrammus 
aeglefinus), pollock (Pollachius virens), hake (Urophycis sp .) and related 
fish. The greater portion of the amount frozen is in the filleted and 
packaged form; however, over 45 million pounds of whiting were frozen in 
the headed and gutted form during 1951 (Anderson and Peterson 1954). 
Pacific cod is the only member of the group frozen in sizeable quantity 
on the Pacific coast, the major production of these species being in 
New En~qnd, with a much smaller production in the Middle Atlantic 
States dJ. Atlantic cod and haddock fillets, frozen in blocks, are being 
widely used for the preparation of fish sticks. 

Flatfishes 

The flatfishes include over 30 species of flounder and related fishes 
of which about half occur in the North Atlantic and half in the North 

11 Middle Atlantic States--New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. 



Pacific . About 10 species are important commercially. The species from 
the two coasts are similar in general appearance and range in size from 
1 to 5 pounds each, for most members of the group. They form a unique 
family in that every flatfish starts out life with eyes on both sides of 
the head and swims erect, as do other fishes. As the young fish develop, 
one eye migrates around the head close to the other eye, the fish begins 
to swim on its side, and the blind side remains white While the upper 
side becomes pigmented. The introduction of the otter trawl and the 
development of the filleting industry stimulated the growth of the floun
der fishery. Most of the flounder catch is filleted for use. In some 
species, the fillet from the blind or white side is not skinned; however, 
the fillet from the pigmented side is always skinned. Flounder fillets 
are often sold as "sole," although, technically, the true sole does not 
occur off American shores. Common names for various flounder produced 
on the Atlantic coast are gray sole (Glyptocephalus cynoglossus), lemon 
sole (Pseudo leuronectes dignabilis), yellowtail (Limanda ferruginea), 
and blackback Pseudopleuronectes americanus). The term "sole" is also 
used for a number of flounder produced on the Pacific coast--such as rex, 
petrale, sand, dover, and English sole all Pleuronectidae. The halibut 
is a member of the flatfishes but will be discussed separately, as was 
previously explained. 

Ocean perch and the rockfishes 

Although the ocean perch or rosefish (Sebastes marinus) is a member 
of the rockfish family, it deserves special mention because of its pre
eminence in frozen-fish production. During 1951, over 71 million pounds 
of ocean perch fillets were frozen in the New England area, an amount 
equal to 22 percent of the total frozen fish and shellfish production. 
The growth of the ocean perch fishery was spectacular in the decade from 
1930 to 1940, when it was found profitable to catch and f~let this small 
fish, which averages only 1/2 to Ii pounds in individual weight. Prac
tically the entire catch is taken by means of the otter trawl, which is 
fished for ocean perch throughout the year. Ocean perch, in common with 
other rockfishes, suggest a bass or perch in appearance but are not 
related to either. The fish are washed and scaled before being filleted. 

The Pacific rockfish species utilized commercially in the United 
states are similar in characteristics to the Atlantic ocean perch but 
average somewhat larger in size, usually from 2 to 5 pounds. About 35 
species of rockfish are found on the Pacific coast of which 8 or 10 
species are commonly used commercially. Of these, Pacific ocean perch 
(Sebastodes alutus), red rockfish (~. ruberrirnus), bocaccio (~. pau)is
pinis), chilipepper (~. goodei), and channel rockfish (~. alascanus are 
preferred species for freezing because of their better keeping quality 
in cold storage. As with Atlantic ocean perch, these rockfish are fil
leted and packaged, for the most part; however, a small quantity is 
frozen in the dressed, headless fo'rm for some markets. 
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Preparation for freezing 

Fillets 

On the east coast, groundfi sh are usually evisc rate 
sea before being iced; on the Pacific coast , graun i s h 
in the round. In either cas e , the fish are wash 
unloaded and go directly to the filleting room. 
filleting, the boneless strip of flesh is cut from both 8i 
backbone, and the fillets are skinned . The fillets re the 
rinsed free of slime, blood, or debris , after ·ch they 
The fillets are commonly dipped in dilute so urn chlorl e 
point. After being drained , the fillets either ar pp 
vapor-proof material and placed in the carton or are pI c 
the carton, which is overwrapped afterwa th a moist 
paper or film (common carton sizes conta·n 1 , 2 , 5, or 
fillets). The packages are then ready for the freezer . 

at 

or 

mar eta 

Figure 5.-Pacldng fillets in a 5-pound waxed carton f or f reezing. 
The fish are weighed in the metal pans prior to packing . 
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and where later processing into fish sticks or squares is intended, 
the fillets may be placed in metal trays holding 5 or 10 pounds of the 
fillets. The resulting block of fish, after being frozen, is given an 
ice glaze (preferably) and is placed in a waxed carton for storage. 
For use in fish stick production, it is important that the blocks be 
prepared to close size tolerances (Fisher.y Leaflet 430, section 3). 
Additional information on these preliminary operations may be found in 
Fishery Leaflet 428. 

Dressed Fish 

Certain species of fish such as whiting, hake, and pollock are com
monly stored in ,the round aboard the fishing vessel and are then headed 
and gutted at the shore plant and marketed as frozen dressed fish. 
Careful washing of the dressed headless fish is necessary to remove 
slime, blood, and debris. For most species in this group, the fish are 
small and are frozen in pans. The pans hold from 25 to 40 pounds of 
fish, have sloping sides to facilitate removal of the frozen fish, and 
are usually constructed of galvanized iron sheet, 20 to 22 gauge. A 
common size is 16 inches in width, 26 inches in length, and 3 inches in 
depth. Fish frozen in this manner are usually for institution or 
retail fish trade in which the dressed fish is desired for use. In 
many cases, the retail fish market thaws and fillets the dressed fish 
for sale. 

Freezing methods 

Freezing Packaged Fish 

In the following, the methods and problems in handling groundfishes 
during the freezing process will be principally discussed. Details of 
equipment, construction, and operation will be found in Fishery Leaflet 
427. Many of the factors considered here will apply also to freezing 
other groups of fish to be discussed later. 

The packaged fish may be frozen in anyone of three common types 
of freezers: the sharp or circulating-air freezer, the multiplate 
freezer, and the blast freezer. 

Freezin~ packaged fish in the sharp freezer.--As is discussed in 
Fishery Leaflet 427, section 3, the use of a sharp freezer for packaged 
fish is limited by the slow freezing-rate and the considerable handling 
of products required. For these reasons, only the 5- and 10-pound cartons 
are usually frozen in the sharp freezer and then only when a plate or 
blast freezer is not available. Even in large plants, however, sharp 
freezers may be used during periods of heavy production of packaged fish, 
when all freezing facilities must be utilized to handle the peak loads. 
The packages are taken in to the freezer on hand trucks or carts and are . 
placed on the freezer shelves. In some cases, trays may be placed 
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directly on the refrigerated shelf coils. In others, the packages may 
be placed on heavy galvanized iron sheets laid on top of the coils. In 
both cases, contact with the shelf coils is poor, and the packaged fish 
is frozen slowly. The heat transfer between the refrigerated coil and 
the metal tray is limited not only by the small area of contact but 
also by the heavy layer of frost that builds up on the coils. The use 
of heavy iron plates laid on the clean ceils or--bett~r yet--bolted to 
them minimizes the problem of poor contact caused by the build-up of 
frost. 

Normally while the sharp freezer is being loaded, the refrigeration 
is cut off, and the roam temperature cames up to 0 0 F. or even 10 0 F., 
depending on the quantity of warmer air entering the freezer when the 
doors are opened. After the freezer has been loaded, the refrigerant 
is allowed to flow through t he coils, and the temperature is gradually 
lowered during the next 12 to 18 hours to -20 0 to -30 0 F. One or two 
large fans are often used to equalize the temperature throughout the 
room t o prevent warmer air from accumulating near the ceiling, especial
ly in sharp freezers with a high ceiling. This circulation of the air 
does not greatly increase the freezing rate of the packages as compared 
to still air at the same temperature, since air moving at a much faster 
rate is required for this purpose. Generally, because of the slow 
freezing rate and the economics of loading and unloading, the packages 
will be left in the sharp freezer from 12 to 24 hours. 

Tests at the Technological Laboratory of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service at Seattle showed that a 2~inch-thick, 5-pound carton of fillets 
out of contact with the shelf coil required 8.7 hours to freeze in cir
culating air at -20 0 F., and 9.5 hours in circulating air at -8- F. 
When the same size package was placed on a full refrigerated plate at 
-27- F. with still air at -20 0 F. over the package, the freezing time 
was 3.5 hours in one test and 4.2 hours in a second test . In the 
common-type sharp freezer, however, the poor heat transfer between the 
package and t he shelf coil precludes such a reduction in freezing time. 
Figure l . of s ection 3 of Fishery Leaflet 427 shows that approximately 
10 hours was required to sharp freeze a 2~inch-thick package of fillets 
in a test conducted at the Service laboratory in East Boston. In most 
sharp free zers from 12 to 16 hours are required for freezing 5- or 
lO-pound cartons of fish fillets, allowing 3 hours for cooling the 
product t o the freezing point (approximately 30 0 F.), 8 to 10 hours for 
freezing , and an additional 2 or 3 hours for cooling the product to 
0 0 F. 

Freezing packaged fish in the multiplate freezer.--For freezing 
packaged fish in the multiplate freezer, the packages are usually placed 
on narrow trays that can be slid conveniently onto each shelf. Wooden 
spacers or trays of the same height as the cartons must be used to 
prevent crushing of the packages. Cartons loaded on a given shelf must 
all be of the same height. Most plate freezers are of the batch type; 
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the packages will there
fore be exposed to room 
temperature on an aver
age of from 1 to 3 hours 
while each load is being 
accumulated and placed 
in the freezer. 

It is desirable to 
keep this time interval 
to a minimum, since fil
lets tend to lose fldrip" 
during this time. In 
Borne cases, the drip 
thus formed may wet or 
stain the carton. In 
others, a pocket of 
free liquid is formed 
within the package, 

Figure 6.--Filling the tray for a plate freez- which looks unsightly 
er with l-pound packages of fillets. The when the frozen 
fillets are overwrapped after being frozen. product is unwrapped. 

Another prob-
lem in cases of long 
delay after packaging 
and prior to freezing 
is that of bacterial 
growth within the 
package. Depending 
on the degree of con
tamination (which, in 
turn, depends on the 
quali ty of the fish 
and the handling meth
ods) and the tem
perature of the 
fillets during the 
delay, this factor 
may be of no signifi
cance--or great 
significance. Many 
large buyers and 
some producers of 
frozen fillets are now 
specifying the maximum 
permissible total bac
terial count, number 
of coliforms, or other 
bacteria indicative 
of contamination. Figure 7.--Packaged fish being frozen in a multi

plate freezer. (Photo courtesy of the Southern 
Fishennan) 
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The increasing interest in quality control by the public health and 
other governmental agencies concerned with food products indicates that 
the producer must not overlook any point in the processing line at which 
the product might be affected by bacterial contamination or growth . 

After the plate freezer has been loaded, the doors are closed, 
pressur e is applied by a hydraulic ram on the bottom plate, and all 
plates are brought into smooth and firm contact with the cartons as a 
pressure from 1 to 10 pounds per square inch is applied on the packages . 
If the cartons are properly filled and the spacers are properly 
adjusted, the expansion of the fish (approximately 7 percent by volume) 
during the freezing process will take place within the package . As a 
result, small voids within the package are eliminated, and the fish is 
brought into intimate contact with the moisture-vapor-proof material 
enclosing it. The final package will then be unifonn on all sides and 
have a minimum of voids. This complete filling of the package is a 
very important advantage of plate freezing, and it adds greatly to the 
appearance and cold-storage life of the product. Total freezing time 
in a compression plate freezer is deter.mined by the thickness of the 
packages, if proper plate temperatures are maintained during the cycle . 
As is shown in figures 4, 5, and 6 of section 3 of Fishery Leaflet 427, 
a l-inch-thick package holding 1 pound of fillets required 60 minutes 
total freezing time from 36° to 0° F.; a 2-inch-thick package holding 
5 pounds of fillets required 180 minutes under similar conditions; and 
a 2~inch-thick package holding 10 pounds of fillets required 260 
minutes. After being frozen, the small packages, if not previously 
labeled, are overwrapped and labeled by automatic machines, assembled 
in master cartons of 24 to 48 packages, and stored at 0° F., or lower. 

Freezing packaged fish in the blast freezer.--Although blast freez
ers are not as economical in operation for freezing packaged fish as are 
plate freezers, the blast freezers are installed in many fish plants and 
cold storages because of their versatility. Fish in the round, dressed 
fish, panned fish, or packaged fish may be frozen simply by using dif
ferent loading methods or various types of buggies . Packaged f ish in 
the larger cartons are usually loaded directly on the trays or s helves 
of the buggy or wheeled cart, which is then pushed into the blast 
freezer. Small cartons may be placed on narrow flat trays at the end 
of the packing line and slid on the shelves. In same plants, the pack
ages are placed on large trays laid directly on a pallet board. Hollow, 
double-sided racks are placed on top of each tray or layer as they are 
stacked, so the blast of cold air flows between each two layers. Trays 
or spacers of proper size must be used to support the weight of the 
layers above. Some installations are arranged with fixed shelves in 
the blast freezer for air flow between adjacent shelves . In others, 
the shelves may be moved up or down, and a simple jack or hydraulic ram 
is used to raise the shelves in close contact with both top and bottom 
of the trays or packages. It can be seen that, in this way, a blast
freezing operation can have the important advantage of the plate freezer 
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Figure 8.--Loading 5-pound pack
ages of fish on a blast freezer 
rack. (Photo courtesy of Quincy 
Market Cold Storage and Ware
house Company) 

with respect to the con ineme t 0 

the packages bet ween t wo r efriger
ated plates. 

The t ot al f r eezing times for 
blast freez ing package fish are con
siderably l onger than for multiplate 
freezing. For example , figure 10 
in section 3 of Fishery Leaflet 427 
indicates a t otal f r eezing time 
(from ini tial t emperature of package 
to O· F.) of 2~ hour s for l - inch
thick packages, of 5 hours for 
2-inch-thi ck packages , and of 7 
hours f or 2~inch-thick packages . 

The blast f r eezer lends itself 
very well to the freezing , in metal 
pans , of fi sh fillets , usually pre
pared f or institution packs in the 
5- or l O- pound size . A metal cover 
is used to pr otect the surface of the 
fis h during freezing . After freez
ing, the pans are dipped briefly in 
water to release the block of frozen 
f illets, which ar e then glaze and 
placed in a waxed carton of comparable 

Figure 9 _-Placing 5-pound packages of frozen fis 
cartons for storage. The packages ere frozen . 
freezer on the rack shown a t the l eft . (Photo C 0 

uincy r ket Cold Storage an arah se Co an) 



Figure lO.--Loading a blast freezer. 
The fish fillets are frozen in 
the aluminum pans with lids. 

size. Occasionally, for production 
of fish blocks to be used for later 
preparation of fish sticks or fish 
squares, the glazed blocks are 
placed into a master carton with a 
protective waxed or treated paper 
between each layer and on the top 
and bottom. Long cold storage of 
this type of container inevitably 
results in dehydration of the ex
posed edges of the fish blocks. 
For greater protection against dry
ing during storage, the pre-cut 
frozen fish squares may be wrapped 
in moisture-vapor-proof film and 
packaged several units to a master 
carton. 

Freezing Panned Fish 

The dreesed fish in large pans 
may be frozen in either the sharp 
freezer or the blast f reezer. In 
either case , freezing requires 12 to 
24 hours. Since the fi sh are not 
covered or protected on t op, some 
drying of the skin sur f aces takes 
place during freezing. This drying 

Figure ll.--Frozen pre-cut fish squares packaged in moisture-vapor
proof film and master cartons for institution use. (Photo courtesy 
Atlantic Coast Fisheries Company) 
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is especially noticeable in 
those blast freezers where the 
differential between the air 
temperature and the coil tem
perature (that is, for the 
coils in the blast cooler) is 
considerable. A maximum of 
10° F. for this temperature 
difference is usually speci
fied in blast-freezer installa
tions. Immediately after com
pletion of freezing, the fish 
are removed from the pans and 
are given a heavy ice glaze 
before being placed in storage. 
The blocks of dressed fish are 
placed in large cartons or 
wooden boxes for shipment. 

Occasionally, individually 
frozen fish are prepared by 
freezing only one layer of fish 
to a tray. These fish are 
glazed and are placed in boxes 
lined with paper for storage 
and shipment. 

Figure l2.--Freezing panned fish in a 
sharp freezer. (Photo courtesy of 
Southern Fisherman) 

Halibut 

Halibut have been produced almost entirely on the Pacific coast 
and in Alaska since the decline of the Atlantic halibut fishery many years 
ago. Pacific halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis) is a much larger fish than 
are other members of the flatfishes, and it ranges in size, as a commer
cial fish, from 5 to over 80 pounds. The fishery is centered primarily 
on the banks off the Pacific coast and Alaska. The season, gear, and 
area catch-limits are strictly regulated by the International Pacific 
Halibut Commission. The fishery, in recent years, has generally been 
from May to September. Halibut are a bottom fish, but by regulation, 
they may be caught only by line trawls except for a small amount allowed 
incidentally in the salmon troll fishery--and t his only during the reg
ular halibut season. Halibut are commonly caught in areas that are 5 
to 8 days' run from port. They are gutted soon after being caught and 
are iced in pens partitioned in the hold of the boat. The fish, after 
being landed, are headed, inspected, graded for size, and washed prior 
to freezing. In 1951, approximately 26 million pounds of halibut were 
frozen, the greater part being frozen in the dressed, headless form in 
sharp freezers. 
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Figure l3.--Bringing a halibut over the rail 
in the Pacific fishery. The fish are 
placed in the checker in the foreground 
and are eviscerated before being iced. 
(Photo courtesy of International Pacific 
Halibut Commission) 

in the colder location. 
With large fish such 
as halibut, it i s im
portant that the fish 
are placed straight 
on the shelves and not 
overlapping. 

A full sharp
freezer requires 36 to 
48 hours for f reezing 
the fish. By that 
time, the temperat ure 
of the room should be 
down to at least -loeF. 

Frozen Dressed Halibut 

The washed halibut 
are sorted in wheeled 
carts according to the 
f ollowing si ze categor
ies: chicken, f rom 5 
to 10 pounds; medium, 
from 10 t o 60 pounds; 
large , from 60 t o 80 
pounds; and whale, 
over 80 pounds . 

The fi sh are placed 
on large galvanized i ron 
sheets laid over the 
coils L, the sha rp f r eez
er. Large fi sh are usually 
loaded on the bottom 
coils, and the smaller fi sh 
are loaded towards the t op. 
This procedur e i s f ollowed 
partly as a matter of ease 
in loading . In addition, 
the temperature at the 
top coils tends t o be 
somewhat wanner than at 
the bottom coils; therefore 
the larger fish are frozen 

I f ther e is no need Figure 14.-A sharp freezer loaded with halibut. 
to reload t he freezer 
immediately, t he fish will be left longer, and the freezer temperature 
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will drop t o -25· to -30° F. When a need for freezer space is great, 
t he cold-storage operators may unload or "strip" the freezer as soon as 
t he fish are solidly frozen. This unloading does not occur, however, 
until the t emperature of the fish has fallen to about 10° F. In prac
tice, the operator determines the condition of the fi sh by examination-
sometimes knocking them to see if they have the proper ring, thus 
signifying the extent to which they have become frozen. 

In many cold storages, the frozen halibut are removed by hand, 
stacked in carts, and taken to the storage rooms for later ice glazing. 
In some installations and especially in those in which a conveyor belt 
is used to speed freezer loading and unloading, the fish are glazed imme
diately after being removed from the freezer. A chemical compound is 
usually a.dded to the glazing water to minimize cracking of the glaze 
(see Fishery Leaflet 429, section 3). 

Frozen Packaged Halibut 

A small amount of halibut is cut into steaks or fillets and is then 
packaged and frozen in plate or blast freezers. Much of the packaged 
halibut for both the consumer and institutional market is prepared by 
sawing the frozen halibut into steaks, which are then glazed and wrapped. 
Small halibut and the tail sections of the larger halibut are often 
filleted. Uncooked halibut sticks and squares prepared from frozen 
blocks of fillets have been marketed recently. The blocks are prepared 
in a similar manner to other fillet blocks, by freezing the fillets in 
a covered metal pan or tray in a plate or blast freezer. 

Sablefish 

Sablefish (Anoplopoma fimbria), sometimes called black cod, are 
produced in the North Pacific, mainly during the summer and fall months. 
The fish are caught both with otter trawls and with long lines and run, 
in length, up to 3 feet and, in weight, up to 40 pounds. Many are caught 
along with halibut on long lines. Sablefish are unusual in that they 
are the only commercial bottom fish that has a high fat content, commonly 
about 12 to 14 percent. The flesh is firm, white, and flaky, with full 
rich flavor. For this reason, it is considered an excellent fish for 
smoking, and much of the frozen dressed sablefish, after being thawed, 
is used for this purpose. Over 5 million pounds of frozen sablefish 
were produced during 1951. 

Most of the catch is frozen in the dressed, headless form and is 
handled very similarly to halibut. A small quantity is cut into steaks, 
packaged in I-pound cartons, and frozen in plate or blast freezers. 

Salmon 

There are five species of Pacific salmon. Three of these--king or 
chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), silver or coho (Q. kisutch), and 
fall or chum (Q. keta)--are the main species frozen in shore plants. 
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A much smaller quantity of pink salmon (Q. gorbuscha) are f rozen and 
then later thawed for canning or smoking . The r ed salmon (Q. nerka) 
are commonly frozen at sea for later thawing and canning and are 
discussed in a later section of this leaflet . During 1951, over 13 
million pounds of salmon were frozen, which included about 4 million 
pounds of kings, 6 million pounds of cohos , and 3 million pounds of 
chums. A small quantity of ocean-caught steelhead trout (Salmo 
gairdnerii) are also caught and frozen along with the salmon . 

King salmon are the largest of the salmon and , in the commer cial 
flshery, run from 6 to over 50 pounds. They are highest in fat cont ent 
when caught in prime condition. Coho salmon average much smaller-
from 6 to 15 pounds--and are lower in fat content than are the king 
salmon. These two species are primarily caught by ocean trolling, with 
either artificial lures or herring. A smaller quantity ar e taken by 
the gill-net fisheries in and around major rivers and by the s eine 
fisheries during closely regulated seasons. Chum salmon average about 
7 to 9 pounds in weight, are the leanest of the salmon, and a re pro
duced mostly by the seine fishery. Depending on the species and a r ea, 
salmon are caught in greatest abundance during the seasonal runs f r om 
Hay to November. 

Frozen dressed salmon 

Salmon are frozen primarily as the dressed headless fi sh, in sharp 
freezers. Grading, inspection, washing, and freezing practices are 
similar to those for halibut. Few of the larger king salmon are f rozen, 
since most of them are used for mild-curing and later smoking . Most 
frozen salmon range from 6 to 15 pounds in weight. Prompt removal f rom 
the freezer and thorough glazing are desirable to minimize dehydration 
and accompanying yellowing and development of rancidity in the surface 
flesh of this prime species. 

Frozen packaged salmon 

For packaging, either the fresh or frozen salmon is cut into steaks 
about 3/4 inch in thickness. Steaks cut from fresh or t hawed fish are 
wrapped and packaged in the 1- and 5-pound cartons . Frozen f ish are 
often cut (or sawed) into steaks by use of a bandsaw similar to that 
used with halibut. These frozen steaks are glazed and either wrapped 
for a consumer package or placed in a large carton for retail dealers 
or institutional use. The large cartons are either l ined with protec
tive paper or overwrapped. Packaged fresh salmon steaks in the l -
and 5-pound cartons are most commonly frozen in multiplate free zer s. 

Tuna and Mackerels 

Tuna 

Nearly all tuna are frozen at sea for delivery to t he canneries; 
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however, a relatively small quantity (about 600,000 pounds during 1951) 
is frozen at shore plants for later canning. Freezing tuna at sea is 
discussed in a later section. The two main species delivered fresh 
for freezing ashore are bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) and albacore 
(Genno alalunga). Bluefin is the important species produced in the 
New England area; both bluefin and albacore are produced in the southern 
California fishery. 

The tuna are frozen in the round in sharp freezers and stored for 
later canning. A small amount is used for markets in a few areas where 
the whole fish is thawed for sale. Tuna are normally canned, and to 
date, there has been little or no demand for a frozen packaged product. 

Mackerels 

The mackerels are close relatives to the tunas, are oily fish, and 
run about 1 to 3 pounds in weight. The common species are the Atlantic 
mackerel (Scomber scombrus) and the Pacific mackerel (Pneumatophorus 
diego). In California, the mackerel catch is taken with seine or round 
haul nets, hook and line, and gill nets. The main season is from 
September through December. On the Atlantic coast, most mackerel fish
ing is off the New England and Middle Atlantic States and is primarily 
done from purse-seine vessels. Heaviest landings on the Atlantic coast 
occur in midsummer. Approximately 2 million pounds of mackerel were 
frozen during 1951, most of which was in the New England area. 

Mackerel are frozen mostly as panned r ound or eviscerated fish. 
These products are prepared and frozen similar to the pan freezing of 
small groundfish previously discussed and are glazed and boxed for ship
ment to wholesale fish markets and to the institutional trade throughout 
the country. Skinned mackerel fillets are prepared and frozen both in 
the l-pound consumer package and the large institutional size. The 
consumer packages are frozen in either plate or blast freezers. 

Herrings 

This group includes the herring and smelts of both the Atlantic 
and Pacific coasts. All species are small and have a rich oily flesh. 
The fish are caught in various types of nets: seines, wiers, gill 
nets, and scoop nets. The fishery is usually conducted close to the 
fishing portj consequently, ice is not ordinarily needed for preser
vation. 

Over 2 million pounds of herring and smelt were frozen during 1951. 
For wholesale and institution use, the fish are commonly frozen in pans 
in the round and are then removed, glazed, and boxed for shipment. For 
consumer use, the fish are scaled, headed, eviscerated, washed, and 
then packed in l-pound cartons. These packaged fish are usually plate 
frozen and overwrapped. 
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Figure 15.--Brailing a catch of seine-caught herring at 
Ketchikan, Alaska. These herring are frozen for commer
cial and sport fish bait. 

Fresh-water Fish 

About 15 species of fish are produced in considerable vol ume f rom 
the lake and river fisheries. During 1951 over 7 million pounds of 
fresh-water fish, approximately 5 percent of the total product ion, were 
frozen (Anderson and Peterson 1954), mostly in the dres sed headless 
form. All the smaller fish are frozen in pans for convenience in hand
ling. A few species--such as blue pike, lake herring, yellow per ch, 
yellow pike, and whitefish--are filleted for production of the I - pound 
consumer package. A considerable volume of the f illets is also 
packed and frozen in l arge cartons for the institution and retail fi sh 
marke-c. 

The greatest part of t his production is in the Great Lakes area. 
Chub (Leucicht hys sp.) and l ake herring (1. ar tedi ) are t he most 
important, in volume, of the lake fi sheries . Both of these are small 
fish, weighing less t han 1 pound, and are frozen in PL~S or large 
cartons. The frozen chub are used widel y f or the production of smoked 
fish. Whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis ), weighing up to 6 pounds, 
are produced both as frozen dressed fi sh and as I-pound packaged fillets. 
Catf i sh (Ameiurus sp. ) , which are caught in both lakes and rivers, are 
commonly dressed and skinned before being frozen . Lake trout (Salve
l inus namaycush) run 2 to 10 pounds in weight and are f rozen, in the 
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I-pound fillet package, for consumer use , and as the dresse fish , for 
institution and res t aurant us e . Most of the catch of fresh- water fish 
is taken with gill net s; however, trap nets , pound nets , seines , fyke 
nets, and set lines are also important types of gear used . Much of 
the catch is obtained by setting nets through a hole in the ice in the 
winter time. 

Figure 16.--Catching l ake smelt in 
a pound net set through the ice, 
Lake Michigan . 

other less marketable fish from the 

Bait and Animal Foo 

The freezing of scra fish 
and trimmings for bait and animal 
food has become an important part 
of the frozen-fish industry in 
recent years. Dur ing 1951 , about 
14 million pounds were frozen for 
this purpose, of which more than 
12 million pounds were pro uced 
from salt-water fish and the 
balance from fresh-water fish . 
The marine species used in great
est quantity for bait and animal 
food include the herrings and 
scrap bottom fish . These are 
frozen whole. In areas where 
large quantities of fish are fil
leted or canned, the waste por
tions of species such as cod, 
ocean perch, and salmon are often 
recovered and frozen for animal 
food . The fresh-water species 
used include lake herring in con
siderable volume and many of the 

rivers and lakes of the Midwest . 

The commonest method of f reezing employs large pans holding 25 to 
50 pounds of fish . These pans are placed in sharp freezers . The 
resulting blocks mayor may not be glazed, depending on the market 
requirements . Another method of freezing employs lined cartons , which 
eliminates the handling of pans. In a third method , the fish are 
placed in multilayer moisture-resistant paper bags holding 50 poun s 
and a re then frozen in sharp freezers. 

The freezing of herring on the Pacific coast is a good exam Ie of 
an important fish- bait industry . Over 3 million pounds ere f rozen in 
1951 for use in the commercial halibut and salmon fisheries . Large 
quantities of fish scrap and waste are frozen on both coasts an in 
the Gr eat Lakes area for use as mink food on commercial fur farms . 
Another important outlet is the freezing of fish waste for fee in the 
trout and salmon hatcheries throughout many states . 
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Miscellaneous Fish 

Many species of fish of importance for freezing have not been men
tioned. For the most part, the freezing methods are similar to those 
discussed in this section. In table 2, pertinent information is sum
marized on commercial handling and freezing methods for representative 
fish of the United States, including those from both fresh and salt 
water. 

FREEZING FISH AT SEA 

For many years, the tuna fishery employed crushed ice,~s a refrig
erant on the boats. When the tuna bait boats or clippers 11 extended 
their trips for greater distances into subtropical waters, it was 
impossible to carry sufficient crushed ice to return with fish in first
class condition. During the middle 1930's, satisfactory brine chilling 
and freezing systems were developed for tuna vessels, and at present, 
all large tuna clippers use a brine-freezing system. Large tuna seiners 
fish closer to port and often have a modified refrigeration- system with 
a central refrigerated dry hold, and with brine wells on both sides. 
This is a dual-purpose system, which enables the tuna seiners to fish 
sardines. The sardines are caught close to port and are stored in the 
hold with no ice or refrigeration, for the short run to the cannery. 
Usually, the refrigerated coils are removed from the large hold during 
the sardine season. During tuna seining operations, the fish may be 
held in crushed ice in the large hold or frozen in the brine wells and 
transferred to the refrigerated dry hold, which is cooled below freezing. 

Brine chilling and freezing of tuna aboard the tuna clippers is 
accomplished by means of steel cargo wells or brine tanks in the hull , 
located on both sides of the narrow passage above the propeller shaft. 
Typical large clippers have 12 or 14 brine wells, with a total fish 
capacity from 240 to 450 tons (Hendrickson 1955). The fish are loaded 
into the wells by means of deck hatches or manholes. The wells are 
ins~ated, and ammonia coils are located along the inner sides, bottom, 
and under the top. Each well or manifold connecting several wells is 
equipped with a motor-driven circulating pump and an outlet and intake 
to the sea. 

According to accepted practice, the wells are filled with sea 
water, the water is cooled to 30 0 F., and the warm tuna are loaded into 
the well. It requires from 24 to 72 hours to bring the temperature 
of the tuna down to 30 0 F. After the tuna are precooled, salt is added 
gradually and mixed by means of the brine circulation pumps. 

11 As used in the tuna fishery, the term clipper refers to the 
large vessels fishing tuna many days from port. At present, all clip
pers catch tuna by the hook and line method, using live bait to attract 
the tuna. 
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Species 

Bluefish (Pomatomus saltat r ix) 

Bl ue pike (Stizost edion vitreum 
AAaucum) -----

Butterfish (Poronotus 
t riacanthus) 

Catfi sh (Ameiurus sp . ) 

Chub (Leucichthys sp.) 

Cod (At lantic) (Gadus morhua) 

Cod (Pacific) 
(Gadus macrocephalus) 

Croaker (Atlantic) 
(Micropogon undulatus) 

Eels, common 
(Anguilla ros t-rat.a) 

Fl ounder (incl uding sole) 

Haddock 
(Melanogrammus aeAAefinus) 

Hake (Ur Ophycis sp . ) 

Halibut (Hippogl ossus sP.) 

Herring, see (Cl upea sp. ) 

Lake herring 
(Leucichthys artedi) 

Table 2.--Commercial freezing methods for representative fish of the United States 

Common size I Main producing 
range area 

Pounds 

Season Preparation for 
freezing 

1 t -;;-:;-- I Middle At lantic I All year I Whole , drawn 

1/2 to 2 Great Lakes I Sept.-Nov. Whole , filleted , 

I 
packaged 

1/4 t o l~ Middle Atlantic June-Oct. Whole, drawn 

1 to 40 I Rivers, lakes ,All year ' Whole , dressed 

1/10 to 1/3 , Great Lakes 'All year I Dressed 

Usual freezing 
method 

Sharp freezer 

Blast freezer 

Pan, sharp freezer 

Sharp freezer 

Pan, sharp freezer 

l~ t o 10 New England All year Filleted,packaged IPlate or blast 
f reezer 

It to 10 Pacif ic coast All year Filleted ,packaged IPlate or blast 
freezer 

Preparation for 
storage Market fonn 

Glazed I Whole, drawn 

Cartons I Whole, fillets 

Glazed, boxed 'Whole, drawn 

Glazed IWhole, dressed 

Glazed, boxed ,Dressed, smoked 

Cartons 

Cartons 

Packaged fillets, 
fish sticks 

Packaged fillets 

1/2 to 2 South Atlantic June-Oct. Whole, drawn Pan, sharp freezer 'Glazed, boxed 'Whole, fillets 

1 to 5 At l antic coast I All yeer Whole, dressed Pan, sharp f reezer I Glazed, boxed I Whole, dressed, 
smoked 

3/ 4 to 12 

l~ to 7 

2 t o 5 

5 t o 75 

New England, 
Pacific coast 

New England 

New England 

Alaska, 
Pacific coas t 

1/8 to 1/4 ' New England , 
Pacifi c coast , 
Alaska 

1/3 to 1 I Great Lakes 

All year 

All year 

All year 

Apr. -Oct. 

Fillet ed, pa ckaged I Plate or blast 
freezer 

Fillet ed, pa ckaged I Plate freezer 

Filleted, packaged I Plate f r eezer 

Dressed, steaked, 
packaged 

Sharp or plat e 
f reezer 

Cartons 

Cartons 

Cartons 

Glazed, boxed, 
cartons 

Nov.-Feb. I Whol e Pan or l ar ge carton, 1 Glazed 
sha rp f reezer 

Oct .-Dec. I Whol e, dr es sed Pan or large carton, I Glazed 
sharp f reezer 

Packaged f illets, 
fish squares 

Packaged fillets, 
fish sticks 

Packaged fillets 

Steaks, chunks, 
packaged steaks, 
or fish squares 

Whole, bait and 
animal food 

Whole, dressed, 
smoked, animal 
f ood 
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Table 2.--Commercial freezing methods for repreeentative fish of the United States (Continued) 

Species 

Lake trout 
(Salvelinus namaycush) 

Mackerel 
(Scomber scombrue) 

Lingcod (Ophiodon elongatus) 

Common size I Main producing 
range area 

Pounds 

l~ to 10 

1/2 to 2~ 

5 to 20 

Great Lakes 

New England, 
Middle Atlantic 

Pacific coast, 
Alaska 

Season 

May-Nov. 

Apr.-Oct. 

All year 

Preparation for 
freezing 

Usual freezing 
method 

Dressed, filleted 'Sharp freezer 

Whole, filleted I Pan, sharp or plate 
freezer 

Dressed, filleted I Sharp or plate 
freezer 

Preparation for 
storage Market form 

Glazed, boxed ,Dressed,packaged 
fillets, smoked 

Glazed,cartons 'Whole, dressed, 
packaged fil
lets 

Glazed,cartons IDressed,packaged 
fillets 

Mullet (Mugil sp.) 1/2 to 3 South Atlantic, , Sept.-Dec. ' Whole, dressed 
Gulf 

Pan, sharp freezer I Boxed Whole, dressed, 
fillets 

Ocean perch (Sebastee marinus) 

Pollock (Pollachius virens) 

Rockfish (Sebastodes sp.) 

1/2 to It 
l~ to 12 

2 to 5 

Sablefish (Anoplopoma fimbria) '5 to 15 

Salmon, chum (Oncorhynchus keta) , 5 to 11 

Salmon, king 
(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) 

5 to 30 

Salmon, pink 3 to 6 
(Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) 

Salmon , red (Oncorhynchus nerka) , 5 to 10 

Salmon, silver 5 to 12 
(Oncorhynchus kisutch) 

Sauger (Stizostedion canadense) 1 t o l ! 

Scup (Stenotomus sp .) I 1/ 2 to l~ 

Sea t rout (spotted) , 1 to 4 
(Cynoecion nebulosus) 

New England 

New England 

Pacific coast 

Pacific coast, 
Alaska 

Pacific coast, 
Alaska 

Pacific coast, 
Alaska 

Pacific coast, 
Alaska 

Alaska, 
Pacific coast 

Pacific coast, 
Alaska 

Great Lakes 

Atlantic coast 

South Atlanti c, 
Gulf 

All year 

All year 

All year 

Apr.-Nov. 

Filleted,packaged I Plate freezer 

Filleted,packaged I Plate freezer 

Filleted,packaged I Plate or blast 

Dressed 
freezer 

Sharp freezer 

Cartons Packaged fillets 

Cartons Packaged fillets 

Cartons Packaged fillets 

Glazed, boxed I Dressed, steaks, 
smoked 

Aug.-Nov. Whole, dreesed, 
steak ed, pack
aged 

Brine(canning OnlY)'1 Glazed, cartonsl Canned, dressed, 
sharp, plate, or steaks, pack-
blast freezer aged steaks 

Apro-Nov. Dressed, steak ed, 
packaged 

July-Sept. ' Whole, dressed 

June-Aug. I Whole 

July-Oct. I Dressed, steaked, 
packaged 

Apr. -Oct . , Whole, f illeted 

Mar.-June I Dressed 
Sept .-Dec. 

Sept.-Dec .' Whole , dressed 

Sharp, plate , or 
blast freezer 

Sharp freezer 

Sharp or brine 
freezer 

Sharp, pl ate , or 
blast f reezer 

Sharp f reezer 

Pan , sharp 
freezer 

Pan, eharp freezer 

Glazed, boxed, 
cartons 

Dressed, steaks, 
smoked, pack
aged steaks 

Glazed, boxed ,Canned, smoked 

Glazed 

Glazed, boxed , 
cartons 

Boxed 

Boxed 

Boxed 

Canned 

Dressed, s t eaks , 
packaged steaks 

Whole, fillets 

Dr essed 

Whole, dressed 
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Table 2.--Commer cial free zing methods f or r epresentative fish of the United States ( Continued) 

Species 

Shad (Alosa sapidissima) 

Smelt (Osmerus mordax) 
(Thal~s~icus) 
(Hypomesus pretiosus 

Swordfish (Xipias gladius) 

Tuna, albacore 
(Genno alalunga) 

Whiting (Merluccius bilinearis) 

Yellow perch (Perca flavescens) 

Yellow pike 
(Stizostedion vitreum vitreum) 

Whit efish 
(Coregonus cl upeafo rmis) 

Common size I Main producing 
range area 

Season 

Pounds 

l~ to 5 At lantic coast, I May-June 
Pacific coast 

Preparation fo r 
freezing 

Whole, drawn 

1/16 to 1/8 /New England, 
Pacific coast , 
Great Lakes 

Feb .-June I Whole, packaged 

50 to 200 New England 

12 to 25 Pacific coast 

4 to 18 New England 

1/2 to 3/4 Great Lakes 

l~ t o 4 Great Lakes 

l~ to 6 Gr eat Lakes 

June-Sept. 

June-Nov. 

May-Nov. 

All year 

All year 

.All year 

Chunks 

Whole 

Whole, dressed, 
filleted, pack
aged 

Whole, fill eted 

Whole, dressed, 
filleted 

Whol e , dr essed 

Usual freezing 
method 

Preparation for 
storage 

Pan , sharp freezer I Boxed 

Sharp, plate, or 
blast freeze r 

Cartons 

Sharp f reezer I Glazed, boxed 

Sharp f reezer I Glazed 

Sharp or plate Glazed, boxed, 
freezer cartons 

Pans, sharp freezer I Boxed 

Pans, sharp f reezer I Boxed 

Pans, sharp freezer I Boxed 

Market fOIm 

Whole, drawn 

Whole, packaged 
dressed fish 

Steaks 

Whole 

Dressed,packaged 
f illets 

Whole, fillets 

Whole, dressed, 
fillets 

Whole , dressed, 
fillets 



Ouring this proces s , the coils are refrigerated to a lower temperature 
in 0 er to cool th e well below t he freezing point . The brine and 
tuna are cooled to about 15° F. at which temperature the chilled brine 
is p:.m1pej 0 another well or overboGl.rd. The tuna are then held at 
from 10° 0 20° F. in the dry refrigerated well. The fish may be 
unloaded frozen , and thawed a t the cannery; or if they are to be proces
sed promptly at the cannery, the refrigeration in the well will be cut 
off and the fish thawed by means of circulating sea water during the 
last few days of the t r ip _ Salt must be added to the sea water during 
initial thawing to avoid f reezing a solid mass of tuna and ice in the 
middle of the well . 

If the refrigeration system i s of suff i cient capacity and the tuna 
are frozen in the proper manner, good quality fish are delivered after 
long trips at sea-commonly 2 to 3 months. During very slow brine 
freezing , excessive salt is absorbed by t he t una fl esh, making it dif
ficult or impractical to control the salt content of the final product. 
This is especially true with the small er tuna like skipjack. For this 
reason alone , the proper applicati on of br i ne freezing to tuna is most 
important. 

Some of the problems encountered in t he application of brine 
freezing of tuna at sea are: 

(1) Assuring adequate ref rigeration capacity and use of prechil
led sea water and brine for peak f ishing periods. 

(2) Minimizing exceBsive salt penetration in smaller fish. 

(3) Minimizing the chafing and bruising of the fi sh in handling, 
chilling, and storing. 

(4) Eliminating quality losses due to incipient spoilage of fish 
frozen too slowly in overcrowded wells; loading the wells to 
allow proper brine circulation through the large quantity of 
fish and to all parts of the well . 

(5) Using lower temper atures for f reezing and storing to minimize 
quality losses , especially those due to oxidative rancidity 
in surface flesh of the frozen t una. 

(6) Using thawing practices which minimize additional salt penetra
tion and which eliminate quality losses in fish thawed earlier 
than esirab~e or over too long a period. 

Thes problems can be solved under present conditions and with 
t vessel uipment ; however, a complication often arises because 
hi er p uction cost fo r the fi shermen. For example , during 

ishing perio 8 in rm waters , it may be necessary t o limit the 
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day's catch simply because the fish cannot be properly handled and 
refrigerated before quality losses occur. When the objective is a 
full load of tuna, the decision to stop fishing while fish are still 
available is obviously a difficult one to make. Refrigeration equip
ment with high capacity for handling peak loads, such as supplementary 
brine coolers, would be a partial solution; however, the additional 
cost is a deterrent. Extra care should be taken in handling, chilling, 
and freezing the small fish, in order to minimize the absorption of 
salt during brine freezing. This means careful loading of the wells, 
allowing space for proper brine circulation. 

Excessive chafing of the fish can only be corrected by more care
ful handling of the fish during catching, in loading the wells, and 
during unloading operations. This is easier to correct in the bait 
boats, since all fish are brought in individually on hook and line. 
The number of fish taken can be controlled. Through use of a conveyor 
belt or sluiceway, fish can be carried from the after deck to the wells 
before too many fish pile up. On the other hand, when good fishing 
occurs in tuna seining, the net may be overloaded, and the heavy loads 
cannot be handled without chafing and bruising of the fish. Sometimes 
fish may die and undergo quality loss while in the seine net, simply 
because of the time factor in pursing and brailing a large seine. 

Controlled loading of wells during chilling and freezing requires 
that each well be loaded with fish in accordance with the cooling 
capacity of the well and the size of the fish. Chilling should be 
accomplished in sea water continuously held at 30° to 32° F. The 
chilling capacity of the well can be increased through the transfer of 
chilled sea water from another well or through the addition of crushed 
ice to the tuna as they are loaded. For example, in the use of ice 
in chilling, each pound added would provide sufficient refrigeration, 
on melting, to cool about three pounds of tuna from 80° F. to 32° F. 
Following chilling of the tuna, the best practice is the use of pre
chilled brine (5° to 10° F.) for brine freezing. If brine temperatures 
not higher than 10° to 15° F. are held during the entire freezing 
cycle and adequate circulation around the tuna is maintained, there is 
little opportunity for excessive salt absorption or for quality losses 
due to spoilage. A temperature of not over 10° F. during the storage 
of tuna in dry wells minimizes oxidative changes. If fish are to be 
thawed before being unloaded, the refrigerated coils and brine pumps 
may be used to maintain a uniform brine or sea-water temperature of 
not over 32° F. in all parts of the well. This use of refrigerated 
coils and brine pumps avoids the quality losses in small f::.sh or in the 
outside portions of larger fish, which otherwise tend to thaw more 
rapidly and thus might be exposed to higher temperatures than are 
desirable. 

Salmon 

Most of the production of frozen salmon is prepared at shore plants; 
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however, a sizeable percentage of the total catch of Pacific salmon 
(Oncorhynchus sp.) obtained for canning is frozen at sea fo r later 
thawing and canning ashore. This practice became of great importance 
during the later part of the 1940' s when companies not having cannery 
facilities near the Alaskan salmon fishing areas outfitted f reezer 
vessels to bring the salmon from northern areas to the canneries. 
Occasionally, canneries have also frozen salmon during periods of 
seasonal glut or peak fishing in order that the surplus might be t hawed 
and canned after the rush period had passed. 

As was pointed out by Stansby and Dassow (1951), salmon f r ozen 
for later canning should be handled, frozen, and stored with even 
greater care than that practiced with tuna, because salmon a r e canned 
by a different process. Whereas tuna are precooked and only th e light 
meat is canned in the solid or chunk packs, salmon are canne with no 
precook and normally with the skin and bone intact . There is no 
opportunity in the canning of salmon for any excess salt to be lost 
during preliminary cooking. Oxidative rancidity in the sur face fatty 
flesh may occur in both frozen salmon or tuna; however , during the 
packing of tuna, the skin and dark flesh are scraped off and not packed 
with the light meat. For these reasons, it is especially important 
that the salmon be frozen and stored with an absolute minimum of qual
ity change in the fish if a good-quality canned product is to be 
produced . This minimization of quality change requires greater care 
in the freezing process, use of ice glaze to eliminate drying during 
storage, use of low temperatures (0 0 F. or lower) for storage, and 
short storage periods--not longer than 2 or 3 months. 

At sea, salmon are frozen in circulating air or sharp f reezers, 
blast freezers, or immersion brine wells similar to those used with 
tuna. Same vessels have been specially built for freezing salmon; 
others are refrigerated tuna vessels. The salmon are usually obt ained 
directly from the fishermen on the grounds. In Bristol Bay, Alaska, 
some of the freezer ships carry the fishermen, gear, and smaller 
boats for gill-net fishing. In other parts of Alaska , mos t salmon 
for freezing are obtained from the seine fishery. In either case , 
the whole salmon is brought aboard and frozen in the round . It has 
been found unsatisfactory to freeze the drawn or dressed salmon be
cause of the increased oxidative changes in the expos ed f lesh and the 
abdominal cavity during storage, especially if brine freezing is used . 

In brine freezing salmon, the prechilling operation is not as 
important as it is in brine freezing tuna , since air temperatures are 
normally cool and the surface s ea-water temperature in t he North 
Pacific and adjacent waters is usually below 50 0 F. The brine is 
precooled t o 0° t o 10 0 F. and the salmon are loaded directly into the 
brine well . If brine temperatures of 100 F. or less are maintained, 
the smaller salmon (4 to 10 pounds ) are f r ozen in 6 hours or less and 
may be r emoved to a dry-storage hold maintained at 0° F. Al ternately, 
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the brine may be pumped to another well and the salmon stored in the 
refrigerated well if the refrigerated coil capacity is sufficient to 
maintain a suitable storage temperature. For storage of only a few 
weeks, glazing is not necessary, but it is desirable for longer stor
age periods. The frozen fish may be glazed by the usual process of 
dipping in cold fresh water (340 to 360 F.) or by means of a cold 
water spray applied directly to the frozen stacked fish in the storage 
room. As discussed previously under brine freezing, fish frozen in 
brine do not take a glaze well because of the salt absorbed in the 
skin and surface flesh. This salt lowers the freezing point of the 
glaze adjacent to the skin, the thin layer melts, adhesion of the 
glaze is lost, and as a result, the glaze does not hold and chips off 
readily. This problem of glazing brine-frozen salmon has been dis
cussed by Miyauchi (1953). 

Of the five species of salmon, sockeye or red salmon (Oncorhynchus 
nerka) is most commonly frozen at sea for later canning. A substantial 
volume of pink (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) and chum (Oncorhynchus ~) 
is also frozen for later canning and, in some instances, for prepara
tion of kippered salmon. In fish canned after freezing and thawing, 
there is a tendency toward excessive curd formation and a decrease in 
the amount of free oil in the canned product. Red salmon should be 
frozen and stored w~th considerable care because the premium value of 
this species for canning lies in its rich red color and high oil 
content. Undesirable changes may be minimized by proper care in the 
freezing and storage of the salmon. 

Trawl Fish 

No substaDtial volume of trawl or bottom fish is frozen at sea 
in the present United States fishery. However, the developments in 
other countries and successful experimental work recently concluded 
by the Fish and Wildlife Service in the New England area indicate that, 
in the future, more trawl fish may be frozen. The need for freezing 
trawl fish at sea has arisen because the larger trawlers of the United 
States and other countries can no longer operate profitably on the 
inshore fishing banks . Voyages to fishing banks, 1,000 to 1,500 miles 
distant, are becoming common for the large ocean-going trawl fleet. 
It can readily be seen that from the time needed to travel the dis
tances involved and to catch the amount of fish required to operate 
large fishing boats profitably, crushed ice is not a satisfactor.y pre
servative if high-quality fish are to be landed. Lemon and Carlson 
(1948) described one of the first large-scale fishing operations 
involving freezing of fish at sea, by a French company, which until 
1940 operated a fleet of trawlers equipped for freezing. These vessels 
used a system of brine freezing in which the whole fish were frozen in 
a drum revolving in a refrigerated brine tank. 

The engineering and economic problems involved in devising and 
operating satisfactory freezing equipment and frozen-storage facilities 
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for large trawlers are very complex. Considerable changes in design 
and operation of trawlers as well as in the methods of processing 
the fish ashore are required in order to make the freez i ng at sea of 
trawl-caught fish a success. In recent years, many of these problems 
have been thoroughly investigated and successfully solved in an exten
sive series of experiments ashore and aboard the large t rawler Delaware, 
operated by the Fishery Technological Laboratory, Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Boston, Massachusetts. The comprehensive reports (Freezing 
Fish at Sea--New England, 1952, 1953, 1954, and 1955) of these s t udies 
have included descriptions of the development of pilot-plant and 
commercial-scale equipment; the application of brine freezing at sea 
for major species of North Atlantic bottom fish; the problems in 
handling, storing, thawing, and processing the frozen fish ashore; 
and recommendations for commercial application. 

Figure l7.--Loading the baskets of the continuous brine 
freezer aboard the Servicets research trawler D,laware. 

Although the use of circulating air or sharp freezers will yield 
satisfactory results, the use of brine-immersion freezers offers the 
most promise for conversion of large trawlers for freezing at sea. 
The brine-freezing recommendations discussed earlier are also impor
tant in the freezing at sea of trawl fish. Tests on a samicommercial 
scale have shown that the trawl fish can be brine frozen aboard the 
vessel within a few hours after they have been caught, thus assuring 
retention of the initial high quality of the fish. These fish upon 
being landed at .port, can iImnediately be thawed and f illeted, and the 
fillets can be packaged and refrozen. Alternatively, the frozen fish 
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can be held in frozen storage ashore for later processing. 

Other studi es have shown that smaller trawlers, such as those f ound 
on the Pacific coast, can also be converted for freezing at sea. A 
report (Anonymous 1951) indicates that a 57- foot steel-hulled trawler 
was successfully outfitted for freezing at sea and operated on the 
Pacific coast. 

Factory-5hip Processing 

The principle of equipping a vessel for processing completely pack
aged frozen fish at sea is not new. Large factory ships for freezing, 
canning, and salting of fish were employed by the Japanese previous to 
World War II. During recent years, there have been many developments 
in this type of vessel adapted for filleting, packaging, and freezing 
of fish at sea. 

Smaller factory freezer ships have been designed that not only 
catch the fish but also process it. On the Pacific coast,the Deep Sea, 
a trawler of 350 gross tons, was constructed in 1947 for filleting and 
freezing fish and for processing and freezing crab. This vessel was 
designed for the capture of both fish and king crab in Alaskan waters 
and has storage spac e for 150 tons of frozen product. In recent years, 
the vessel has been used mainly for the production of frozen packaged 
king crab meat. A blast freezer is used to f reeze the crab meat in 
large metal trays. Fish may be packaged or glazed and boxed for stor
age at 0° F. in the refrigerated hold. 

Smaller trawlers (60 to 80 feet in length) have been outfitted 
for filleting and freezing fish or processing and freezing king cr ab 
in North Pacific waters. These have not proven su ccessful, however, 
because of the comparatively high investment and limit ed economic 
return and of t he problems of operating such small vessels in the open 
waters of t he North Pacific. These vessels have usually been fitted 
with completely refrigerated holds and an adjacent shelf-type sharp 
freezer. On these smaller vessels, another problem is the limited 
freezer capacity, which may prove inadequate during periods of good 
fishing. Filleting, packaging, and freezing of fish has not been suc
cessful in these vessels because space limitations do not permit 
adequate facilities fo r catching, pr ocessing, packaging, and f r eezing 
a pay load in a reasonable time. 

The larger factory freezer ship, as developed in recent years , 
has met with a good degree of success, and a number of firms all 
over the world have introduced such ships in the international f i sheries . 
The E. Y. Fairfree, a converted minesweeper, was (Anonymous 1~47) the 
first British trawler in which fish could be filleted, quick f rozen, 
and packaged at sea within a few hours after being caught. The fillets 
are washed in wire baskets, packed into trays, and quick frozen in an 
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insulated shelf-type freezer with cold air blast circulation . The 
blocks of fillets are removed from the trays after being f rozen and are 
then packaged and stored at 5° F. 

The largest factory ship constructed and operated in the United 
States fishery during the past decade was the Pacific Explorer, a 
converted 410-foot freighter of 8,800 gross tons. This vessel was used 
in a semi-experimental operation to test, on a commercial scale , the 
feasibility of utilizing fishery resources distant from present ports. 
The ship was completely outfitted for freezing whole and packaged fish , 
canning and freezing king crab, and reducing fish waste to meal and oil. 
In addition, it was the mothership to a fleet of fishing boats, and 
carried all supplies for the fishing operation. The vessel was used 
for freezing tuna, in the South Pacific, and for processing king crab 
and bottom fish , in the Bering Sea. Fish were frozen in both blast and 
still-air freezers. The operation of the Pacific Explorer was not 
commercially successful for many reasons relating to the equipment 
design and operation and to the problem of producing the products at a 
profit under the then existing market and labor conditions . Many of 
these problems are discussed and recommendations for future practice 
are made in a report of those operations in the North Pacific Ocean and 
Bering Sea (Wigutoff and Carlson 1950). Existing factory-ship design 
and operating principles have been developed and modified in part from 
the results of the large-scale operation of the Pacific Explorer. 

The first commercial trawler converted to factory-ship operation 
on the Atlantic coast was reported (Anonymous 1950) to be the 150-foot 
vessel Oceanlife. Fish are filleted, packaged in 5-pound cartons, and 
then frozen in a plate freezer. 

The problems of freezing are much more involved aboard factory 
ships than at a shore plant, with regard to the equipment and its suc
cessful operation. Since space aboard ship is always at a premium and 
since operating costs are high, only equipment of the highest efficiency 
and durability is desired. The experience gained in the development of 
techniques and equipment during the past two decades may now be applied 
to factory-ship operations for supplying frozen packaged fi sh of the 
highest quality from the most distant fishing banks. 
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Figure lO.--Placing 5-pound packages of f roz en shrimp into shippi ng 
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Figure ll.--Fisherman hauling lobster trap aboard boat. ( Photo 

courtesy of Fishing Gazette ) • • • • • • • • • • • •• 59 
Figure l2.--Views showing how lobsters are caught and packed 

for shipment. (Photo courtesy of Maine Development 
Commission) . . . . . . . .. •• ........• • 60 

Figure l3.--Unloading barrels of live crabs f rom boat at crab
meat packing plant. (Photo courtesy of Southern 
Fisherman) • ••••••••••• ••••••••• 64 

Figure 14.--Cooked crabs are dumped onto a plat form to cool prior 
to having the meat removed. (Photo courtesy of 
Southern Fisherman) •••••••• • • ••••• •• 64 

Figure l5.--fhe meat is picked from the cooked . crabs by hand. 
(Photo courtesy of Southern Fisherman) • • • • • • • • 65 



OYSTERS 

The origin of the oyster industry is lost in antiquity, for these 
shellfish were used as food by primitive peoples. It is known, however, 
that many centuries ago the Romans consumed large quantities of oysters. 
It is known, also, that the oyster was highly regarded as food by the 
North American Indians; mounds of oyster shells left by them may be 
found along our east coast. Large heaps in Maine have been estimated 
to contain about 7,000,000 bushels of shells. The early American 
colonists were quick to utilize, as an important source of food, the 
vast quantities of oysters then available. During the gold rush days 
in California, there was an active oyster industry centered in the 
State of Washington, and fancy prices were paid for the small, native 
oysters when they were shipped to the California market. 

Species 

Three species of oysters are of commercial value in this country. 
The eastern oyster (Crassostrea virginica) is of primary importance 
because of its wide distribution and great abundance. It thrives in 
our coastal waters and bays from Massachusetts to Texas. Single speci
mens still can be found in Maine,but the oyster beds that existed there 
years ago have disappeared. On the Pacific coast, two species of oysters 
are utilized commercially: the Olympia or native oyster (Ostrea lu-rida), 
and the Pacific oyster (Crassostrea gigas). The Olympia is a very small 
oyster, averaging 2,000 or more to a gallon ; its habitat extends from 
British Columbia to California. Its use i s confined to the fresh-oyster 
trade. On the other hand, the Pacific oyster, introduced from Japan, 
is a very large species, the average size exceeding that of the largest 
eastern oysters Q This oyster is the more important commercial species 
on the west coast. 

Methods of Harvesting 

Oysters are harvested by dredging, tonging, or picking. The par
ticular method employed varies considerably with the geographical 
location of the oyster beds. 

Dredging 

On the east coast and in the Gulf of Mexico, most of the oysters 
are harvested by dredges. These are dragged over the bottom at the end 
of a tow line from a boat, and the oysters are collected in a mesh bag 
made of chain or heavy rope attached to the rear of the dredge. When the 
dredge is filled, it is lifted aboard the boat by a winch, and t he oysters 
are dumped on deck. However, on public beds particularly in Alabama, 
Florida, and in Chesapeake Bay, hand tonging of oysters is still widely 
practiced, dredges being prohibited by state laws in some areas. 



Tonging 

Tonging is done in relatively shallow waters , usually wher e t he 
oysters are more scattered or are in small beds. Tongs are l ong scissor
shaped tools, up to 20 feet or more in length, with toothed i ron baskets 
fitting together at one end. The fisherman, working from a small boat , 
grapples the bottom until a number of oysters have been gathe red into 
the basket. The tongs are then lifted , and the oysters are dumped into 
t he boat. 

Picking 

On the Pacific coast, tonging is practically obsolete . Oysters 
are now harvested by dredging and by picking . In picking, the worker s 
walk over the surface of the beds, when the tide is out , and pick up t he 
oysters, placing them in wire baskets. 

Preparation for Freezing 

The shell oysters, after reaching the plant, are sometimes washed 
under a strong water spray or are often taken into t he plant without 
being washed. They are stored in cool rooms prior to being prepared 

Figure 1.~a8hing oyster shell stock before 
it goes into the shucking house. (Photo 
courtesy of Southern Fisherman) 

for marketing . A r ela
tively small quantity of 
oysters is mar ket ed in 
the shell for eating "on 
the half shell . n The 
largest volume of t he 
oyster production, however, 
is accounted for through 
distribution as opened or 
ahucked oyst ers . Freezing 
oysters in the shell has 
not proven satisfactory 
because of the rapid , 
adverse changes in flavor 
that occur during frozen 
storage. For this reason . 
only the shucked oysters 
(meats) are f rozen . 

Oyster shucking methods 

The methods used for 
shucking oysters vary in 
the different areas (Pot
tinger 1944; McKee 1955). 
The shells a re opened by 

hand and the meats are collected in metal containers; in some areas, 
these containers are partly filled with water prior to putting the oysters 
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in them. Perforated con
tainers are used in other 
areas. The oysters are gen
erally sorted into size 
categories by the shuckers 
at the time of shucking but 
this sorting is sometimes 
done later by machinery. 
The filled containers are 
then drained on a washing or 
skirnrrdng table having a per
forated top, and the oysters 
are given a light wash with 
fresh water from a spray 
nozzle. This step permits 
the operator to cull out 
pieces of shell and mutila
ted and badly discolored 
oysters. The oysters may 
then be placed in a large 
tank of water and washed by 
stirring with a paddle or 
dipper. It is comrr.on practice 

Figure 2.--A knife is used to detach 
the oyster meats from the opened shell. 
(Photo courtesy of Southern Fisherman) 

in some aruas, following this washing, to "blow" the oysters by forcing 
air through openings in a pipe at the bottom of the tank, which violently 
agitates the mass of oysters and water. This agitation removes sand, 
small pieces of shell, and other foreign matter. The practice of blow
ing, however, may produce an inferior product, owing to excessive absorp
tion of water, unless properly done. 

Figure 3.--After the oyster meats are removed 
from the shell, they are washed by being 
"blown" in large tanks of water. (Photo 
courtesy of Southern Fisherman) 

The U. S. Food and 
Drug Administration 
standard of identity 
specifies that the total 
time that the oysters 
are in contact with 
water or salt water 
after leaving the shucker-
including the time of 
washing, rinsing, and 
other contact with water 
or salt water--is not 
more than 30 minutes. 

After being blown, 
the oysters are trans
ferred to the skiroITJng 
table to drain before 
being packed for distrib
ution. To preserve 
quality, raw shucked 



oysters should be cooled to a temperature of 50° F. or less within 2 
hours after being shucked. This cooling may be done by placing the 
packaged oysters in crushed ice in a clean, well-drained bin, chest , 
or ice box or in a refrigerator iree from excessive odors . The 
packaged oysters are shipped in crushed ice in barrels or boxes . 

Grading and sizing of oysters 

F4W shucked oysters are packed by grades and sizes , according to 
definitions and standards of identity established by t he U. S. Food 
and Drug Administration. 

Eastern oysters are graded into the following size categories : 

(1) Extra large, or counts--one gallon contains not 
more than 160 oysters. 

(2) Large, or extra selects--one gallon contains more 
than 160 oysters, but not mo~ than 210 oysters . 

(3) Kedium, or s elects-one gallon contains more than 
2lC oysters, but not more than 300 oysters . 

(4) Small, or standards--one gallon contains more than 
300 oysters, but not more than 500 oysters . 

(5) Very small-one gallon contains more than 500 
oysters. 

Pacific coast oysters are graded as follows: 

A. Olympia oysters: These oysters have no particular size 
designations; they are uniformly small oysters . 

B. Pacific oysters: 

(1) Large Pacific oysters--one gallon contains not 
more than 64 oysters. 

(2) l''iedium Pacific oysters--one gallon contains 65 to 
96 oysters. 

(3) Small Pacific oysters--one gallon contains 97 to 
144 oysters. 

(4) Extra small Pacific oysters--one gallon contains 
more than 144 oysters. 

Within each size category, the largest Pacific oysters in the con
tainer must not be more than twice the weight of the smallest oyster therein. 



Factors to be Considered in the Preparation of 
Shucked oysters for Freezing 

The freezing of oysters offers wide opportunities for increasing 
the market for these shellfish. Although oysters are highly perishable 
and are generally produced in quantity only during the colder months 
of the year, the proportion of the total production that is frozen is 
relatively small. Even though marked improvements have been made in 
refrigerated transportation of foods, there are still definite limita
tions to the areas over which fresh or unfrozen oysters can readily 
be distributed. On the other hand, retail outlets for frozen foods 
are being constantly expanded, and there has been a tremendous increase 
in the use of home freezers and frozen-food lockers. This expansion 
in storage facilities offers opportunities for frozen oysters to reach 
not only the more distant areas but also to become part of the stock of 
frozen foods maintained in the home freezer and the locker plant. 

Certain factors, discussed in the following sections, should be 
considered in the preparation of shucked oysters for freezing. 

Freshness 

As is true with all frozen foods, the quality and freshness of 
oysters that are to be frozen are of primary concern. If the quality 
is poor at t he time of freezing, it will be worse after the product 
has been stored for some time. Tests made at a Fish and Wildlife 
Service laboratory showed that .oysters, the same as with any other 
food, must be strictly fresh at the time of freezing if a reasonable 
storage life is to be expected (Pottinger 1951). Oysters that were 
considered to be edible and salable, although near the lower limit of 
freshness at the time of freezing, were found after only 1 month in 
frozen storage to have a very stale odor, when thawed, and were con
sidered to be inedible. In contrast, strictly fresh oysters frozen at 
the same time were stili quite satisfactory and remained so for several 
months. These results demonstrate the necessity of using only strictly 
fresh oysters for freezing. 

pH of oysters 

The pH of shucked oysters is often used as a reliable indication 
of the relative freshness of this product. The pH is a measure of the 
acidity or alkalinity of a substance; a pH value below 7 indicates an 
acid reaction, whereas a value above 7 indicates an alkaline one. State 
health departments, the Armed Services, and other agencies concerned 
with the inspection and distribution of shucked oysters are placing 
more and more dependence upon pH determinations in judging freshness. 
The pH forms a basis for expressing quality objectively, rather than as 
a personal observation or opinion. 
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The pH of strictly fresh Chesapeake Bay oysters , f or example, has 
been reported to be between 6.5 and 6.8 (Pottinger 1951A ) . During 
storage of the oysters in crushed ice, the pH drops gradually until , at 
a pH of about 5.8, an off-odor generally becomes noticeable, and t he 
oysters are considered to be stale. Similarly, fresh Pacific oysters 
have been reported to have a pH of about 6.4, dropping during storage 
to a pH of about 5.9 when stale (Piskur 1947) . Although the determina
tion of pH should not be used as the only criterion of f r eshness, it is 
a useful quality index in con junction with other tests. Federal speci
fications for all fresh raw oysters require a pH of not less than 6 . 0 
at the time of delivery to destination. The pH determination is made 
on the oyster liquor. 

From tests made on frozen oysters, it is not clear whether pH 
measurements are of value in indicating the state of freshness of 
oysters that have been held in a frozen condition or of their quality 
initially. It would appear, however, that the values do not change 
enough during an extended frozen-storage period to be of much use as an 
index of freshness for frozen oysters. 

Free liquor 

Tests conducted by the Fish and Wildlife Service, with eastern 
oysters, have shown that the method used to clean freshly shucked eastern 
oysters influences the amount of free liquor released from them after 
subsequent freezing and thawing. All oysters lose some liquid after they 
are shucked; the amount lost is dependent, in part, on the method used in 
washing the shucked oysters. Frozen eastern oysters , upon being t hawed, 
frequently lost more than 20 percent of free liquor, in laboratory tests, 
with losses of 10 to 15 percent being quits common. 

Upon thawing, oysters that were blown in fresh water for 15 to 20 
minutes lost more liquor than did those blown for only 3 minutes (Lanham, 
Kerr, and Pottinger 1948). Those blown for 3, 15, or 30 minutes in water 
containing 0.75 percent salt and those not blown at all released about 
equal quantities of free liquor upon thawing, which in each i nstance 
was considerably less than the quantity obtained from oysters blown in 
fresh water for only 3 minutes. In contrast, commercially shucked 
oysters released m~ch more free liquor upon being thawed than did any of 
the other lots. These results indicate that the method used in washing 
the shucked oysters prior to freezing affects the quantity of free 
liquor formed after the oysters are thawed. 

Pink yeast 

In some freezing tests carried out at another Fish and Wildlife 
Service laboratory, several packages of oysters stored at 0 0 F. for 
about 1 month showed, upon thawing, a decidedly pink-colored liquor 
and pink-to-red spots on the oysters. There had been no signs of dis
coloration of the fresh oysters or liquor prior to t heir being frozen. 
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"Pink yeast," which sometimes causes a pink discoloration in fresh 
oysters, was suspected as being the cause of the off-color, but there 
seemed little likelihood that it would multiply at as Iowa temperature 
as 0 0 F. Subsequent tests with a culture of the "yeast" isolated from 
the oysters indicated, however, that it would grow at temperatures of 
0 0 F. or even lower (McCormack 1950). This finding again indicates 
that the need for following strict sanitary practices in the preparation 
of oysters for freezin~ is just as necessary as in the handling of fresh 
oysters. 

Packaging 

In planning for the cornniercial production of frozen oysters, the 
producer should give careful consideration to the selection of the pack
age. Only too often, a poorly designed or makeshift container is 
expected to do a job that it is entirely incapable of performing. 
Shucked oysters are a comparatively "wet" product containing a certain 
amount of liquid, which fact must be considered in the selection of a 
package. The package must be watertight to prevent an unsightly discol
oration of the package as the result of the leakage of the contents. 
In addition, the package should be of a type to permit easy filling 
and handling, and it must provide protection against loss of moisture 
(dehydration) during frozen storage. 

The requirements of the individual producer, and the amount of 
manual handling prior to freezing, particularly in the smaller plants, 
will determine to a large extent the t ype of package selected. If the 
packaging is done largely by hand, a completely watertight container, 
such as a sealed moisture-vapor-proof bag within a waxed carton, is 
desirable. A package of this type may be turned at any angle before 
freezing without having the contents spill. The bag should be completely 
expanded at the base before being filled, and after being filled, all air 
should be squeezed out before the top of the bag is heat sealed. An 
overwrap will enhance the appearance of the package and further protect 
the product. 

Cartons of the type that do not contain bags but that rely on a 
moisture-vapor-proof liner or coating to retain the moisture should be 
overwrapped. When an overwrap is used for a product such as oysters, 
automatic machine wrapping is to be preferred, as difficulty due to 
spilling of the contents would undoubtedly be encountered in applying an 
overwrap by hand. During freezing, oyster meats expand about 7 percent; 
space must therefore be allowed when filling the package to permit t he 
increase in volume of the contents without leaving voids. 

An overwrap for most types of cartons provides added protection 
against leakage and against normal wear and tear during distribution. 
It also serves as an excellent medium for the attractive labelling and 
eye-catching color combinations being used 50 extensively on frozen-food 
packages today. 
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Hermeti cally sealed cans are increasing in us e for packaging 
frozen oysters, pa rticularly on t he Pacific coast , where f rozen oysters 
a r e commonly packed in the No. 1 standard or eas te rn oyster can (211 
x 400 ) with C enamel l i ning (seafood formula) . Some pr oducers of 
froz en eastern oysters are also beginning to use this t ype of container. 

Although no definitions and standards of identity have been estab
lished f or f rozen shucked oysters by the U. S. Food an Drug Adminis 
tration, producer s of frozen oysters generally follow the nomenclature 
for size designations used for raw shucked oysters (unfrozen) . 

Freezing (and Cold Storage) of Oyst ers 

Freezing of the packaged oysters may be done by any of the accept
ed methods of rapid freezing, sllch as those using blast or multiplate 
units . The frozen oysters should be stored at a temperature not 
exceeding 0° F. , preferably lower . 

The f ollowing suggestions are offered in the f r eezing of oys ters: 

1 . Fr eeze only strictly fresh, high-quality oys t ers . 

2. Subject oysters to a minimum of washing and bl owing in fre sh 
water during the cleaning process . (Water containing 0. 75 percent salt , 
by weight, is preferable.) Drain oysters thoroughly pr i or to pa ckag
ing. 

3. Use a watertight, moisture-vapD~-proof , attract ively designed 
package . 

4. When filling and clos ing the package , leave only enough head 
space to allow for expansion of the oysters dur ing f reezing. Seal 
tightly t o prevent leakage of contents and loss of moisture . 

5. Freeze immediately at a low temperature , about _20 ° F., or 
lower , i f pos sible . 

6. Store at 0° F. or lower . 

7. Maintain thorough cleanli ness and st r i ct sanitation in all 
phases of t he plant operation, f or the production of a quality product. 

SHRIMP 

Shrimp are among t he most popular fi shery food products and are 
in constant demand throughout the year. They may be found in all the 
coastal waters of the United States and Alaska, but the largest catch 
is taken in the South Atlantic and Gulf areas . 
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Of the numerous species of shrimp that are found, five are of 
commercial importance in the South Atlantic and Gulf areas: the common 
or white shrimp(Penaeus setiferus); three varieties of grooved shrimp 
(Penaeus aztecus, Penaeus duoarum, and Penaeus brasiliensis); and the 
sea-bob (Xyphopenaeus kroyeri). The fishermen do not distinguish 
between the three varieties of grooved shrimp. Though formerly the 
common shrimp was by far the most important commercial species taken 
in the Gulf area, grooved shrimp now account for the largest landings. 
The sea-bob is used almost exclusively for drying purposes. 

There are also five species of shrimp of rr~jor importance in the 
commercial shrimp fishery in Alaska: pink (Pandalus borealis); side
stripe (Pandalopsis )ispar); humpy (Pandalus goniurus); spot or prawn 
(Pandalus platycerus ; and coon-stripe (Pandalus hypsinotus). The 
first three varieties make up over 85 percent of the commercial catch 
of Alaskan shrimp. 

In recent years, a small commercial fishery for the pink shrimp 
has also developed off the coast of northern California. Many American 
shrimp fishermen also fish offshore in international waters. 

A speci es of shrimp (Penasus stylirostris) closely related to 
t hose taken in the fishery of the Gulf of Mexico occurs in the Pacific 
shrimp fishery of the Gulf of California and accounts for 90 percent 
(in 1951) of the large production of frozen shrimp imported from Mexico. 

t-1:ethod of Catching 

Practically all shrimp are taken by means of a trawl net or otter 
trawl, consisting of a long bag in which the shrimp are caught and 
held. In use, it is lowered to the bottom and towed slowly behind the 
vessel. As the net scrapes over the bottom, shrimp and other marine 
life are funneled into it. At intervals, the net is hauled up, and 
the shrimp dumped on deck. Fish, seaweed, and other debris are then 
sorted out, and worthless material is discarded. 

In Alaska, the shrimp are stored whole on deck in wooden boxes hold
ing from 150 to 200 pounds each. No ice is used, since the air temperature 
is cool and the shrimp are landed daily. In the South Atlantic and Gulf 
areas, the shrimp are stored with alternating layers of ice in bins in 
the hold of the vessel. During the first few days of the trip, the usual 
practice is to remove the heads of the shrimp. During the latter part 
of the trip, the shrimp are sometimes stored in ice without removing the 
heads. The boats may remain at sea for a period of 10 days up to 6 
weeks. If the vessel stays out more than about 2 weeks, the catch of 
shrimp is transferred to other vessels, at intervals, for shipment back 
to port. 
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Figure 4.--Unloading shrimp from the boat. 
(Photo courtesy of Southern Fisherman) 

Methods of Preparation in Alaska 

Preparation for Freezing 

Methods of preparing 
the shrimp f or fre ezing 
vary in the different 
areas. Most of th e 
Alaskan shrimp are mar
keted in the frozen 
cooked form , whereas in 
the South Atlantic and 
Gulf areas, only a small 
proporti on of the shrimp 
are cooked prior to being 
marketed . 

Cooked shrimp 

As with other ready
to-serve frozen foods , 
shrimp that have been 
cooked and f rozen appeal 
strongly to many home
makers because of the 
ease of preparation . 

In Alaska (Wigutoff 1953), the whole shrimp, immediately after 
being landed, are precooked in a tank of unsalted boiling water. Since 
the purpose of this precook is to facilitate picking, the cooking time 
is held to a minimun:, and as soon a.s the shrimp rise to the surface , 
they are removed and placed in trays for cooling. The meats are then 
picked from the shells , placed in trays , washed under a spray of cold 
fresh water, and permitted to drain for a few minutes. 

Two different methods are used for the further processing of the 
meats. The method most COmITlOnly used is to cook the meats in a salt 
solution (20 0 to 30 0 salometer) for 1 to 3 minutes. The other method i s 
to dip the picked meats in a saturated salt solution for about 3 minutes, 
followed by draining. ,The meats are then placed in a steam r etort and 
cooked without pressure for 3 to 4 minutes. Following this br ining and 
cooking process, the meats are allowed to cool, and fra~p.nts of shell 
and antennae are removed . Approximately 35 pounds of cooked meat s are 
obtained from 100 pounds of raw whole shrimp. 

Packaging.--Until about 1940, the meats were packed 5 pounds to a 
I-gallon can and shipped in ice. With the improvements in r efrigerated 
transportation in recent years, the Alaskan shrimp are almost completely 
marketed in the dry frozen state and are packed in No. 10 double-seamed 
cans, 5 pounds of meats to the can. Owing to the increased demand for 
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frozen products in the hOIde, I-pound and even smaller containers are 
used. A consumer-size can (307 x 113) holding 4 ounces of meats 
sealed under vacuum has been marketed. Vacuum packing increases t he 
frozen-storage life of the product and minimizes toughening over long 
periods of frozen storage. 

Besides being marketed as cooked picked meats, some Alaskan shrimp 
are prepared in other ways. Spot shrimp are cooked whole and frozen in 
waxed cartons, 20 pounds to the box; frozen raw picked meats of large 
side-stripe shrimp are packed 6 pounds to a No. 10 can and hermetically 
sealed. Alaskan shrimp are usually marketed within 6 months after 
being packed. 

Freezing and cold storage.--The freezers are mostly of the shelf 
type; the temperature of freezing may be between 0° and -20 0 F. A 
storage temperature of approximately 0 0 F. is comrr,only used ; however, 
lower temperatures of -10 0 or _20 0 F. are recommended for storage over 
periods longer than a few months in order to minimize the development 
of toughening, discoloration (yellowing), and off-flavors. 

Methods of Preparation in South Atlantic and Gulf Areas 

The method of preparing frozen .~~v~·~~~~=~~r~. 

cooked shrimp in the Gulf area is 
different from that used in Alaska. 
Instead of being cooked in fresh 
water, the shrimp are boiled in a 
brine solution, the strength of 
which varies considerably in the 
different plants; generally, the 
salt content of the brine varies 
between 5 and 15 percent by weight. 
A large variation in cooking time 
may also be found in the different 
plants, possibly being as long as 
20 minutes. 

In tests carried out on the 
cooking of shrimp (Lewis 1947), it 
was found that a cooking period of 
15 minutes or more for peeled 
shrimp was considered to be too 

Figure 5.--Cooking peeled and de
veined shrimp. (Photo courtesy 
of Southern Fi sherman) 

long, since the shrimp were not as 
desirable as those cooked for shorter 
periods. Boiling for 5 to 10 minutes produced a better product. Unpeeled 
shrimp required a somewhat longer period of cooking, varying between 10 
and 20 minutes. The most desirable salt concentration of the brine for 
cooking peeled shrimp was judged to be fran 2~ to 5 percent ; for unpeeled 
shrimp, a salt concentration of 10 percent in the brine was f ound best. 



Packaging.--The cooked 
shrimp, after being cooled, 
should be packaged imme
diately. Waxed cartons are 
widely used., with over
wraps having good moisture
vapor-proof qualities; No. 
10 cans and cans holding 
only 5 ounces and 7 ounces 
are also used and are usu
ally hermetically sealed. 
The packaged shrimp should 
be stored at a temperature 
not exceeding 0° F. The 
cooked shrimp have a very 
short frozen-storage life 
and soon become tough, 
with a loss of flavor . 
Peeled boiled shrimp should 
not be stored longer than 
3 months , whereas unpeeled 
boiled shrimp have been 
found in tests to be accept
able after storage up to 6 
months . These storage 
periods are probably maxi
mum, and in practice, it is 
believed that considerably 
shorter storage periods 
should be used. Production 
should therefore be planned 
50 that a rapid turnover in 
stock will occur. 

Figure 6.--Cooked and peeled shrimp on 
automatic grader prior to being pack
aged . (Photo courtesy of Southern 
Fisherman) 

The need for proper packagi~g cannot be stressed too strongly 
(see Fishery Leaflet 429, section 3). For better keeping quality, f rozen 
shrimp must be packaged properly to minimize desiccation and oxidat ion 
during storage. Poor packaging is poor economy. Good packaging com
bined with lower storage temperatures (below 0° F.) will help greatl y 
in prolonging the keeping quality of frozen shrimp and other frozen 
fishery products. 

Freezing and cold storage.--The accepted methods of rapid freezing 
are suitable for freezing cooked shrimp. To preserve quality, s t orage 
temperatures well below 0° F. are desirable. 

Raw shrimp 

Since only relatively small quantities of shrimp are produced in 
the cooked form in the South Atlantic and Gulf areas, the met hods of 
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handling the shrimp in the plants in these areas are quite different 
from the methods used in Alaeka. 

Figure 7.--Upon coming into 
the plant, the shrimp are 
inspected and defective ones 
removed . (Photo courtesy 
of Southern Fisherman) 

Figure 8 . --Peeling and deveining raw 
shrimp. (Photo courtesy of Southern 
Fi shennan) 

Figure 9.--Grading and packaging of 
raw shrimp. The grading is done by 
machinery such as this in some of 
the plants. (Photo courtesy of 
Southern Fisherman) 

When the shrimp are landed, 
they are taken to the plant 
where the heads are removed from 
any remaining whole shrimp. 
After being washed, the headless 
shrimp are inspected to remove 
defective ones, graded accord
ing to size, and either iced for 
distribution as fresh shrimp or 
packed for freezing. In addi
tion to shrimp with shells on, 
peeled and deveined shrimp are 
frozen also. These operations 
are done by machinery in rr~ny 
of the plants. Size-grading 
machines are used extensively, 
and peeling and deveining 
operations, formerly done 
largely by hand, may now be done 
much more rapidly by machine. 



Size Classification of Shrimp 

Federal Specification PP-S-316a, "Shrimp, Raw and Cooked; Chilled 
and Frozen,tt specifies the following sizes for raw and for cooked 
shrimp: 

Count-number of headless shrimp per pound 
Type and condition Not-peeled Peeled 

of shrimp 
Regular Deveined Regular Deveined 

15 and less 16 and less 18 and less 19 and less 
16-20 17-21 19-24 20-25 
21-25 22-26 25-30 26-31 
26-30 27-31 31- 36 32-38 

Type I, raw, chilled 31-3 5 32-36 37-42 39-44 
or frozen 36-42 37-43 43-50 45-53 

43-50 44-51 51-60 54-63 
51-60 52-61 61-72 64-75 

61 and over 62 and over 73 and over 76 and over 
36 and less 40 and less 

••• ••• 37-46 41-50 
• •• ••• 47-55 51-60 

Type II, cooked, ~hilled • •• ••• 56-83 61-80 
or frozen • •• ••• 84-108 81-100 

109 and more 101 and more 

Packaging Frozen Shrimp 

Cartons of several sizes are used for frozen shrimp, such as the small 
8-, 10-, and l2-ounce consumer-type waxed carton with overwrap and I-pound 
tray-type cardboard carton with transparent overwrap, and the larger sizes 
having a capacity of 2~, 5, or 10 pounds. Following the freezing operation, 
the larger cartons may be opened and the shrimp glazed by spraying cold water 
on the surface of the frozen block of shrimp or by immersing the product in 
cold water. About 8 ounces of water are used per 5-pound carton of shrimp. 
After the shrimp are sprayed, covers are attached to the carton, and the 
cartons are turned upside down. Glazing of shrimp in the larger-size cartons 
is inadequate, however, because the glaze evaporates at the edges of the 
block during frozen storage and the shrimp become desiccated. A more recent 
method that is being used rather widely and that is the preferable technique, 
is to omit the glazing entirely and to rely on a moisture-vapor-proof overwrap 
to prevent dehydrat ion of the shrimp. The use of a good moisture-vapor-proof 
overwrap on the carton, with careful packing of the shrimp to minimize voids 
within the carton, will go far in preventing desiccation during prolonged 
frozen storage. 
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Freezing and Cold Storage 

A temperature of -25 0 to -40 0 F. is recomrrended for freezing shrimp 
(Divers 1952). This temperature, obtainable in multiplate freezers and 
in blast freezers, is low enough to freeze the shrimp so rapidly that 
the cellular breakdown is kept at a minimum . The temperature of storage 
of the frozen shrimp should be maintained at 0 0 F., and preferably lower, 
at all times. At the lower storage temperatures, the development of a 
rancid flavor in the shrimp is minimized. 

Figure 10.--Placing 5-pound packages 
of frozen shrimp into shipping con
tainer for storage or shipment. 
(Photo courtesy of Southern Fisher-
man) . 

Some Factors Affecting the 
Quality of Frozen Shrimp 

Black spot 

The development of black 
spots and blackened areas on 
fresh shrimp that are held in 
crushed ice has been a problem 
for many years. The shrimp thus 
affected will have one or more 
black spots or bands at the base 
of the shell segments or across 
the back where the shell segments 
overlap. In severe cases, much 
of t he exterior of the shrimp 
becomes black, and the interior 
becomes a black mushy mass. 
Since in even less severe cases 
these black spots are associa
ted in the mind of the purchaser 
with spoilage, shrimp having 
this discoloration will, of 
course, have little market value. 
Although it was at first believed 
that microorganisms or a mold 
were the cause, the results of an 

extensive investigation along these lines failed to support this explana
tion. Further tests have shown that the discoloration is caused by enzymes 
that are found within the shrimp (Alford and Fieger 1952). Since the 
chemical substance that becomes black and the enzymes that cause the 
blackening are present naturally in the shrimp, some means must be found 
to prevent the change from taking place. Limiting the amount of air in 
contact with the shrimp has been found to prevent black-spot development. 
In laboratory experiments, dipping shrimp in a solution of sodium bisul
fite or sodium sulfite has been effective. Commercial application of 
these methods has not as yet been worked out, nor is it certain that such 
a treatment would even be permitted under existing regulations. It is 
quite possible that some other more effective means of preventing black 
spot in shrimp will be developed. 



Black-spot development can be minimized by us ing proper handling 
practices for the shrimp. Results of tests conducted by Fieger (1950) 
indicate that headed shrimp keep longer than whole shrimp. Thorough 
washing of either the headed or the whole shrimp before icing on t he 
trawler is highly desirable. Improvements should be made in the metho~ 
of icing and storing the shrimp, such as (1) preventing the water from 
the melting ice percolating and carrying bacteria through more than 2 
or 3 layers of shrimp, and (2) decreasing the crushing of the shrimp 
in the bins by relieving the weight of the upper layers of ice and 
shrimp on the bottom layers. This crushing is said to hasten spoilage 
of the shrimp. Improvements are also desirable in the unloading opera
tion to minimize bruising of the shrimp. In the shore plant, the 
shrimp should be kept thoroughly iced at all times, and bruised and 
crushed shrimp should be promptly removed. 

Proper icing 

Studies have shown that the highest quality in shrimp may be ob
tained if the shrimp are frozen quite soon after being taken from the 
water (Fieger and DuBois 1946). Under present conditions of handling, 
however, this promptness in freezing is difficult to achieve. Means of 
freezing the shrimp aboard the boats are generally lacking, and freezing 
facilities ashore are often quite limited. Ice remains the principal 
means for refrigerating shrimp aboard the vessels at present. Few of 
the holds of the trawlers are insulated, however, and the ice thus melts 
more rapidly than it should, often leaving the shrimp inadequately 
refrigerated. 

Coverings for frozen shrimp 

The problem of proper packaging of shrimp to maintain quality during 
frozen storage has not been entirely solved. Large losses in moisture 
can occur through the use of packages and overwraps that have low resist
ance to the passage of moisture vapor. Improper glazing or failure to 
reglaze when necessary will cause the shrimp to lose moisture and become 
poor in quality in a short time. If shrimp are stored over a long period 
of time, it is essential that they be inspected periodically and reglazed 
before all of the glaze has disappeared. When the shrimp are packaged, 
they should be layered neatly so as to avoid excessive air space. This 
practice minimizes the dehydration of the frozen shrimp from moisture 
transfer within the carton, which is an important factor in maintaining 
product quality during long storage. 

Drip losses 

Tests have shown that the quantity of drip that is formed upon 
thawing headless shrimp is dependent on the length of t ime t he product 
is held in ice storage prior to being frozen (Fieger and Frilox 1953). 
After an initial period of 4 to 6 days, when the drip values for the 
frozen product are relatively constant, the amount of drip increases in 
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general with length of storage and may be as high as 5 ounces per 5 
pounds of shrimp. It has also been shmin that shrimp of high quality 
produce less drip than do those of lower quality; cull shrimp that were 
soft, crushed, or spoiled or that had a physical appearance below com
mercial packing standards produced more drip (about 5.7 ounces per 5 
pounds of shrimp) than did a good commercial pack (about 3 ounces of 
drip per 5 pounds of shrimp). 

Brine-Freezing of Shrimp Aboard Vessels 

To meet the increasing demand for shrimp, vessels are going greater 
distances from port than they did formerly. Consequently, the shrimp 
are held on the boats for such long periods of time as to create a 
quality problem. Softening, loss of flavor, black-spot formation, and 
spoilage occur in shrimp held too long in ice" resulting not only in a 
loss of shrimp but very often in poor quality of the shrimp that is 
distributed. Although better handling and icing procedures aboard the 
boats will give a partial answer to the problem, freezing the shrimp 
immediately after being caught appears to be a more desirable means of 
preserving quality. The practical advantages of brine-freezing fish at 
sea have been shown in studies conducted by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service in New England. Likewise, the freezing of shrimp in brine aboard 
vessels would appear to offer certain advantages. Brine freezers are 
adaptable to small boats and this method of freezing is especially well
suited for freezing small and irregularly shaped products such as shrimp. 

Experimental t ests 

A small-scale trial of brine-freezing shrimp at sea was carried out 
aboard a vessel in the Gulf area (Dassow 1954). The shrimp were frozen 
by imrrlersing 5- to 10-pound lots of shrimp for about 15 minutes in cir
culating 85 0 salometer brine (22.4 percent salt) at a temperature of 
5· F. After the frozen shrimp had been removed from the brine, drained, 
and rinsed in chilled water, they were packaged in waxed cartons and 
stored at 0 0 F. Following several weeks of storage, the shrimp were 
thawed by being immersed for 10 to 15 minutes in circulating fresh water 
at 60 0 F. The shrimp were then headed, washed in fresh water, packaged 
in waxed cartons, and frozen at -20 0 F. Shrimp that were headed prior 
to being brine frozen were not thawed. 

It was concluded that freezing shrimp at sea, either in air or in 
brine, immediately after they were caught produced a high-quality prod
uct more nearly approaching the fresh state than iced shrimp normally 
found on the market. There was a complete absence of black spot on the 
shrimp. 

After several freezing tests had been made, it was found that 
preliminary chilling of whole or headed shrimp in cold water not only 
minimized quality losses during the holding of the shrimp before freezing 
but also improved the efficiency of the brine process. 
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Recommendations 

Based on t he above study, the following procedure is recommended 
for commercial brine freezing and processing of shrimp : 

Processing aboard ship: 

1. 

2. 

Use only fresh, firm, whole or headed shrimp . 

Chill shrimp in fresh ice water . 

Freeze shrimp in a strong (sodium chloride) brine 
(85° salometer or 22 . 4 percent salt) at 0 ° to 5° F . 
Circulate the brine continuously during the freezing 
process. 

4. Remove shr imp frorr. the refrigerated brine immediately 
after they are frozen , but in no case allow them to 
remain in the refrigerated brine l onger than 4 hours . 
Rinse briefly in cold fre sh water . 

5. Store the brine-frozen shrimp at temperatures no highe r 
than +5° F., preferably lower. Protect f rom dehydration 
during storage. 

Processing ashore: 

1. Thaw brine-frozen shrimp in running cold water at 60° F . 
(about 10 to 15 minutes). 

2. Remove shrimp from thawing tank . Separate heads from 
whole shrimp. Rinse, and cull unsound shrimp . 

3. Pack unifonnly in waxed cardboard cartons with a minimum 
of head space. Ov~rwrap with a moisture-vapor-proof film. 

4. Refreeze shrimp at -10· F. or below, and store at 0° F. or 
below. 

A commercial application of this brine-freezing process aboard 
shrimp trawlers in the Gulf area utilizes a freezing solution containing 
a mixture of salt and a form of sugar (presumably glucose), instead of 
the straight salt solution. Some advantages claimed in the use of this 
freezing solution are (1) the shrimp do not stick together; (2) lower 
freezing temperatures are possible; and (3) a glaze is formed on the 
shells, which reduces dehydration of the shrimp during frozen storage. 
Freezing of 5-pound packages of shrimp in a blast freezer aboard the 
trawlers is also being done. (See Fishery Leaflet 427, section 3 for 
further details of the freezing of shrimp on commercial fishing vessels.) 
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LOBSTERS 

The true lobster (Homarus americanus) is caught principally in 
waters near t he shore along the New England and Canadian coasts. Al
though these l obster s are much more plentiful f rom Cape Cod north, they 
are taken to some extent in waters south of this area and are occasion
ally found as far south as North Carolina. 

The spiny or rock lobster is easily distinguished f rom the true 
lobster by the absence of the large crushing claws and by the flexible 
rather than stiff t ail fan. There are two species found in the United 
States: Panulirus argus, in the South Atlantic and Gulf areas; and 
Panulirus interruptus, on the Pacific coast. Considerable quantities 
(mostly tails only) are imported into this country f r om South Africa 
and Australia. 

True Lobster 

Method of catching 

The true lobster is taken in traps, more comrrlonly called pots , 
which consist essentially of an oblong box rr~de of ordinary wood laths . 

Figure l l .--Fisherman hauling lobster trap aboard boat. (Photo cour
tesy of Fi shing Gazette) 

Ends of the pot are made of cotton netting arranged in a funnel shape. 
In the center of each funnel-end is the opening through which the lob
sters, i n s earch for the bait , enter the pot . Fre sh, salted , or stale 
fish is generally used for bait . For fishing, the pots (weighted with 
stones or other heavy objects) are lowered to t he bottom. They are 
attached by a r ope to a buoy that is painted a distinctive color to 
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enable the fisherman to locate his own traps. The traps are hauled 
about once a day, and any lobsters present in them are removed through 
a door in the trap. 

Effect of freezing 

The true lobster is usually marketed alive, boiled whole, or as 
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Figure l2.--Views showing how lobsters are -caught 
and packed for shipment. (Photo courtesy of Maine 
Development Commission) 
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canned meat; only a ver,y small quantity is frozen. Of the latter, both 
raw and boiled lobsters are frozen; small quantities of lobster meat are 
also frozen. Ver.y little information is available regarding the freezing 
characteristics of lobsters and lobster meat. A few tests were conducted 
at a Fish and Wildlife Service laborator,y (Pottinger 1950) in which whole 
live lobsters and whole cooked lobsters were frozen in circulating brine 
at a temperature of approximately 0° F., followed by storage in a room 
at the same temperature. The lobsters were given an ice glaze to retard 
desiccation, then packaged individually in heavy aluminum foil wrappers. 
For testing, the lobsters were thawed, and the uncooked ones were cooked 
by being boiled in salted water. 

The frozen cooked lobsters, in general, were not satisfactor,y. The 
meat was often spongy and watery, and was not at all like that of fresh
cooked lobsters. These lobsters were hardly considered satisfactory 
even at the end of 1 month of storage. The frozen uncooked lobsters 
were judged t o be quite satisfactory after being stored up to 6 months 
(the end of the tests) insofar as palatability was concerned. One unde
sirable factor must be considered, however. After the lobsters had been 
cooked, the meat was found to stick very tightly to the shell. The meat 
was therefore difficult to remove without tearing it loose and breaking 
it into small pieces. (United States patent No. 2,501,655, which deals 
with the freezing of lobsters, states that the difficulties encountered 
in removing the meat from the shell of lobsters frozen raw and then 
cooked may be overcome by a brief heat treatment prior to freezing. The 
theory is that the flesh imrr.ediately beneath the shell is cooked suffi
ciently to loosen it from the shell.) 

Frozen cooked lobster meat, stored in hermetically sealed cans at 
a temperature of 0° F., was considered to be of poor quality even after 
only 1 month of storage. 

Tests conducted in Australia with cooked frozen lobsters (Reay 1951) 
indicated that in order to retain good quality in these lobsters for a 
period up to 6 months, storage temperatures approaching approximately 
-220 F. are required. · At -5° F., the limit of satisfactory storage is 
about 3 months, and at 15° F., deterioration is ver,y rapid. Frozen 
cooked lobster meat did not store as well as whole lobsters. The prob
able storage life at -20° F. appeared to be about 3! months. 

Spiny or Rock Lobster 

The trade in spiny lobsters in the United States is based mainly on 
imports, since the domestic production of this species--being confined to 
the South Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coast areas--has been relatively 
small. Considerable quantities are shipped into this country alive from 
the islands of the Caribbean and from }1exico, or as tails removed from 
the body and packed in ice. Large quantities of frozen tails are im
ported from South Africa. 
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Method of catching 

Spiny lobsters are caught by t r aps , bag nets , an sc r ee nets . A 
widely used type of gear is a small circular net tie to a metal hoop 
at the end of a long pole. The fishing boats are usually 0 er ate by 
4 or 5 men . 

Preparation for freezing 

In the preparation of t he lobsters for freezing , the general ro
cedure is to remove the tails; the intestine is then take out by being 
pulJed through a small cut rr~de in the tail. The tails are wash , 
graded to s ize, wrapped indivi ualJy in moisture-vapor-proof c llophane 
to prevent desiccation during frozen storage, an packe in boxes f or 
freezing. 

In a procedure used in South Africa (Empey 1952) , the lobs te rs are 
brought to the factory alive, washed with sea water , a the tails are 
removed . The tails are then placed in running sea water or a short 
tLlle, and drained. Women pickers remove the intestinal trac s from the 
tails. The prepared tails are then grade an wrappe1 in ivi ually in 
cellophane with a paper descriptive-label inserte . Twenty- one poun 8 

of tails are packed into 20-pound woo en boxes to allow fo r a 5-percent 
loss of weight during freezing and storage . 

Freezing is done on shelf coils spaced about 9 inches apart in a 
room held at about - 20 0 F. The boxes are removed afte r 36 hours t o a 
storage room held at about - 12- F . 

The packing of these lobs ter tails is s trictly supervise and mus t 
conform to the rules and regulations of the Di rector of Fisheries, Union 
of South Africa. The lobsters must be packed for freezing an place 
in the freezer within 3 hours after being lan ed . If the temperature 
of the cold-storage room exceeds plus 5° F., the product is automatically 
barred from export. 

A 5-pound institutional and home-freezer pack of South African 
rock lobster tails has been introduc ed on the mar ket . The new package 
is made of heavy sulfate board, and contains about a dozen individual 
tails. The bottoITo of the pack has instructions for preparation. It is 
said that the rock lobster tails can be kept froz en for 6 months without 
deterioration. 

Australian rock lob~ter tails intended for export are also sub j ect 
to very rigid government inspection (Anonymous 1951) . One requirement 
is that the catch be placed under ref rigeration within 2 hours after 
being caught. The tails are graded int o 5 sizes: (1) jumbo, 16 ounces 
and over; (2) large, 12 to 16 ounces; (3) medium, 9 to 12 ounces; (4) 
small, 6 to 9 ounces; and (5) midgets, 6 ounces and under. 

Frozen cooked rock lobster tails are said to retain their flavor 



·reasonably well in storage (v.d. Merwe and leRoux 1952), but the flesh 
becomes rather tough and stringy. No sticking of flesh to the shell 
was found to occur. Some frozen meat is packed in 1/4-pound cans with 
a transparent top. 

CRABS 

There are several species of crabs used commercially in this 
country, of which the blue crab (Callinectes sapidus) is by far the most 
important. Its range is from 11assachusetts to Texas, and it is particu
larly abundant in Chesapeake Bay and certain parts of the Gulf coast. 
The next most important crab is the dungeness (Cancer magister), which 
is found along the west coast. The Alaska king crab (Paralithodes 
camtschatica, f. platypus, and f. brevipes) is found in the Bering Sea 
and in the coastal waters and many bays along the Alaska peninsula 
and the Gulf of Alaska. These are very large crabs, and they often 
measure several feet from tip to tip of the legs. The rock crab (Cancer 
irroratus) is the common crab of the New England coast; it is not 
utilized commercially to a very great extent. There are a number of 
other species of crabs available in this country, but they are of only 
very minor importance. 

Blue Crab 

The blue crab is caught by pots, trotlines, scrapes, and dredges. 
The crab pot functions very much as does t he lobster pot, though con
structed of wire mesh instead of laths. Trotlines are made of a long 
rope to which are attached, at intervals of about 18 inches , snoods 
which hold the bait. A boat, moving along the line, lifts it, and the 
crabs cling to the bait until they are free of the water; they then 
drop into a dip-net. Scrapes and dredges are towed along the bottom by 
boats; they are hauled in at intervals, and the crabs are dumped on 
deck. After the catch is culled, the crabs are s hoveled into barrels 
and then brought to the crab-meat plants. 

Blue crabs are marketed as live (hard shell) crabs, as meat picked 
from the cooked crabs, and as soft-shell crabs. 

Hard-shell crabs 

Only relatively small quantities of whole hard-shell crabs are 
marketed. Almost the entire production of hard-shell crabs is used for 
the preparation of crab meat. In the preparation of t he meat of the 
blue crab, the crab is first cooked by steam or boiling water, and t he 
meat is then picked from the shell by hand. The claw meat, which is 
darker in color, is kept separate from the light-colored body meat. 
During picking, the body meat is further separated into grades such as 
white flake, backfin lump, mixed, and other designations, which signify, 
to a degree, the size of the pieces of meat within a particular grade. 
The various grades of meat are generally packed in I-pound cans. Prac
tically the entire output of this meat is distributed in the fresh 
(unfrozen) state; the cans are packed in barrels with crushed ice for 

shipping. 



Figure l3.--Dnloading barrels of live crabs f rom 
boat at crab-meat packing plant. (Photo courtesy 
of Southern Fisherman) 

Figure l4.--Cooked crabs are dumped onto a plat
form to cool prior to having the meat removed. 
(Photo courtesy of Southern Fisherman) 
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Figure 15.--The meat is picked frorr. 
the cooked crabs by hand. (Photo 
courtesy of Southern Fisherman) 

The frozen product is 
not considered to be too 
satisfactory from the stand
point of quality, as it 
very rapidly becomes spongy 
and fibrous in texture and 
loses the delicate charac
teristic flavor of the 
fresh product. The frozen
storage life is generally 
considered to be not over 
1 month. Sharp or blast 
freezers are commonly 
used for freezing this 
product; the storage tem
perature should not ex-
ceed 0° F. 

Soft-shell crabs 

During the hotter 
months of the year, the 
crabs shed their hard shells 
or moult in the nOrID41 proc
ess of growing. Immediately 
after moulting, when the 

new shell is still 80ft, they 
are shipped out alive, packed 
during the wann months of the 
at that time only. 

are a highly prized article of food and 
in moist seaweed. Since they moult only 
year, they are available in the live state 

These so-called soft-shell crabs can be frozen successfully, however, 
and a relatively large quantity are used for t his purpose. In the prep
aration of them f or freezing, they are wrapped individually in sheets of 
cellophane or parchment and placed in waxed cartons holding a dozen 
crabs. The crabs are sometimes eviscerated before being packed. They 
may be frozen by the accepted methods of quick freezing and should be 
stored at a temperature of O· F. or below. After extended frozen stor
age, they tend to becar.e somewhat "watery" upon thawing. 

Dungeness Crab 

The method used for catching the dungeness crab is similar to that 
used in the North Atlantic lobster fishery. The meat of the dungeness 
crab is prepared similarly to that of the blue crab, except that the 
meat from all parts of the crab is generally combined into one grade. 
The body meat and leg meat are sometimes separated in layers in the same 
can. This meat is packed in waxed fiberboard cartons and metal cans 
of 1/2-, 1-, and 5-pound capacity. The 5-pound or No. 10 can is the 
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most important commercially . 

Small quantities of dungeness crab meat are frozen , but adverse 
changes in texture and flavor limit the frozen storage life of this 
product to a relatively s hort period . The meat packed in hermetically 
sealed cans and stored at 0° F. will keep in marketable con ition for 
at least 3 months. Tests conducted in a Fish and Wildlife Service 
laboratory have indicated that the quality of this meat can be maintain
ed for longer periods in frozen storage by packing the meat in vacu
umized, hermetically sealed cans and by storage at temperatures l ower 
than 0° F. The absence of air in the can apparently helps t o r etain 
the f lavor of t he meat and to retard texture changes . 

Dungeness crabs are also cookea and frozen whole . The crabs are 
placed in large baskets and immersed in brine at a temperatur e of 
about 5° F. The crabs freeze in 45 minutes but are usually left in 
the brine somewhat longe r than this . To prevent the brine f rom floo -
ing the air spaces within the shell of t he crab, r esulting in excessive 
salt absorption when the crabs are thawed , t he crabs are chilled t o 
about 38° F. just prior to freezing, then imrrersed in cold wate r to 
eliminate the air. After the crabs are frozen, they are rinse in 
fresh water and placed in storage at 0 ° F. fo r a day or t wo . They are 
then reglazed and s to r ed . The frozen crabs are normally markete 
within 90 days, but they have been held as long as 6 months with goo 
results. The freezing of raw dungeness crabs yiel s an unsatisfactory 
produc t and is not recoDUllended. 

Alaska King Crab 

It is only in the last few years that an ~~rican fi shery fo r 
these giant crabs has shown signs of permanent development . Frozen 
king crab meat may be produced with moderate expenditure fo r equipment 
and labor. This permits a refrigerated trawling vessel to utilize the 
resource to advantage. The techniques used in the preparation and 
handling of king crab are of primary importance in maintaining the 
quality of the frozen product (Dassow 19 50) . King crab meat should be 
processed with utmos t care to insure the maximum retention of color, 
flavor, and texture. The bright red color on the surface of the claw 
and leg meat adds greatly to the eye-appeal of this product . 

Method of catching 

In the Japanese fishery, king crabs are caught in tangle nets that 
measure about 150 f eet in length and 10 or more feet in depth. The net 
is anchored at each end , and owing to glass buoys and lead sinkers 
attached to it, hangs loosely near the bott om. The crabs become 
entangled in the mesh, the net is lifted at intervals, and the crabs 
are removed by hand. The main American fishery uses the otter trawl. 
Large pots are used for king crab fishing in some of the inshore waters 
in Alaska. 
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Preparation of meat 

The live crabs should be sorted immediately after being caught; 
dead, crushed, and underweight crabs should be discarded. The live crabs 
should be butchered and processed the same day they are caught. In butch
ering, the carapace is removed and the crab is split into two portions. 
The viscera is then trimmed away and the legs are washed thoroughly. 
Care must be taken in this step to avoid contamination of the meat with 
visceral material, which will cause discoloration and off-flavors in the 
finished product. The butchered crabs are cooked in boiling water for 
about 15 to 18 minutes. After being cooked, the crabs should be cooled 
quickly by dipping in cold water. In the removal of the meat from the 
crab legs, the leg segments are separated by hand or are sawed off on 
both sides of each joint and then shaken to remove the meat . The meat 
is washed either by spraying with water under pressure or by irrunersion 
in water or weak brine, with rapid agitation to remove adhering material. 
After being washed, the meat should be thoroughly drained. 

Freezing and cold storage 

King crab meat is much more suitable f or freezing than is t he meat 
of other species of crab. Two important factors that lower t he quality 
of the frozen crab meat are changes in color and in texture. Careless 
cleaning of the meat and packaging the meat too loosely so as to leave 
air spaces in the package will cause discolor ation of t he meat. ~ o 

minimize both toughening and discolorat i on, t he crab meat should be 
packaged tightly in a moisture-vapor-proof container. For storage up to 
1 year, a temperature of 0 0 F. or lower should be maintained. Storage 
at temperatures of 10 0 to 15 0 F. will cause adverse texture changes and 
excessive "drip" on thawing. 

Cooked king crab meat may be frozen in the shell. Experimental 
samples cooked before freezing have been stored at 0 0 F. for periods up 
to 6 months without marked changes in flavor and texture. After freez
ing, the cooked crab legs should be glazed for storage to prevent 
desiccation and flavor ,changes. The freezing and storage of raw crab 
legs is not recommended, because of undesirable changes in color, 
flavor, and texture of the meat. 

SCALLOPS 

The scallop industry is located principally in Massachusetts, but 
Maine, Rhode Island, New York, and New Jersey also produce relatively 
large quantities. The South Atlantic and the Pacific States produce 
small amounts. Two species are of commercial importance: t he bay 
scallop (Pecten irradians), and the giant or sea scallop (Pecten magel
lanicus). The bay scallop industry has declined, and at this time, 
relatively few are taken. The sea scallop, which is found at many places 
in the Atlantic Ocean from Cape Hatteras to Labrador, is now one of 
the major fishery resources of New England, and during the past two 
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decades, there has been about a tenfold rise in production. 

Method of Catching and Preparation 

Scallops, in general, are caught at about the same locations where 
consi derable amounts of groundfish are taken. They are caught mainly 
in dredges dragged along t he bottom, two sets of gear being towed 
simultaneously, one on each side of the fishing vessel. After the 
dredges are dumped on deck, the catch is washed down and the trash is 
thrown overboard. The fishermen generally open the scallops on board 
the fishing vessel by inserting a knife between the two shells. The 
large adductor muscle or "eye" that controls the shell movement is 
removed . This is the only part marketed, being what in the trade is 
known as scallop meat. This edible part is washed carefully with run
ning sea water, put into bags that usually contain 20 to 40 pounds of 
meats, and placed in ice in the fish hold. About l~ bushels of 
scallops are generally required to furnish a gallon of meats weighing 
about 10 pounds. Less than 10 percent of the whole scallop is the 
"meat" that is used commercially and finally eaten. Some of the re
mainder is used in various ways, such as for fish bait, but most of it 
is di scarded at sea. 

From the wholesaler, scallop meats are usually shipped in 5-gallon 
tin cans; all f resh shipments are iced. Local practice varies, however, 
and in New York, for instance, scallop meats are usually shipped in 
bags of about 50 pounds, whereas in another city, wholesalers may sell 
scallops in containers holding 9 pounds. 

Freezing and Cold Storage 

By far the greatest percentage of sea scallop production is sold 
in the form of fresh meats . A smaller but still important part is 
frozen and held in cold storage. The peak of freezing activity occurs 
in the summer. In the packing of the scallops for freezing, several 
types of packages are used. The 5-pound and 10-pound carton is probably 
the most common package for wholesale use; the friction-top I-gallon 
can is also used . The scallops are sometimes wrapped in cellophane 
sheets, in approximately I-pound lots before being placed in the large 
cartons. Today the influence of consumer packaging has entered the 
in1ustry, and part of the frozen production is put up in 7-ounce, 10-
ounce , and other small-size packages that are overwrapped. Freezing 
is generally done in blast-type or multiplate freezers; the temperature 
of storage should not exceed 0° F. 

ABALONE 

The abalone is a single-shell marine gastropod or snail (Haliotis 
species) found on the Pacific coast from California to Alaska. Fishing, 
however, is almost entirely confined to the coast south of Monterey Bay, 
California. Because the fishery is so limited, it is protected by a 
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law that prohibits the shipment of the product out of the State of 
California; abalone brought in from Mexican sources can be shipped out 
of state, however. These shellfish are taken by divers in waters rang
ing in depth from 30 to 100 feet. Owing to the difficulties in gather
ing abalone and the high cost of diving equipment, abalone steaks are 
a luxury item. The edible portion consists of the foot by which the 
animal attaches itself to the rocks. 

In commercial processing, the animal is first removed from the 
shell, then the viscera is stripped off, and the foot or muscle is 
washed in fresh water. The abalone is trimmed of its tough outer sur
faces, and the edge of the mantle is removed. Finally, the muscle is 
sliced, either by machine or by hand, across the grain into steaks about 
1/2-inch thick, and in order to make it more tender, it is pounded on a 
block with a wooden mallet. The finished product is packed in 5-pound 
and 10-pound wooden boxes and shipped or refrigerated (Bonnot 1948). 
Only very smal1 quantities of the steaks are frozen. 

CLAl1S 

Four important species of clams are taken commercially on the 
Atlantic coast. These are the soft-shell clam (Mya arenaria), found 
from New England to the South Atlantic States; the hard clam or quahog 
(Venus mercenaria), which occurs along the entire Atlantic coast; the 
ocean quahog (Cyprina islandica), found widely scattered along the east 
coast; and the surf clam (Sipisula solidis sima), available from Labra
dor to Cape Hatteras. The annual production of soft clams is diminishing 
in New England; however, a fishery for this clam is becoming established 
in the Middle Atlantic States. The fishery for the hard clam is center
ed largely in southern New England and the Fiddle Atlantic States. 

On the west coast, the hardshell clam is probably the most impor
tant variety. The comw.ercial production is limited prirr~rily to the 
little neck or rock clam (Paphia staminea) and the butter clam (Saxidomus 
nuttali), which is similar to the eastern quahog. In recent years, much 
of the butter clam production has come from British Colurr~ia, where it 
is relatively important in some areas. The razor clam (Siligua patula), 
a thin-shelled clam, is a relatively important species on the Pacific 
coast and is found from California to the Aleutian Islands on surf
pounded ocean beaches. 

Method of Harvesting 

Various types of gear are used for taking clams. Where the beds are 
exposed at low tide, short-handled hoes or rakes may be used to dig the 
clams; in the southern states, forks and picks replace the hoes. When 
clams are taken in deeper water, long-handled rakes and tongs are employed. 
In the sail and powerboat fishery, dredges of various types are used in 
accordance with conservation laws of the different states (Til1er, Glude, 
and Stringer 1952). One type of large dredge may hold as many as 20 
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bushels of quahogs. 

Size Designation 

The clams are brought ashore in t he shell and are then washe 
and graded into various sizes. The smallest legal- size hard clams , 
called " necks" or "little necks", bring the highest price an are 
used principally in restaurants . A cl am slightly lar ger than t ' e 
"little neck" is the "cherryst one ." This is a popular s ize for serv
ing raw or steamed i n t he shell . Clams lar ger than t hese are classe 
as ft mediU.'Tl" or " chowders" and are used mostly in t he pr eparation of 
chowder and for canni ng . Ha r d clams a r e shipped in barrels an bags ; 
soft -shell cl ams are generally shipped in bushel baskets . 

Processing 

Soft- shell clams 

Lar ge quantit i es of clams are shucke for market . The clams are 
opened by i ns er ting a kni fe between the two srells , an the meat i s 
then cut loos e f rom th e shells . In shucking soft- shell cl ams , t he 
syphon or "neck" is gene ralJ y slit part way own the si e , a sur
rounii ng dark- colored membr ane i s r emoveJ by han , an t e syphon is 
then cut off . The remai ning ~eat is put i nto a container, such as a 
collander or a gal l on can . The contents of a number of t he fill e 
containers may be dumped i nto a tank of t ap water an washe by 
being stirred with a paddle , or someti~e8 t he meat s are spraye with 
tap water. The clams a r e all owed t o drain an are packe in con
tainers, which may be f ric t ion-top gall on-size cans , for s . ment e 

Hard-shell clams 

Quahogs, ocean quahogs, and sur f clams are also opene with knives , 
but the meat s, after being cut f rom t he shells , are handled same~lat 

di f ferently from t he meat of soft-shell cl ams . The syphons are not 
removed from these meat s. With quahogs, the meats are washed and , 
without any further treatment, are r eady fo r packaging. The meat s f rom 
t he ocean quahog and surf clam have t he dark portion (stomach) removed 
prior to washing. Since these meats are used mostly for the pr epara
tion of chowder, t hey are generally sliced or minced pr ior t o being 
packaged. The friction-top, gallon can ia co~.only used f or shipping 
t hese clams. Some plants wash the shucked clams by "blowing" them in 
a tank of water, similar to that used with oysters. 

Freezing and Cold Storage 

Clams in the shell are not usually f rozen. Only rel atively small 
quantities of clam meats are frozen, and these are largely hard clams 
that have been chopped or minced for use in chowders. They are packed 
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in cartons of various sizes, with or without overwraps , and to a small 
extent, in I-gallon friction-top cans. One newer type of package in 
use in New England is a polyethylene bag holding 2~ pounds of clams , 
the bag being held closed by a clip. Two of these bags are placed in 
a 5-pound carton; no overwrap is used . Freezing of clams Dt8.y be done 
in blast, tunnel, multiplate, or other suitable types of fre ezers that 
are available. They should be stored at a temperature of 0 0 F. or 
below. Clams are said to lose their quality relatively fast when 
frozen and become tough or spongy, with a considerable loss of drip 
upon being thawed. 
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HISTORY AND INTRODUCTION 

The production of specialty items from marine food products has had 
a long and interesting history. Many attempts have been made to market 
a conveniently prepared compact item in accordance with the evolving 
principles of good marketing practice. The production of "ice fillets" 
(Huntsman 1931), the one-piece fish block (Crowther and Hopkinson 1953), 
the work on precooked foods (Osterhaug and Bucher 1945), the present-day fish 
fillet blocks and breaded fish squares and sticks, and the breaded raw 
or precooked shrimp and other items all attest t o the continued inter-
est on the part of the processor in product improvement. 

For many reasons, 
most of these innova-

. tions, until recently, 

Figure l.-Cartoned I-pound fillet blocks being 
conveyed toward wrapping machine. Note uni
formi ty of dimensions. This type of product 
ensures equal-size serving portions and 
simplifies cooking procedures in the home. 
(Photo courtesy of The Atlantic Coast Fish-
eries Company) 
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were short-lived. The 
industry in general 
was averse to changes 
that involved substan
tial investments with
out assured return. 
There was a great 
lack of freezer-cabinet 
space at the retail 
level, and there was a 
widespread though base
less prejudice against 
the use of frozen foods 
as being unwholesane. 
Tremendous problems in 
safe distribution of 
frozen foods over long 
distances remained to 
be solved. Marketing 
and promotion techniques 
at the retail level 
were inadequate. Fin
ally and most important 
of all, the consumer 
demand for such items 
vas not great. 

Today, most of 
these objections or 
problems have been 
solved or minimized. 

Cabinet space has been 
enormously increased. 
Satisfactory marketing 
and distributing 



systems have been established. Prejudice problems have all but isap
peared. The industry has been led by the successful innovations to 
accept and to go along with technological changes . Finally, great num
bers of women--working or busy with social affairs--have emanded 
convenient, tasty, easily prepared seafood products. 

In general, there is a great similarity in the brea ing and handling 
procedures used in the various breaded seafood in ustries. Differences 
exist mainly in the manner of initial preparation of the particular type 
of product. Other differences are due to economic practices peculiar to 
a particular region. 

A detailed study of each industry is beyond the scope of this leaflet 
and would be repetitious. Instead, a systematic treatment of the fish 
stick industry--its problems, techniques , and handling methods--will be 
presented. Problems common to all breaded food indust r ies will be 
emphasized. In addition, a short analysis of methods used in t he prep
a ration of breaded shrimp, breaded portion-controlled fish squares , 
breaded abalone patties, and fish pies, soups , and other pro ucts will 
be made. 

BREADED PRECOOKED FISH STICKS 

The fish stick is a uniform, compact, rectangular f rozen portion of 
fish flesh that is cut or sawed from a fish fillet block and coated with 
a batter and breader; it may be either raw or precooked to the desire 
color. It is usually about 3 3/4 inches in length, 7/8 inch in width , 
and 1/2 inch in depth, and it weighs approximately 1 ounce. It is 
packaged and refrozen for storage and shipment . Fish sticks are compar
atively new on the commercial scene, but their immediate acceptance by 
the public has caused a tremendous increase in production. From an 
initial production rate, in 1953, of 7 million pounds per year, produc
tion climbed to a rate of 50 million pounds per year, in 1954. The 
demand, in 1955, appeared to be leveling off at approximately 70 million 
pounds per year. 

The production of fish sticks at present is largely restricted t o 
Atlantic cod and to haddock as the raw materials. Other species t ha t 
have been used include ocean perch, Pacific cod, and halibut . The choice 
of species is determined by such factors as price and frozen- storage life. 

In general, the following processes are involved in t he production 
of fish sticks: 

1. Preparation of fish fillet blocks. 
2. Sawing or cutting of fish fillet blocks into raw fi sh sticks. 
3. Coating of the raw fish sticks. 
4. Precooking of the coated raw fish sticks. 
5. Cooling, packaging, and freezing of the coa ted precooked fish 

sticks. 
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Preparation of Fish Fillet Blocks 

Fish Fillet Blocks: Definition, Sizes, Shapes 

The raw fish sticks are prepared from frozen fish fillet blocks. 
A fish fillet block is a uniform, compact, and cohering mass of skinless 
fillets frozen together under pressure. There are at present many shapes 
and sizes of fish blocks, for the following reasons: 

1. Each producer attempts to utilize fully the capacity of his 
freezer. 

2. The fish stick manufacturer's methods of cutting fish sticks 
partially determine his requirements as to dimensions and 
weight of the fish blocks. 

3. The size and weight of the fish sticks ultimately to be pro
duced by the fish stick manufacturer also determine his 
requirement s • 

Figure 2.--The highl1 complex processing of fish sticks 
requires constant checking of the quality of the 
product. Packages and contents are being examined 
for maintenance of high standards of quality devel
oped by the industry. 

In practice, block dimensions vary from those specified by the purchaser. 
The degree of variation can be minimized by careful preparation of the 
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blocks. The fish stick manufacturer, in addition to giving specifications 
as to dimensions , should establish tolerances for imensional variation 
beyond which the blocks would be unacceptable to him . It is probable 
that no block should vary by more than 1/8 inch, in any dimension, from 
those specified. Tests performed at the Boston laboratory of the Fish 
and Wildlife Service have shown that a processor can easily meet such 
requirements. 

Forming Fish Fillet Blocks 

Methods of forming the blocks vary only slightly so that one example 
of preparation technique will suffice for illustration . The carefully 
prepared boneless and skinless fillets are laid in a waxe kraft fiber
board container either parallel to or perpendicular to the long axis of 
the container. The latter procedure is claimed by its advocates to 

Fi~re 3.--Preparation of fish fillet blocks. Skinless 
f111ets are carefully examined for the presence of bones 
prior to packing. (Photo courtesy of Diamond Fisheries 
Inc.) , 

mi~ze b:eakage of the sticks during processing. In either case, the 
t~ck pOrt10n of the fillet is placed adjacent to an edge of the con
talner, an~ the thin portion is placed in the center. The depression 
so formed 15 built up with fillets until the desired weight is obtained. 
~ost processors add an extra 1/4 pound of fillets over and above the 
1ntended net weight to ensure against "void" formation during freezing. 
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Figure 4.--Praparation of frozen f ish fillet bl ocks. The carefully 
skinned and boneless fillets are packed into waxed f iberboard cartons 
and frozen in a multiplate compression freezer. (Photo courtesy of 
the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company.) 

Freezing Fish Fillet Blocks 

The containers are then placed in a multiplate compression freezer. 
Two spacers, each 3/32 inch smaller in depth than the cont ainers, are 
placed at the edges of each station. The result i s a very slight compres
sion of the containers when the plates are lowered. The compression 
smooths out the surfaces of the masses of fish. Further, since mois ture
containing fish flesh will expand about 7 percent in volume during 
freezing, the compression thus exerted during the freezing process 
prevents undue localized expansion and forces the expanding fish flesh to 
fill all portions of the container. Spacers also pr event crushing and 
bulging of the thicker containers by the pressure exerted by the plates. 
Ultimately, when all the container is filled with fish flesh, the com
pression forces the still-expanding fillets to fuse t ogether and form a 
single block of flesh. 
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Voids, the lack of fish in same portion of the block, are caused 
by lack of sufficient pressure on the block or by lack of sufficient 
fish fillets in the container. If spacers are used, the relat i ve 
dimensions of the block, containers, and spacers are very critical. 
other factors being equal, a matter of 1/32 inch of extra depth in 
the spacer will spell the difference between a good block having no 
large voids and one having voids that could prevent compliance with 
exacting buying specifications. 

Sawing or Cutting Fish Fillet Blocks into Raw Fish Sticks 

Many types of machines have been used in the cutting of fish blocks. 
Among them are scoring machines, heated cutting wires, bandsaws, gang
saws, and cutting devices. The most commonly used machines are bandsaws , 
gangsaws , and guillotine-type cutt ing machines. Each type has been uead 
in an attempt to realize three objectives : 

1. Rapid production, with a minimum of time and labor requirements. 

2. Reduction or elimination of "sawdust" losses and damaged sticks . 

3. Maximum safety for the operator of the machine. 

In practice, compromises between the three requirements have been reached. 
The various processors have weighed the advantages and disadvantages of 
each machine and combination of machines and have decided upon methods 
considered most suitable to their individual requirements. 

Bandsaw Cutting Operation 

The bandsaw used may be any one of several commercial bandsaws 
designed. for use in the food industry. Such saW'S are relatively easy to 
clean, and stainless steel is used on all surfaces in contact with the 
food. Motors are waterproofed to prevent damage during cleaning. The 
blade is usually corundum-tipped for resistance to wear. The advantages 
of using a bandsaw for cutting the sticks are: 

1. The sticks produced are very unifonn in shape and size . 

2. Sawdust losses are relatively low when a blade of satisfactory 
characteristics is usad. 

3. PositiOning of the blade is easily checked or adjusted. 

Disadvantages of bandsaws are: 

1. The costs are higher, owing to slow, repetitive operations 
requiring several machines. 

2. More labor is required than with other types of cutting machinery. 
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3. ' Because of the exposed blades, the element of danger to t he 
operator is always present. 

Figure 5.--A battery of eight stainless steel bandsaws 
used for cutting fish f illet bl ocks into fish sticks. 
(Photo courtesy of Biro Manufacturing Company.) 

Gangsaw Cutting Operation 

Gangsaw equipment is usually designed by the manufacturer to fit a 
specific processor's cutti ng operation. The assembly ordinari ly consists 
of a series of cir cular saw blades, set at precise distances apart, on 
a single axis and is usually enclosed t o all ow room only for the entry 
of the block. The block is f orced through the gangsaw bladss as a 
r esult of pressure exerted , by the operator, on a block immediately 
behind it. The advantages of such a machine are: 

1. It makes many cuts at one operation, reducing time and labor 
requirements. 

2. It is safer to operate than a bandsaw, since the gang saw blades 
are totally enclosed . 

Two of t he disadvantages of such machines are: 

1 . The difficulty in replacing the blade, or in adjusting it, or 
in checking its posi tioning. 

2. The r elatively l a rge sawdust loss. 

Prior t o designing such a machine, careful consideration should be giT8n 
to the character istics of the blade, to minimize the amount of sawdust 
formed. 
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Guillotine-type Cutting Operation 

The guillotine-type cutting machine consists of a very heavy, 
bevelled chrome-steel, horizontal or vertical reciprocating blade 
hydraulically driven at about 50 strokes per minute. The slabs of 
fish are fed past the knife either by gravity or by means of a belt. 
The knife is propelled with sufficient force to shear off successive 
portions of the slabs as they are fed into the machine. There is, 
as a result, no sawdust loss in such an operation. Incorrect design 
or improper use of the machine, however, leads to other types of losses: 
splitt ing of the blocks, shaving of the sticks, and formation of sticks 
distorted in shape or lacking in the required dimensions. 

Performance is improved, and strain on the machine is lessened by 
"tempering" the block prior to the cutting operation. Tempering 
consists of allowing the frozen stored (0 0 F.) block to rise uniformly 
to a higher temperature (15 0 to 25° F.) just prior to use in the 
manufacture of fish sticks. Since the resistance to shear of a block 
of f ish fillets is largely determined by the percentage of water that 
is frozen Ln the fish flesh, shearing is easier at the higher tempera
ture than at the lower one. There is then a lesser tendency for the 
block to split and crack when struck by the wedge-like blade. Further, 
the lessened strains and stresses set up in the stick may reduce 
distortion or breakage of the finished sticks. A properly designed 
guillotine-type cutter has the following advantages : 

1. There is no sawdust waste. 

2. Time and labor costs are very low per unit of product prepared. 

3. The production rate is very high per hour of operation. 

4. The completely guarded knife is safe for use by a semiskilled 
person. 

The disadvantages of the guillotine-type cutter are: 

1. Cracking or damaging of fish blocks, when they are improperly 
handled, may cause greater waste than does that which occurs 
in the sawdust losses from the other types of machines. 

2. The sticks are not always unifonn in width. 

3. Tempering the blocks increases labor and time requirements. 

4. Repairing or repositioning the blade is costly in time and 
money. 

Cutting Operation and Sawdust Losses 

Three separate cutting operations are required to produce fish sticks 
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from most styles of fish blocks. Alt hough only two cutting operations 
are necessary with blocks that are prepared in thi cknesses of 1/2 or 
7/8 inches, there is a greater danger of breakage of these thin blocks 
during normal handling and shipping. For t his reason, very few such 
thin blocks are prepared, most blocks being made in thicknesses of two 
or three multiples of 7/8 inch. 

In the first cutting operation, t he l att er type of l~-inch-thick 
block is divided into three portions parallel to the long axis of the 
block. Each of t he t wo cuts removes , a s sawdust, a strip of flesh 
approximately 1/ 16 i nch in thickness. The t otal loss is about 0 . 8 percent 
of the total block weight. Bandsaws a re cus tomarily used for this oper
ation. 

The second cutti ng operat ion spl its the three portions into six 
slabs, each slab being one-half as thick as the original portion. Each 
of the three cuts removes another strip of flesh approximately 1/16 
inch in thickness. The l oss in t his operation is approximately 2.5 
percent of t he total weight of the block. Bandsaws and gangsaws are 
customarily used for this second cutting operation. 

The third cutting operation divides each of the six slabs into 
individual sticks . If a bandsaw is used, this is the operation causing 
the greatest waste, as sawdust; in same cases, the loss may approximate 
6.5 percent of the total block weight. A guillotine-type cutting machine, 
which eliminat es sawdust losses, is customarily used at this phase in the 
cutting of fish sticks. Processors using such cutting machines should 
prepare specifications f or the dimensions of their blocks, with this 
fact in mind. A slab t hat produced 18 sticks would ordinarily lose 
1 1/16 inches of flesh, as sawdust, when cut by a bandsaw during this 
third and f i nal cutting operation. If guillotine cutters are used, the 
slab may be 1 1/16 inches shorter and yet produce the same quantity of 
sticks. 

An operat i on that may involve wastage of from 8 to 12 percent of 
th~ raw material is an extremely important consideration in processing 
costs. Together, the three operations just described, even when care
fully controlled, can cause from 300,000 to 800,000 pounds of sawdust 
waste in a plant using 8,000,000 pounds of fish blocks per year. 

Coating the Raw Fish Sticks 

The batter mixes and breader materials used in fish stick pro
duction are predominantly commerci al products prepared in large volume 
by firms specializing i n such i t ems. A conception of the importance of 
the industry may be gained from the f act that the fish stick producers 
alone bought approximately 12,500,000 pounds of raw materials from these 
companies in 1954. Many companies in this field maintain large facilities 
for the development of special batter mixes and breader materials, to 
suit the requirements of the individual processor. As a result, most 
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processors now have private coating formulas that produce fish sticks 
that are uniqQS in flavor and appeal. 

Figure 6.--The semiautomatic separation and 
alignment of raw fish sticks prior to appli
cation of batter and breader. This process 
minimizes the freezing-together of the 
sticks and ensures that each stick receives 
an adequate coating. (Photo courtesy of 
J. W. Greer Company) 

Types of Coating 
Materials 

~ost corr.rr:ercial 
batter mixes are pre
pared from ground corn 
flour and corn meal and 
contain spices and non
fat dry-milk soli s. 
A few seafood processors 
prepare their 0 batter 
mixes, ich may vary 
from a simple solution 
of nonfat wilk solids 
and water to elaborate 
mixtures containing 
viscos ity-increasing 
agents such as methyl 
cellulose ,or lactose or 
other nonsweet sugars . 

Breader materials 
are even more iversifie . 
In the main, the most 
widely employed breaders 
are based on use of 
either (1) ground , soft 
winter wheat cereals , 
(2) dried breadcrumbs, 
or (3) mixtur es of these 
products. Small quanti
ties of cracker meal and 
soy and potato fl our are 
or have been used as 
either the sole or as 
the minor i ngredients in 
breaders. The choice of 
a particular type or bl end 
of ingredients is usually 

determined by the processor in consultations with his sales and pr oduction 
staffs and with technical r epresentatives of the suppli ers of the breaders. 

Preparation and Use of Batter 

Preparation of batter.--A typical batter may be made by dispersing 
2 parts of dry batter mix in 3 parts of water. The resultant smooth sus
pension pumps easily and coats the raw fi sh sticks smoothly. The amount 
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of solids suspended in a certain quantity of batter i s q tic 
too dilute a suspension allows settling-out of t he soli s, 
concentrated a suspension is difficult to urn an t o use 
In properly prepared batters, the turbulence caus by t he 
the batter prevents the settling-out of solids . 

Properties of batter materials.--Viscosity, the 
ance to flow, can be related to batter-solids cont ent 
pickup by the fish sticks during the coating process. suf iciently 
accurate measurement can be made by noting t he time r equir 
certain quantity of batter at a given temperature t o flow t 
small orifice in a container . Such figures are comparative an 
should be related to time-measurements of a standa rd batter oun to 
be satisfactory by the quality-control group . Other mor e elaborate 
apparatus may be used that measures viscosity di r ectly. 

The adhesion of batter to the frozen surface seems to be enhanc 
by predusting the sticks with dry batter mix prior to the applics ion 
of the batter. The dry mix-solids provide a rough surface on ich he 
batter adheres. 

The amount of breader material pickup 
(or rather, solids content) of the batter. 
relationship to be semi-logarithmic . To a 
viscous (or more concentrated) the batter, 
breader material . 

is etermined by the viscosi y 
Lirot (1955) found the 

certain degree , the more 
the gr eater the picku 0 

A higher solids content also appea r s to r educe weight los s s ur
ing the subsequent cooking operation (Lirot 1955) . Portior~ 0 t e 
prepared mixee break down during heating t o fonn glutens , ch a 
to seal off the surface of the flesh , minimizing moisture lossee . Too 
high a solids content, however , prevents thor ough cooking of th batt r 
and results in a mushy, pasty coating on the finished stick even a t r 
they are reheated in the home . Usually, f rom 3 to gallons of b tter 
are prepared at a time, as needed, t hroughout the ay e This proc ur 
prevents (1) too long a perio of us e of 0 e batch during hi h the 
balance of the batter may become bact erially contaminate or (2) los 
by requiring the discarding of batches of batter during the several 
daily cleanings of the batter equipment . 

Methods of Applying Batter t o Fish Sticks 

Manual processes.--Very few fish stick r ocessors us 
manual batter application processes . In one example of such 0 

small stainless-steel open-mesh baske s of raw, cut fish stic 
placed in front of each rker a te bat er ables . Tnese t 

sunken, flush ount ed , s t ainless -steel tanks t 
bat er e The baskets of raw i sh sticks are . 
in the batt er . he b sket s an co n s re 
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and are transferred to the breader tables. The disadvantages of such 
an operation are: 

(1) The loss of batter is excessive, owing to splashing of baskets 
in the batter. 

(2) Labor requirements are high, and production rates are 
inherently low. 

(3) Spillage of batter on tables, floors, and personnel renders 
the plant unattractive and difficult to keep clean and 
sanitary. 

Semiautomatic processes .--In more advanced equipment for applica
tion of batter to fish sticks, the raw cut sticks are conveyed to the 
wedge-shaped batter tank from the cutting operation. 

The tank, mounted on a stand about 4 feet high, may be 4 feet in 
width by 6 feet in length. It is very shallow at the top, or feeding 
end, and about 18 inches deep at the bottom, or product end. Batter 
is pumped from the reservoir at the deep end through a perforated mani
fold along the top of the tank. The batter, under pressure, flows in 
a smooth stream from the shallow feeding end of the tank to the deep 
product end, where the pumping operation is repeated. An expanded 
metallic mesh conveyor belt extends over the deep portion of the tank, 
and the batter flows through the interstices of the belt. 

The fish sticks are dropped into the flume by attendants, who then 
check to see that each stick is sufficiently coated with batter and 
that no sticks touch and freeze together. The flow of batter carries 
the sticks to the end of the tank, where they are caught on the 
conveyor belt and transferred to the breader operation. 

This type of batter process has several disadvantages : 

(1) The free-flowing sticks freeze together when they touch, 
necessitating separation by attendants and return to the 
batter tank in order that they can be re-covered with batter 
mix. 

(2) Several attendants are necessary to ensure that each stick 
receives an adequate coating of batter. 

(3) Carryover of excess batter on sticks and conveyor belt, unless 
removed, causes lump-formation in the loose breader materials 
at the next stage in the operation. 

Automatic processes.--Automatic breader equipment receives the 
raw fish sticks directly from the cutting operation and completes the 
coating process, with a minimum amount of l abor. This type of machinery 
performs the batter and the br eader application in a continuous operation. 
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Figure 7.--Typical automatic b~tter and 
breader machines. The easily cleaned 
machines increase output by from 3 to 5 
times over manually applied coating oper
ations. (Photo courtesy J. W. Greer 
Company) 

A manual or auto
matic "unscrambling" 
device may be set up im
mediately before the 
batter tank in order to 
separate the fish sticks 
and to feed them in 
equispaced rows into the 
batter tank. One type 
of automatic equipment 
consists of a set of 
parallel bars spaced 
about I inch apart and 
mounted at about the 
same distance above a 
flat, endless convey-
or belt. The bars and 
belt cant slightly 
downwards at the end. 
nearest the batter tank. 
When the equipment is in 
action, the bars are 
vibrated while the 
endless belt moves toward 
the batter tank. 

The cut frozen sticks 
are fed onto the bars and, 
as a result of vibration, 
are properly spaced on the 
moving belt . From the 

unscrambler belt, the spaced sticks are gently fed onto the metallic mesh 
belt of the batter machine. In properly designed equipment, this separ
ation of sticks, once attained, is easily maintained throughout the 
balance of the operation. 

A modern automatic batter machine will smoothly coat about 2,000 
pounds of fish sticks per hour. It may be refrigerated to hold batter 
temperatures below 50 0 F., to inhibit bacterial growth. The machine is 
about 3 feet in length, is constructed of stainless steel in the product 
zone, and is wedge-shaped with the deep end at the top, or feed end, of 
the tank. Batter is moved from the bottom of the wedge to a manifold 
extending over and about 3 inches above the conveyor belt by means of a 
motor-driven sanitary pump and piping. A steady curtain of batter falls 
from the manifold and forms a small puddle around the belt. The excess 
batter drains back to the tank. The raw, cut fish sticks, previously 
aligned and spaced, are conveyed through the puddle and curtain of batter. 
Thus, the bottoms, tops, and sides of the stick& are thoroughly coated. 
The coated sticks next pass under a blower, which removes the excess bat
ter from both sticks and belt. The product is then transferred to the 
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breader conveyor. 

This type of machinery has the following advantages: 

(1) A minimum in time, floor space, and labor is required per 
unit of finished product. 

(2) Carry-over of excess batter into the breader tank is 
prevented. 

(3) Freezing together of the batter-coated sticks is prevented. 

(4) The product is smoothly and uniformly coated with batter. 

(5) Drippage and spillage of batter is negligible, and the area 
around the batter tank is easily kept clean and attractive. 

Figure 8.--Batter-coated raw fish sticks leaving batter machine. 
Effect of blower on carry-over of excess batter on fish sticks and 
conveyor belt is shown. Spacing and alignment of sticks has been pre
served. (Photo courtesy J. W. Greer Company) 
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Meth04s of Applying Breader to Fish Sticks 

Manual processes.--Very few processors of fish sticks use an 
entirely manual process of applying breader to their products. In such 
processes, baskets of batter-coated sticks are received f rom the batt er 
tables previously described. and are dumped into the breader tanks, 
which are flush-mounted in stainless-steel breader tables . The workers 
manually roll the sticks around in the breader. After the sticks have 
been sufficiently coated, a large-mesh screen basket i s l ifted from 
the tanks, raising both the breader material and the coated fish sticks. 
Excess breader materials fall through the interstices of the basket back 
into the tank. The basket is vigorously shaken to remove loose breader 
from the sticks and is then transferred to the cookers . 

The disadvantages of such a process are: 

(1) The loss of breader is excessive, owing t o lump formation 
in the loose breader material from batt er carry-over. 

(2) Flour and breader materials fall on floors and t ables 
during the process of applying breader to the sticks . 

(3) Labor requirements are high, and the rate of production is 
relatively low. 

Automatic processes.--In the most modern operations, the equip
ment for applying batter and breader t o f ish sticks has become so 
closely related as to constitut e an integrated operation. The accepted 
automatic technique is, with minor variations, very similar to that 
used for batter application. The machine is constructed of stainless 
steel in the product zone and is powered by a l~orsepower motor. The 
flexible stainless-steel wire breader-belt doubles back on itself and 
forms essentially a second belt at a slightly lower level. The breader 
material falls in a curtain from an overhead dispenser. An even flow 
of breader across the product zone i s assured by a vibrator and hopper 
in the dispenser. The loose breader i s carried with the belt to the 
point of direction change. Here, the product belt is vibrated by an 
eccentric, causing the loose br eader material to fall through the mesh 
of the belt and into a hopper. A worm-gear in the hopper transports 
the loose breader to an automatic elevator that returns it to the 
overhead dispenser. These devices thus continuously recharge the dis
penser with the surplus breader materials. 

The spaced, aligned, batter-coated sticks are fed onto the layer 
of breader on the conveyor belt and passed beneath the curtain of fal
ling breader, which covers the sticks to a depth of about 2~ inches. 
This procedure ensures that the sides, top, and bottom of the fish stick 
receive an adequate coating. The coating is f irmly pressed into the 
batter by a pressure device, which may be either a r oller or a series 
of ascending and descending flexible rings actuated by a rod connected 
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to an eccentric gear. After the sticks pass the vibration zone, they 
are freed of excess breader and, at the point of return traverse, are 
turned over in a fall to t he lower belt. The fall is short--about 5 
or 6 inches--but is necessary to remove any last vestiges of loose 
breader from the sticks. Removal of the loose breader prior 0 the 
cooking stage assists in the maintenance of the quality of the cooking 
oil. The sticks are then conveyed to the cookers. 

Figure 9.--Breader-coated raw fish sticks being conveyed 
from the breader machine. Effect of vibrator and of belt
reflection on removal of excess breader is shown . Pat
ting device used to assure "set" of breader on sticks is 
shown at extreme right. (Photo courtesy of J . W. Gree r 
Company) 

Another modern automatic breading process utilizes a rotary machine 
t hat resembles a concrete mixer with openings at each end, and that 
tumbles the fish sticks in the breader. Raw batter-coated sticks are 
conveyed into the breader machine and are dropped on a layer of loose 
breader material. Sticks and loose breader are picked up and carried 
toward the other end of the machine in a series of tumbling movements 
induced by spiral baffles on the walls of the "mixer". The sticks 
and breader drop out onto a second conveyor, which transports the sticks 
to the cookers. The excess breader is screened out through the meshes 
of the conveyor belt. 
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Figure lO.--Coated raw fish sticks leaving breader machine enter right
angle conveyor belt and are carried to the continuous cooker. Girl 
at left is examining breaded product for possible defects. (Photo 
courtesy of The Grea~ Atlantic and Pacific Tea Com any) 

These automatic machines have the following advantages: 

(1) The carry-over of excess breader into the hot oil and the 
incidence of loosely adhering breader on the sticks is 
minimized. 

(2) Labor, space, and processing-time requirements are minimize , 
and production rates are high. 

(3) There is very little loss of breader material by spillage or 
l ump formation. Further, t he neat coating-process area is 
attractive and is a pleasing place in ich to work. 
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Precooking the Coated , Raw Fish St icks 

Cooking Oil Temperatur es and Cooking Time 

Upon completion of the breader operation , the br eade f ish sticks 
are fried by immer sion in heated cooking oil . The exact oil t empera
tures and cooking times used are adjusted by the in ivi ual processor 
to fit his needs . fany factors influence his decision ; amon these are 
the production rates in the plant, the product color an roduct yiel s 
desired, the quality of the oil , and the break own rate of he pa rtic
ular oil at different , elevated temperatures . 

Factors affecting cooking time .--The three primary facto rs e er
mining the cooking times to be used ~re (1) roduct color si r e , ( 2) 
product yields, and (3) production jemands . The first is etermine 
by the type of breader material used , the temperature of the cookin oil , 
and the quality or freshness of the oil. The secon facto r is r ima ril y 
a function of cooking time but is affecte by oil temperature , type of 
breader used, and by the condition of the oil. The third facto r is the 
fixed rate of production at which the cooker was designed to operate most 
economically. 

Product color.--The choice of a particular color for the final 
product is usually made following conferences with he sales fo r ce . 
Consideration is given to the factors that woul affect the evelopmen 
of the specified color . Corn-meal-base breaders pro uce a gol e -yell 
color, breadcrumbs a reddish-brown, and wheat cereals a gol en-brown , 
after cooking. Once the desired product color is chosen , thes e brea er 
ingredients may be selected or blended to result in the esire hue an 
intensity. By the adjustment of the cooking time and tempera ur e , the 
degree of brilliance (or shade) desired may be attaine . The rate a 
which the desired shade of color in a particular brea er material i s 
reached during cooking is determined by the cooking time and oil temper
ature. The higher the oil temperature, the less time requi red . Samples 
of the same lot of fish sticks cooked for 90 seconds in oil at 375 0 F. 
are very similar in color to those cooked for 60 seconds in oil a t 390 0 F. 
The choice between the two oil temperatures would then be a matter of 
production requirements and of conservation of oil quality, other condi
tions being equal. 

Product yields.--The changes in weight of fish sticks t hat occur 
during the cooking and cooli ng operation must be car efully controlled 
to bring about an economical and flavorful pr oduct. The coating opera
tion caus es a 20- t o 25- per cent weight increase in the 24- to 25-gram 
stick (Holston 1955b) . Thus a raw breaded fi sh stick , designed to weigh 
1 ounce (28.3 grams) upon completion of proc essing will, upon entering 
the cooker, weigh approximately 30 t o 31 grams. The l oss in weight 
during the cooking process is determined by t he durat ion of the cooking 
period and the temperature of the cooking oil. The additional loss as a 
result of an increase in the temperature from 360 0 to 405 0 F. for a 
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cooking period of up to 75 seconds is negligible. Fish sticks immersed 
for periods greater t han 75 seconds undergo weight losses that increase 
linearly with t he increase in cooking time. Because of its higher 
viscosity, old or "spent" oil is retained to a greater extent t han is 
fresh oil. Thus, the use of spent oil decreases weight losses occurring 
during the frying process, but such use also decreases the storage life 
and palatability of the fish sticks. 

Cooking Oil AbSOrption and Adsorption by Food Products 

The absor ption of cooking oils by fish sticks appears to vary be
tween 5 and 15 percent of the weight of the cooked product. The usually 
accepted f i gure is about 10 percent of the product wei ght. Absorption 
and adsorption of the cooking oil by breaded food products during t he 
f rying process appears to be determined by (1) t he breader composition, 
(2) the size of the breader particles, (3) the porosi t y of t he breader 
mat erial, (4) the increase in viscosity of the cooking oil by br eakdown 
during use, and (5) the cooking time and the cooking oil temper atures, 
to minor degrees--if proper processes are used . 

Effect of composition. grind, and porosity of breader material on 
oil absorption.--Several studies have i ndicated that when a'wheat cer eal 
(more than 50 percent of the sample passes a standard #60 mesh screen) 
breader material and f resh cooking oil are used, the oil absorption 
should be approximately 8 to 9 percent of the weight of the sticks. 
Bread crumbs, when used as a breader material, cause greater absorption 
of the oil, owing t o the porosity of t he dried material. The larger the 
bread crumb particles, the greater is t he amount of oil absorbed. This 
effect may be minimized by a fine r grind of the bread crumbs. Many 
different particle sizes of breader material may be obtained on request 
from the various suppliers. 

Effect of viscosity of cooking oil on oil retention.--The two 
general types of oil breakdown during use are (1) hydrolysis, and (2) 
oxidation. One or both of these processes lead to an increase in the 
viscosity (or, roughly, increas ed r esistance to flow) of the oil. 
Cooking oils, i n such condit ion, are adsorbed or retained on the surface 
of the cooked f ood products to a greater extent than are fresh oils. 
An increase i n r et ention of the oil , of approximately 2 percent of the 
product weight, occurs in such det eriorated oils. Thus, the use of a 
processing system whereby oil-breakdown is minimized, is of importance 
from the st andpoint of adsorption. The outward manifestations of oil
breakdown may be r ecognized f rom the descriptions in the part of this 
section on t he mai ntenance of quality of cooking oils. 

Effect of oil temperatures and cooki n times on oil absor tion . -
The usual spread of cooking times (60 t o 90 seconds and of cooking 
temperatures (375 0 to 405 0 F. ) f ound in commercial operations has little 
effect on the amount of oil absorbed. The initial absorption is 
relatively rapid for the f irst 30 or 40 seconds of cooking. Absorption 



thereafter is relatively slow. If, however, the oil temperature is 
reduced below 3600 F., the additional oil absorbed during the increased 
time necessar,y for the adequate cooking of the fish stick or seafood 
product will result in an extremely oily and unpleasing product . Fish 
sticks are not thoroughly cooked in the usual processing techniques, 
since they become too dr,y when reheated at home . Thus , an "adequate 
cook" means that the desired color is obtained, while the interior of 
the stick is only thawed. 

The Choice of a Suitable Cooking Oil 

Types of oil in use.--The decision as t o which of the many cooking 
oils should be used is important to the processor. Corn, peanut , or 
hydrogenated oils seem to be of equal desirability, with hydrogenated 
oils affording the longer potential product storage life insofar as 
undesirable changes in cooking-fat flavors are concerned . Owing to the 
large variations in price and availability of peanut oil, corn oil has 
become the oil of choice among processors using low-melting-point 
(liquid) oils. Cottonseed and soy-bean oils have never been used to a 
great extent in the breaded precooked seafoods industry. Today, the 
hydrogenated (treated vegetable oil) and natural corn oils are used by 
the greater portion of the industry. 

Effect of type of oil on processing procedures .--Sharp distinctions 
exist between the various characteristics of hydrogenated ("hard") oils 
and of liquid oils, and processing procedures must be varied to suit the 
particular oil chosen for use. An enumeration of these distinguishing 
characteristics follows: 

(1) Use of a hard oil appears to ensure retention of good oil 
flavor during long storage of fish sticks. Storage studies at the Boston 
laboratory of the Fish and Wildlife Service have shown that st orage for 
a period of 12 months of fish sticks containing hard oil is possible if 
all other quality-affecting variables are controlled. None of the samples 
prepared with liquid oils had a storage life in excess of 8 months. 

(2) The high "freezing point" of hard oil speeds up the time 
required for the product-cooling process essential for precooked foods. 
The hard-oil coating rapidly cools to room temperature and "coagulates.n 
With oils of lower freezing points, longer and more complex cooling 
processes are required to allow escapement of water vapor from the hot 
~od products. Unless the vapor is "sealed in," as probably occurs with 
hard oils, or is allowed to escape, a heavy unsightly frost formation 
occurs in the sealed package during the freezing process. 

(3) Upon emergence from the cooker, the sticks are crisp and 
relatively stiff. After extended cooling, the sticks become limp and 
soggy with increased incidence of breakage and damage during handling 
and packaging. Fish sticks prepared in hard oils require only a short· 
cooling process, are packaged while still relatively stiff, and 
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apparently uniergo a lower incidence of this type of damage. 

(4) The packaging of precooked products prepared in hard oils 
is not as complex a problem as is that of products cooked in liquid 
oils. The latter require a glassine laminate on the interior of the 
package to prevent excessive oil-staining of the waxed, chipboard 
container. The laminate, where affected by moisture, becomes wrinkled 
and unsightly. No glassine is required for packaging of products 
cooked in "hard" oils. 

(5) Hard oils may solidify in patches on the surfaces of food 
products while freezing. The solidified oil masks the natural golden

lrown color and imparts to the frozen product a somewhat unsightly dull 
grayish color, which disappears upon heating. This solidification does 
not occur when liquid oils are used. 

(6) Special procedures are required for melting hydrogenated oils 
prior to use in the cooker, as indicated in the section on fryer design. 
Such procedures are not required for the use of liquid cooking oils. 

(7) To a discerning taster, a distinct flavor , feel on the palate, 
and odor characteristic of hard oils can be found in products prepared 
in such oils. Users of hard oils have found, however, that these charac
teristics are not noticed by ordinary consumers and, even when pointed 
out, are not considered particularly objectionable. Products fres ~llY 
prepared in good quality liquid oils have a very pleasing flavor and 
aroma distinct from products processed i n hard fats. 

(8) "Welding", the mutual adherence of the frozen sticks, which 
requires knives and heavy pressure for separation, occurs commonly when 
hard oils are used for cooking. On the other hand, welding does not 
commonly occur when liquid oils are used. 

Methods of FrYing Fish Sticks 

The two commonly used methods of frying breaded fish sticks are 
the batch process and the continuous process. The two methods differ, 
essentially, in that in the batch process, loaded trays of fish sticks 
are immersed in containers of hot oil, whereas in the continuous process, 
an endless belt conveys the sticks through the heated oil. 

Batch-frying of fish sticks.--The use of a batch-fr,ying process 
requires the placing of the fish sticks in trays. As the sticks leave 
the breader conveyor, they fall onto a shallow tray of interwoven metal 
mesh. The tray usually measures 23 inches by 32 inches and contains 
approximately 70 to 100 fish sticks. A worker supervises the operation 
and controls the number of sticks allotted to each tray. When the 
required number of sticks is obtained, the worker pushes the tray to 
one of four sorters and then places another empty tray in position for 
filling. The sorters arrange the sticks in fairly orderly f ormation on 
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the trays to promote uniform exposure of the sticks to the cooking 
oil. The trays of fish sticks are next placed in a r ack near the 
batch-fryer, for processing when space is available in the cookers . 

A typical bat ch-fryer is initially char ged with about 275 poun s 
of oil and produces from 175 to 200 pounds of fish sticks per hour . 
The the rmostatically controlled, gas-burning fryer supplies approx
imately 120,000 B. t.u.'s of heat energy per hou r . An automatic saf ety 
device cuts off the supply of gas if the flame i8 extinguishe . Pro er 
combustion for efficient heating is obtained by a justing the ai r-gas 
mixture admitted to the burners. The gas flames are directed into 
stainless-steel tubes that pass through the oil chamber . A slight 
differential in atmospheric pressure , maintained by vert ical f lues 
attached to the ends of the flame tubes , assures that the hot gases 
~e drawn through the heat-exchange tubes . The heat f rom the gases is 
transmitted by the tubes to the surrounding oil . Convection currents 
thus set up in the oil aid in the distribution of the heat th r oughout 
the tank above the tubes. 

Figure ll.--A batch- type fr,yer used in the cooking of fi sh 
sticks. Foot- t r eadle is at base of frye r. Receptacle 
for trays is at top and chainage rack is at rear of f ryer. 
(Photo courtesy of J. C. Pitman and Sons, Inc .) 
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The oil chamber of a batch fryer is usually cubical in shape above 
the heater tubes. Below the tubes, in one particular fryer, however, 
the oil chamber is triangular in shape . A very sharp reduction in oil 
temperatures--as much as 100° F.--can be observed between the oil above 
the tubes and the stationary, trapped oil below them, in this particular 
fryer. One advantage of such construction is that the breader materials 
that fall off the fish sticks during cooking, sink down into the rela
tively cool, stationary oil beneath the tubes and remain there. As 
much as 60 to 70 pounds of oil-soaked breader have been removed from such 
a tank after an 8-hour production of 1,600 pounds of cooked fish sticks. 
The entrapment of the breader material in the relatively cool oil, 
according to the manufacturer, minimizes charring of the breader and the 
consequent catalyzed breakdown of the cooking oil. 

Cooking oil in use in batch fryers is very seldom discarded. Usually 
there is some form of oil filtration during use. The oil charge is 
removed for regularly scheduled cleaning of the fryer and then reused. 
Supplementary quantities of oil are added, as required,to make up for 
that absorbed by the product. Drainage of oil at the specified clean-up 
intervals is facilitated by two valves, the first being just above the 
flame tubes and the second being at the lowest point in the oil chamber 
below the tubes. The oil in the upper portion of the chamber is drained 
off into one container; then the oil in the lower chamber is drawn off to 
a second container. This method minimizes mixture of the clean oil at 
the surface with the oil containing the der~sited breader materials. 

To charge the fryer with breaded fish sticks, the worker removes 
the trays from the rack and slides them into a movable receptacle on 
top of the fryer. Though the receptacle can hold two such trays, some 
operators use only one tray at a time. This technique shortens the 
period required to bring the oil back to the desired cooking tempera
ture and allows a slightly greater over-all production rate. If the 
temperature of the oil is within the established range, the receptacle 
containing the tray or trays of fish sticks is lowered into the oil by 
depressing a foot treadle, and a timing mechanism on the fryer is set 
for the desired cooking interval. After t his period has elapsed, the 
timer causes a bulb to light. The worker, alerted, raises the recep
tacle from the hot oil. The tray of cooked sticks is pushed to a 
draining shelf in the rear of the fryer by insertion of another tray of 
raw sticks into the receptacle. After the lapse of a suitable interval, 
for drainage, an assistant transfers the tray to a cooling cage or 
tunnel. 

One form of fryer that is presently available has an automatic 
timing mechanism. The trays of cooked sticks are raised from the hot 
oil automatically at the end of the appointed cooking period. This 
fryer has been used for the frying of both breaded shrimp and fillets. 

A batch-type fryer has the following advantages: 
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(1) It i s more readily adaptabl e to the varied demands of a small 
processor. 

(2) It is inexpensive to buy and requires only a small space, 
which two factors toget her probably make it preferabl e f or small, inter
mittent operations in which less than 800 pounds of product are produced 
per hour. 

(3) It is claimed that this method of frying, owing to the segre
gation of the loose breading in the cool oil, is less destructive to 
the cooking oil than are the more drastic oil-heating processes used in 
some continuous cookers. 

The disadvantages of a batch-frying process are: 

(1) It is limited in capacity; a battery of these f ryers is re
quired to attain a production rate comparable to that of the smallest 
satisfactory continuous fryer. 

(2) A larger labor force is required than for cont inuous frying 
processes of the same capacity. 

(3) Oil waste arising from dripping, splashing, and spilling is 
greater than in the continuous process. 

(4) It is difficult, if not impossible, to maintain uniform oil 
temperatures and cooking times throughout the operating period, in any 
one fryer and between fryers. 

Continuous f~g of fish sticks.--In continuous processes, the 
coated fish sticks are conveyed, as prepared, through a tank of heated 
oil. A continuous cooker is designed to maintain the proper processing 
temperatures, under full production rates, with a minimum temperature 
drop during cooking and with high efficiency of heat t ransfer. 

A typical continuous cooker may be designed to produce up to 2,000 
pounds of finished product per hour and to use either hydrogenated or 
untreated vegetable cooking oils. Such a machine might be 24 feet in 
length and about 5 feet in width. In general, the cooker, when the 
sides are removed, resembles a shallow, inverted t rapezoid. It is equip
ped with a fume hood attached to an exhaust system. The fish sticks are 
conveyed through the cooking zone on an endless stainless-steel wire 
belt. A hold-down belt immediately above the conveyor may be used to 
ensure complet e immersion of the product i n t he cooking medium. 

The cooking oil is constantly circulated through the cooking zone, 
into the filter system, and over the heat-exchange surfaces. The initial 
charge of oil may be 200 gallons . At anyone moment , approximately one
half of the oil is in t he cooking zone , and the other half is being run 
through a coarse primary f ilter and reheated. Since flow rates of the 
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Figure 12.--View of continuous opera t ion for processing of 
precooked fish sticks. Batterer and breader machines are 
in foreground. Continuous cooker, overhead mu1titier 
cooler and packaging tables are in the background. (Photo 
courtesy of J. W. Greer Company) 

booking oil may be as high as 200 gallons a minute, impelled by a high
temperature pump, the entire charge of oil may pass through the cooking 
zone, filter, and reheat cycle every minute. As a result, the oi1-
temperature drop in the cooking zone will not be large, and provided 
the heat-exchange surface is adequate for the cooking load, the proper 
operating temperature will be reattained during the reheat portion of 
the cycle. 

A well insulated cooker having highly efficient heat transfer can 
produce 1,800 pounds per hour of finished fish sticks with a heat input 
of 1,000,000 B.t.u. per hour. Some cookers, owing to thermal stratif
ication of slowly moving oil and high heat losses because of insufficient 
insulation, require the same quantity of heat for much lower production 
rates. 

Two basically different designs for direct reheating of the cook
ing oil have been developed for continuous fryers. In the one type, 
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several manifolds pass through the hot oil in a direction perpendicular 
to the long axis of the cooker. The burning gas fills t he manifolds 
with the heated products of combustion. As in the bat ch-fryers, t he 
manifolds act as heat-exchangers and, by conduction , heat t he slowl y 
moving oil in the tank. Convection currents thus set up i n t he oil by 
these differences in temperature tend to promote circulation of t he 
reheated oil around the tank . These convection currents are further 
reinforced by the pumping of a portion of the oil through an external 
filter apparatus and back to the feed end of the cooker. 

Figure l3.--View of continuous cooker used in fish stick processing. 
(Photo courtesy of Artisan Metals Products, Inc. ) 

The second major cooker design utilizes several long banks of refrac
tory material, parallel to and imrrlediately bel ow t he long axis of t he 
cooker and to the oil flow. The refractory material is r aised t o whit e
heat by gas flames and, by radiat i on, heats t he met al surface above. A 
thin film--approximately 640 pounds of oil every half rninute--is pumped 
along the upper surface of this heated metal surf ace and t hence back to 
the head or feed end of the cooker. The equipment , by r adiation of heat 
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Figure l4.--Schematic dr awing of a 
radiant-heated , continuous , deep- fat 
fryer us ed for the cooking of fish 
sticks . (Photo courtesy of J. W. 
Greer Company) 

over a large heat-exchange sur f ace and by r apid movement of the oil in 
the tank in the form of a r el atively thin film, through a complete cycle 
every minute, prevents t hermal gradients in the oil and localized over
heating. 

Filter design.--Many types of filt ers have been studied and dis
carded in the search for a suitable filt er for these continuous cookers. 
The filtering problem is of great inter est to the processor because of 
the necessity for conservation of t he initial high quality of the cooking 
oil. Decomposed oil imparts an unpleasant color and flavor to the cooked 
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product and , if a quality pr oduct is to be made, must be discarded and 
replaced rather t han be used by absorption in the food product. 

FLUID JIIPPL Y 

Figure 15.-- Schamatic drawing of a continuous primary fil
ter for the removal of solids from cooking oil. Capacity 
of filter i s 200 gallons per minute under ordinary proc
essing conditions. (Photo courtesy of J. W. Greer Co.) 

A major factor in causi ng oil decomposi t ion is the breader material 
that falls from the fish s t icks during the cooking process. The material 
is rapidly charred and appears to form decomposition products that 
accelerate the breakdown of oil. The decomposed oil is absorbed by the 
fish sticks, with the formation of an unpleasant, dark, off-color and 
a "scorched" oil flavor. Further, the excessively deteriorated oil 
must then be totally replaced instead of being used up by absorption in 
the product. 

The fi rst filters were of the multileaved fil ter-press type. The 
design was soon changed, owing t o the s l ow rat e of filtration and to the 
fact that the oil, while being filte red, was aerated , which accelerated 
the decomposition. 

Another syst em uses a coarse fiber f ilter and a bed of fine filter
ing agent, such as diatomaceous earths, f or a one- or two-stage filtration. 
The system is flexible in that a l arge quantity of oil can be passed 
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through the coarse filter and back to the cooker in a IDlnlffium of time, 
while a small portion of the oil is allowed to percolate through the 
fine filter bed. 

Figure l6.--Schematic drawing of an auxiliary continuous 
filter for the removal of very finely divided solid par
ticles from the cooking oil. Capacity of filter is 
approximately 10 gallons per minute under ordinary proc
essing conditions. (Photo courtesy of J. W. Greer Company) 

A third system utilizes a fine-mesh screen on a revolving dnm1 
for rapid and continuous filtration of the hot oil. This filter is self
cleaning. The entire charge of oil (640 pounds) may be clarified in a 
period of 1 minute by passage through the filter. Suspended particles 
with a long axis or diameter of 0.2 millimeters or larger are removed, 
provided the amount of suspended material is not too great. The particles 
are removed from the tank by a screw conveyor and elevator system that 
deposits the particles in an external scrap container. 

A fourth type of continuous filter system utilizes a roll of filter 
paper to achieve a very fine clarification of the cooking oil. The paper 
covers the expanded metal surface of an otherwise closed drunl suspended 
in a tank. Cooking oil enters the tank and filters through the paper 
into the drum. A l-horsepower suction pump removes the oil from the 
interior of the drum by means of a hollow pipe that also forms the axis 
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of the drum. The f ilter-paper surface is constantly renewed fI'~ the 
roll of paper attached to the exterior of the tank. Such a system has 
a clarification capacity of 64 pounds of oil per minute. Suspended 
particles with a diameter or l ong axis of 0.02 millimeter (0.0008 inch) 
or greater are removed from the oil by this unit. 

Basic design requirements i n fryers.--3everal important design 
requirements are COIDnlOn t o all types of fryers . They are absolutely 
necessary for good operations , in terms both of economy and of a good
quali t y final product. 

1 . The fryers should not expose, to the oil, any copper, copper
cont aining, or other catalytically active met al s that may cause its 
deterioration. 

2. Care should be taken to minimize or eliminat e "hot-spots" or 
localized over-heating of the oil. In a properly designed cooker the 
trapping of the oil in stagnant pockets or eddy-cur r ent areas is also 
minimized . The placement of baffles and of heating el ements should be 
carefully planned in order t hat uniform and continuous oil movement will 
be facilitated. The greater the heat-exchange surface available to the 
moving oil, t he smaller is t he heat differential between the oil and 
the heat-exchange surfaces necessary to maintain a given oil temperature. 
Since most oils tend to breakdown at temperatures of about 450 0 F., heat
exchange designs that lead to temperatures as high as 1, 250 0 F. in the 
heating tubes are obviously too high for the continued maintenance of 
quality in t he cooking oil. 

3. Any t ype of filtration system should be designed to prevent 
aeration of the heated oil. The exposure to the atmosphere of t rickling 
streams of hot oil from a filter press should be avoided,since oxygen 
actively combines with heated oil to form breakdown product s contribut ing 
undesirabl e flavors and odors to the product . 

4. Wat er vapor or steam in the heated cooking oil also increases 
the rate of oil breakdown . Some exposure of t he oil to steam from the 
product during cooking is unavoidable, but the r eturn to the fryer of 
water dr i ven out of the oil as steam is neither desirable nor unavoidable. 
An adequate system for the removal of cooker fumes serves two purposes: 

(a) It prevents drip-back of t he steam condensate from the 
hood of the cooker int o the oil. 

(b) The removal of oil vapor s makes the plant a more pleasant 
place in which to work. 

5. The fryer should be designed t o use the absolute IDlnlmum charge 
of cooking oil that is necessary. Oil should undergo rapid turnover to 
prevent the accumulation of unpalatable flavor-and odor-producing break
down products in the oil and subsequently in the food being cooked. For 
the usual cooking procedures in use in t he industry, oil absorption by 
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fish sticks amounts to about 10 percent of the weight of the finished 
fish sticks. Thus, a plant that has a cooker holding 3,000 pounds of oil 
and that is producing 2,000 pounds of finished product per hour will have 
used approximately 200 pounds of cooking oil after each hour of operation. 
After 15 hours of operation, a quantity of oil equal to the original 
charge will have been added to the cooker. It has been found in practice 
that, with such a turnover, and assuming all other fryer-design require
ments are met, the quality of the oil is maintained at a satisfactory 
level for long periods of time. This turnover enables the processor to 
maintain, for long periods, his desired cooking time and oil temperature 
and to turn out a finished product with a pleasant oil flavor and a uniform 
color. Careful and continuing supervision is required, however, to assure 
that a rapid turnover is due to absorption of oil by the product and not 
to spillage or to other factors affecting the turnover. 

6. The cooker should be constructed to permit easy cleaning. The 
fume hood and the fish-stick conveyor should be easily removable. There 
should be no blind corners. All metal touching the hot oil should be of 
stainless steel. A steam-pres sure-actuated cleaning device for scrubbing 
soiled surfaces with a high-pressure jet of a combined detergent-hot water 
mixture is effective for use on cookers and other plant equipment. Care
ful rinsing is required to remove all traces of detergent, since the 
alkaline extenders used tend to saponify the oil, and the surface-active 
ingredients may cause it to foam. Foreign flavors and odors may also be 
introduced from the residual detergent. 

7. Cookers that are intended for use with hard fats as contrasted to 
liquid cooking oils should be equipped with a lOW-heat source or with an 
external preheater unit. Use of excessive heat to melt the hard, highly 
viscous hydrogenated fats causes burning and unnecessary breakdown of the 
fat immediately adjacent to the heat-exchange surface . 

Cooling. Packaging. and Freezing of the Coated. Precooked Fish Sticks 

The Cooling of Fish Sticks 

After leaving the fryers, whether batch or continuous types, the fish 
sticks are subjected to a cooling process to permit dissipation of heat
induced water vapors that would otherwise appear as frost formation within 
the package during freezing. The cooling process should reduce the temper
ature of the heated sticks to approximately 90° to 100° F. and should be 
timed to minimize two factors affecting damage to the sticks during the 
subsequent packaging operation. The coating of the fish sticks, initially 
crisp and finn upon leaving the fryers but nevertheless difficult to handle 
because of the high temperature of the absorbed oil, becomes limp and 
somewhat mushy as the cooling process continues. Damage occurs (1) if 
sticks are too hot to handle and are dropped and (2) if the coating becomes 
so limp as to separate from the cooked and cooled sticks upon handling. 

The cooling system, itself, may be a very simple plywood box equipped 
with a fan and with racks for the trays of fish sticks,or it may be an 



Figure l7. --View of multitier cooling tunnel for cooling of precooked 
fish sticks. Overhead installation permits savings in processing 
space. (Photo courtesy of J. W. Greer Company) 

elaborate tunnel equipped with conveyor belts, air filters , and a battery 
of fans. Though refrigeration is not always necessary, it may be included 
to expedite the cooling process. 

Frame coolers.--A simple cooling system for use with batch-frying 
operations may consist of a wooden box-like frame, sheathed on top and 
bottom and on two sides with plywood. Horizontal battens are placed at 
4-inch intervals on the sides of the box to hold the trays of cooked fish 
sticks. The box is about 6 feet in height; its width and depth are deter
mined by the dimensions of the trays used in the f rying operation. An 
opening in the plywood sheathing on one side of the box allows cool air 
from an attached fan to be blown over the stacked trays. 

Continuous coolers.--A cooler for continuous processes may be from 
20 to 50 feet in length and may contain a single endless belt or a series 
of such belts. It is usually completely enclosed except for air-intakes, 
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which are fitted with air-filters. The enclosure is composed of plywood, 
or as in at least one plant, of stainless steel. Cooled, filtered air is 
introduced at each of the air intakes and blown by the fans over the 
moving belts. Multipass belts that allow the sticks to fall any consid
erable distance from one belt to the next may cause much breakage or 
damage to the sticks. For this reason, a single-pass belt is preferable, 
if space permits. 

Figure 18.--Packaging of precooked fish sticks on continuous 
belt-type operation. Cooling tunnel can be seen o~rhead. 
(Photo courtesy of The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea 
Company) 

Construction underway as this is being written will allow one company 
to bypass the entire cooling, hand-packaging, and freezing operation. The 
sticks, upon leaving the cooker, pass immediately onto an endless belt 
in an insulated, multibelt air-blast freezer. One traverse cycle on a 
belt requires 5 minutes. In that period of time, the individual stick 
surfaces are sufficiently frozen to eliminate breakage and damage when 
dropped to the next belt. Completion of freezing takes place on the pas
sage of the sticks downward from one belt-tier to another. The frozen 
sticks are then automatically packaged and overwrapped, and the wrapped 
packages are automatically placed in master cartons. 

The Packaging of Fish Sticks 

The individual cooked fish sticks, after being cooled, are conveyed 
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to the packaging line. This line usually consists of a relativ ly 
long table with 3 endless plastic or rubber belts running own the 
center, the lowest belt being flush with the t ble top , the middle belt 
being about 12 inches above the table top , an the high st belt being 
21 inches above the table top . The lowest belt conveys the loose fish 
sticks while the top belt carries empty containers. The mi e belt 
convays the filled containers to the wra pin machines . Some pl nts 
have workers who prepare the flattened chipboard containers an place 
them on the belts for filling by the packers . other plants have 
machines that stamp out and form the containers rom chipbo r blanks . 
Produ tion rates with such machines can reach 0 forme packages per 
minute. 

Figure 19.--View of packaging line and automatic overwrap
ping of packages . (Photo courtesy of The Grea A lantic 
and Pacific Tea Company) 

From 20 to 30 workers are required to package the sticks in a proc
essing operation that produces 2,000 pounds of product per hour . The 
packers select and package those sticks that are acceptable as to con
formity in size, color, and workmanship. Any sticks rejected for the 
first packaging operation are allowed to proceed to the end of the 
packaging line. There, 2 to 4 packers place the rejected sticks into 
5-, 10-, or 30-pound containers for institutional or other use where the 
emphasis is on good quality and edibility but where the confonnity 
requirements are less stringent. 
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The accepted sticks are packed in the rectangular, waxed, chip
board containers, which may hold 8 or 10 ounces of the sticks. Such a 
package may contain from 8 to 12 sticks, depending on the weight of the 
individual sticks. The filled containers are automatically overwrapped 
in cellophane or microcrystalline wax paper. 

Figure 20.--View of automatic overwrapping machine. Weighing device 
to rear of overwrap machine is designed to throw out over- and under
weight packages. (Photo courtesy of The Great Atlantic and Pacific 
Tea Company) 

The Freezing of Fish Sticks 

Many types of freezing systems, from the sharp freezer to the multi
station compression-type freezer, have been used for the freezing of 
specialty items of seafoods. The most economical type of freezer to be 
used can be determined by a consideration of (1) the characteristics of 
the freezers, (2) the characteristics of the food products, and (3) the 
laws governing the rates of freezing. 
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Freezing rates are 
determined by (1) the 
geometrical shape of 
the product, (2) the 
thickness of the pack
age, (3) the type and 
capacity of the freez
er used, and (4) the 
initial temperature 
of the unfrozen prod
uct. These factors-
in addition to those 
of softness or sus
ceptibility of the 
product to crushing, 
production rates in 
the plant, labor costs 
in loading or unload
ing of the freezers, 
and "down-time" re
quired for the l oading 
or unloading--should 
be carefully consider
ed prior to selection 
of a particular freez
ing system. For 
further details con
cerning the selection 
of a freezer, the 
reader is ref ()rred to 
Fishery Leaflet 427 
entitled "Cold Storage 
Design and Refrigera
tion Equipment." 

Figure 2l.--View of battery of typical plate 
freezers used in the freezing of fishery 
products. (Photo courtesy of The Great 
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company) 

BREADED, "PORTION-CONTROL" FISH SQUARES 

In recent years, a verj large institutional demand for what are termed 
"portion-control" seafood products has developed. The Armed Forces and the 
large institutions such as hospitals and schools have all desired a conven
iently prepared product in the form of individual serring portions. Each 
portion was required to be very similar to the others in shape, size, and 
weight so as to promote ease in planning, cooking, and serving. 

The breaded fish "square" was developed to fill this need. It is 
usually made in the form of a rectangle of frozen fish that may, typically, 
be 4 by 3 by 15/32 inches. The raw-fish weight is generally adjusted so 
that, when breader is added, the total weight of the fi sh "square" is very 
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close to 4 ounces. Such a fish square supplies the estimated amount 
of protein food needed for a single serving portion. 

Procep~ing of Fish Squares 

The squares are prepared from frozen fish fillet blocks, usually 
by a sawing process. A typical block used for such purposes might have 
the following dimensions: 12 1/8 by 9 1/8 by 1 inches. The whole 
block is run through a guide and into a gangsaw containing 2 circular 
saw blades accurately positioned 4 inches apart. The original block is 
thus cut into three portions, each 4 by 9 by 1 inches. Each of these 
three portions is then placed on its side and guided into a circular 
saw set to split them into 6 equal slabs measuring 4 by 9 by about 15/32 
inches. For the third and final operation, the 9-inch side of each of 
the 6 slabs is cut at 3-inch intervals to form 18 rectangles, each 4 by 
3 by 15/32 inches. The individual portions or "squares" are then run 
through an automatic batter and breader machine, packed in 5-pound con
tainers, and overwrapped. Since the frozen fish squares are not thawed 
or precooked, freezing is not necessary, and the packaged products are 
placed directly in the cold-storage room. 

Recent Innovation 

A more recent innovation in this field has been the test-marketing 
by several firms of such portion-controlled fishery products in consumer
size packages at the retail level. These frozen products--either breaded 
or unbreaded, and in several portion-size dimensions and weights--w4Y 
possibly bring about the next technological revolution in the marketing 
of fishery products. 

BREADED, RAW OR PRECOOKED FILLETS OR BITE-SIZE PORTIONS OF FISH 

Prior to the introduction of fish sticks , breaded, raw, or precooked 
fillets and breaded, bite-size portions of fillets were gaining rapidly 
in public acceptance. The demand for fish sticks has lessened, at present, 
the demand for these items, and they are not now produced in large volume. 
Their production is, however, great enough to justify a summary of methods 
used in their preparation. 

Prepara tion 

Haddock, cod, flounder, or ocean perch fillets are carefully examined 
and freed of bones. The skins are removed, except in the case of ocean 
perch fillets. For bite-size portions, the fillets are then placed on a 
conveyor belt and run through a series of rotary knives. The knives cut 
the fillets into uniform pieces whose dimensions approximate 1 by 1 by 1/2 
inches and whose weight is about 1 ounce each. If breaded fillets are 
desired, the rotary knives are bypassed. Because of the softness of 
unfrozen fish flesh and its tendency to fl:Lke along the muscular striations, 
the waste during the cutting of the bite-size pieces is a problem for the 
processor. The small portions of flesh are collected in 25-pound-capacity 
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stainless-steel containers and stored at 32° to 38° F. until required 
for the breader operation. 

Processing 

Very few processors have attempted to place the batter and breader 
application systems or frying operations for fillets or bite-size pieces 
on a mechanized basis. Owing to the limited demand for these products, 
manual procedures are used. The fillets or bite-size pieces are drop-
ped into the batter. Two workers, one on each side of the batter container, 
imrr,erse the floating pieces of flesh in the batter to wet each piece 
t horoughly. The wetted pieces are lifted in a mesh basket, allowed to 
drain f or a few seconds, and are then transferred to the breader equipment. 
As in t he case of fish sticks, t he batter should be kept cooled to below 
50 0 F. t o inhibit bacterial growth. Breader application procedures are 
similar to the manual procedures used for fish sticks, as previously 
described. 

Batch-frying methods are used to fry the breaded products. Again 
the processing is very similar to that of the batch-frying of fish sticks. 
I n general, the same cooking times and oil temperatures are used, and the 
same problems concerning maintenance of product quality are encountered. 

The fillets are primarily intended for the institutional trade and 
are packaged in 5- or 10-pound waxed chipboard containers . Individual 
layers of fillets are separated by waxed paper. The containers are 
overwrapped with waxed paper and are placed in the freezers. The frozen 
products are stored at 0° F. 

The bite-size portions are packed in consumer-size waxed chipboard 
containers and overwrapped with a microcrystalline wax paper. The 
product i s frozen in a blast or plate freezer. 

BREADED RAW OR PRECOOKED SHRIMP 

The application of breader to shrimp began shortly after World War 
II in answer to the growing demand of housewives for convenience in the 
preparation of seafoods. This product received a very rapid acceptance, 
and production of consumer-size packages seems to have leveled off for 
the present, at a steady 17 million pounds per year. The next logical 
step--that of precooking--followed quickly after the introduction of 
breaded shrimp. Fried breaded shrimp, however, has never attained the 
same market volume as has raw breaded shrimp, possibly owing to the 
higher costs. The total production is probably about 5 to 10 percent of 
that f or raw, breaded shrimp. 

Processing of Breaded Raw Shrimp 

After the fresh shrimp are headed, cleaned, peeled, and deveined 
(section 2), they are conveyed to the batter and breader operations. 
Many forms of batter are used: they may be composed of commercial wheat
flour mixes, of whole eggs, of milk and dried eggs, or of other mixtures 
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developed by the processor. Breaders are more uniform and are primarily 
cOIDrrLercial preparations. There is a great diversity of methods for 
application of coatings to the shrimp. They may be wholly manual, semi
automatic, or fully automatic. Further, within the various plants, 
each of these types of operations may vary to suit available equipment . 
or the processor's requirements. The same advantages and disadvantages 
that apply to these methods in the fish stick industry also apply in 
the breaded shrimp industry. 

Manual Processes 

In those plants using the manual processes for application of batter 
and of breader, a relatively large number of people are employed. Large 
rooms are filled with rows of tables, along each side of which lines of 
workers sit or stand. Before each worker is a container of shrimp, a 
batter pan, a breader pan, a small balance, and a supply of empty pack
ages. The worker picks up the shrimp, dips it into the batter, and then 
into the breader. The shrimp is rolled in the breader, and the adherent 
material is firmly patted onto the shrimp to ensure "set." The shrimp 
is next placed in a package. After a sufficient nurr~er of shrimp have 
been added , any adjustment of contents necessary to obtain the proper 
weight is made. The package is finally closed and forwarded to the 
wrapping operation. 

Semiautomatic and Automatic Processes 

In plants using a partially mechanized process, the prepared shrimp 
are placed on a conveyor belt and carried through a tank of batter to 
the breader operation. This operation, using anyone of the several 
previously discussed machines for the application of batter, requires a 
very much smaller labor force than does the completely rr,anual procedure. 
The batter- coated shrimp are then manually rolled in the breader and 
patted for assurance of "set. tt The breaded shrimp are finally placed on 
a belt and conveyed to the packaging tables. 

An interesting variation of the partially mechanized procedure for 
coating of shrimp is in use at a plant in the Southeastern United States. 
The prepared shrimp are individually suspended by the tail on a pin
studded rack. These racked shrimp are dipped into a batter and, after 
draining, are then sent through a specially designed breader apparatus. 
The batter and breader coat each shrimp to a point just below the tail 
segment. The breaded ohrimp are then frozen individually in a blast 
freezer prior to being packaged. 

Nechanized Processes 

A completely mechanized operation for the application of batter and 
breader to the raw, prepared shrimp is very similar to that used in the 
breaded fish stick industry, as previously mentioned. This procedure 
is far superior to manual processes for the follOwing reasons: (1) labor, 
space, time, and equipment costs are radically reduced; (2) the coating 
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of t he shrimp is more uniform; and (3) owing to reduction of spillage, 
t he sanitary condition of the plant is improved, and coating costs are 
reduced . 

Processing of Breaded, Precooked Shrimp 

Preparat ion 

A small portion of the total production of raw breaded shrimp is 
precooked prior to freezing. The actual cooking operation is similar to 
that in t he f i sh stick industry. The frying time, however, is adjusted 
t o fit both the size of the shrimp being processed and the product color 
desi r ed . Cooking oil temperatures are usually maintained in the range 
of 375 0 to 390 0 F. 

In general , f or headed shrimp of 21 to 50 count per pound, the cook
ing times should not be less t han 60 seconds nor more than 90 seconds. 
The 21- t o 35-count shrimp are usually cooked for from 70 to 90 seconds 
in oil at 375 0 F. The smaller 36- to 50-count shrimp would be cooked to 
the same degree in from 60 to 80 seconds, at the same oil temperature. 
The ranges of cooking times stated allow for the production of breaded 
shrimp i n the color range of pale yellow t o golden brown, as desired. 

Essentially the same batter mixes and breaded materials are used as 
in the f ish stick industry. The same process-induced changes of moisture 
loss with cooking as balanced against oil and breader pickup result in 
approximately the same product yield as in fish sticks, provided breader 
pickup is not more than about 30 percent of the product weight. For 
example, 110 pounds of peeled, headed, deveined shrimp, when so breaded 
and fried , yields about 110 pounds of fried shrimp. 

Methods of Frying 

Batch-type fryers have been, until recently, the principal equipment 
used for the f rying of shrimp . The newly developed continuous fryers are, 
however, now bei ng introduced . 

An interesting variant on the mechanical-batch-type operation has 
been developed in one plant. The peeled, headed, deveined shrimp are 
cooked in boiling water, then cooled. They are next rolled in a dry 
batter mix to ensure a dry surface f or the subsequently applied batter 
coating. The dusted shrimp are manually dipped in batter and placed in 
a revolving cylinder of expanded metal lath to remove excess batter. A 
sleeve surrounding the cylinder returns this excess batter to the tank. 
The shrimp f all from the discharge end of the cylinder onto a revolving 
tray t hat is covered with breader falling from a vibrating shaker. The 
partially breaded shrimp are placed in rows on a tray with an expanded 
met al mesh bottom. The trays are pushed back and forth beneath a cur
t ain of falling breader. Vigorous shaking of the tray causes the excess 
breader to f all through the bottom of the tray. The breaded shrimp are 
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then transferred to a frying basket, and the whole is immersed in the 
cooking oil. A timing device activates the mechanism that lifts the 
trays from the oil at the end of the predetermined cooking period. The 
shrimp are cooled and dried in an air-blast. They are then packaged in 
consumer-size packages and frozen in a blast-freezer. 

FROZEN FISH SOUPS AND CHCMDERS 

A relatively recent step in the preparation and marketing of a 
diversified line of seafoods is the production, on a large scale, of 
frozen soups, bisques , stews, and chowders. Except for the canned soups, 
this field has hitherto been the domain of t he small food processor. He 
prepared batches of soups and similar products for his restaurant or hotel
chain buyers and delivered the product daily. , The product was not frozen, 
and it was usually of a premium quality, utilizing only the freshest of 
raw material and commanding a. premium price. 

Figure 22.-View of small-scale, batch-type operation in 
the production of fi sh chowder. Larger cartons are for 
institutional orders. (Photo courtesy of Fishing Gazette) 

The success of the frozen precooked foods, however, led the large 
food processors to consider production, on a large scale, of frozen soups 
and chowders ready for use in the home. This industry is as yet in its 
infancy, but it bids fair to become a large factor in food production . 
Seafoods are represented by clam and fish (haddock or cod) chowders , 
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oyster stews, and shrimp bisques. 

The industry has not, in general, stabilized on design of equipment 
or on techniques of processing. Very little information on producti on 
is available. Usually, the same techniques developed for steam-sterilized 
liquid canned soups are used, with replacement of the retorting processes 
by a freezing process and with formulas adapted to the requirements of a 
good-quality frozen product. The following information, brought up to 
date and adapted for freezing requirements , has lar~ely been deri ved 
from publications of the Fish and Wildlife Service (Jarvis 1943). 

Clam Chowder 

Two types of clam chowder are f rozen: the ttManha ttan, tt and the "New 
England" styles. The latter di ffers from the former in that it contains 
no tomatoes, and the "stock" is prepared from clam juice instead of water. 
A typical example of processing of the New England-style clam chowder is 
as follows: 

The choice of ingredients is determined by (1) costs, (2) flavor 
requirements, and (3) effects of f reezing and storage upon quality of the 
ingredients. Soft clams, quahogs, or sea-clams are used, depending upon 
their relative abundance and costs. Quahogs and sea-clams give a stronger 
flavor to the stock and make a very pleasing chowder. Osterhaug and Bucher 
(1945) have found that cooking the clams prior to use results in a longer 
storage life. Potatoes to be used should be of firm texture; calcium salts 
may be added to "finn" the texture further and to prevent "mushing" during 
the processing. The potatoes should be of regular, smooth surface and 
have f ew eyes. Salt pork should be a good grade of fat brisket pork, 
fresh and free of rancidity . Pork is safe to use in canned frozen soups , 
but pork-containing products that are put up in cardboard containers 
should not be held for long periods in storage. Dried onions or dried 
onion powder is used. Rice flour is used as a filler and stabilizer. The 
stabilizer prevents "weeping" of the thawed product. Products prepared 
without consideration of this factor will (1) have a curd-like formation 
on the surface of the thawed soup and (2) have a tendency for the solids to 
settle out of suspension after standing. 

In a well-designed operation, No.1 picnic cans (or 1-, 5-, or 10-
quart cardboard friction-top containers) move along a filling table on 
conveyor belts. At the first station, a measured quantity of the whole or 
r oughly chopped clams is added. A similar quantity of diced , blanched 
potat oes is added at the next station. The cans are then passed under a 
f illing machine that adds the exact amount of soup "stock" required to 
fill the can to the desired level. For the formula and method of prepara
tion of the soup stock, the reader is referred to the section that follows 
on fish chowder. 

Canned soups are normally prepared with head-space : that is, the 
cans are not completely filled. The head-space facilitates formation of 



a slight vacuum in the can after pro cessing . A s imilar " head- space ," 
but slightly larger, is required f or t he pr eparation of f rozen soups to 
accommodate the normal expansion of the liquid emuls ion dur ing freezing . 
A certain amount of experimenting is necessary t o determine the hea -
space necessary to prevent the forma t ion of bulges during t he f reezing 
process. 

Fish Chowde r 

Fish chowder (haddock or, in some cases, cod) is prepared during t he 
fall and early winter seasons. Fish are relatively cheap and fres h, and 
high-grade potatoes are easily obtainabl e. The desirable characteris t ic s 
of the various ingredients are much the same as i n clam chowder . 

The skinless, eviscerated , and wa shed fi sh may be steamed for a short 
period to facilitate removal of the flesh from t he skeletons or f rames . 
The various flesh trimmings left on t he frames afte r t his operat ion are 
used in the preparat ion of the soup ,ltstocktt or broth . 

The soup broth is prepared by simmering the f r ames and trimmings 
in hot water for 2 hours. Approximately 2 pounds of water to 1 pound of 
flesh are used. The broth, when ready, is dr ained into a t ank fo r use 
in the chowder stock. 

The following is a commercial r ecipe for New England- fi sh chowde r 
stock as presented by Jarvis (1943) and adapted f or use in a f rozen 
product: 

50 pounds rice flour 
18 pounds di ced onion 
18 pounds diced salt pork 

56 gallons fi sh broth 
25 gallons water 
16 pounds salt 

Onions are simmered, unt i l soft , in an 80-gallon steam- j a cketed kettle . 
The diced pork is t hen added. Rice flour (25 pounds) i s beaten into 15 
gallons of water t o form a smooth cr eamy emuls ion . When the pork is 
soft, 20 gallons of t he fi sh b roth is pour ed in the kettle . When the 
mixture reaches t he boiling point , the rice-flour emulsion is added . 
The mixture is then brought again to t he boiling point , and a secon batch 
of emulsion, consist ing of 25 pounds of r ice flour and 10 gallons of 
water, is prepared . Twenty gallons of fish broth is poured into the boil
ing mixture, and when this, in turn, is boiling, the second batch of 
emulsion is added . When the mixture i s brought to a boil for the fourth 
time, t he i ndi cated amount of salt and sufficient broth a r e ad ed to 
bring t he contents of t he ket t le to 80 gallons . The stock , after being 
boiled f or the fifth time, is drawn off to a tank connecting with the 
filling machine . 

As in the pr eparation of clam chowder, the cans or cardboa con
t ainers are moved along on a conveyor belt . At the fi r st station , a 
measured quantity of the s teamed f i sh is adde . At the second station, 
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an equal quanti ty of diced, blanched potatoes is added. The containers 
are then filled to the des i r ed l evel with t he fish stock, are sealed, 
and are finally delivered to the f reezer. 

arHER SPECIALTY SEAFOOD I TEMS 

The burgeoning specialty seafoods industry is also represented, in 
the retail freezer cabinet, by fish pies , prepared dinners, abalone 
steaks, crab and fish cakes, and scallops . The first are deep-dish pies 
in disposable aluminum plates . The dinners utilize seafoods as a por
t i on of a complete meal that is precooked and f rozen and that needs 
only be reheated in the home. 

Fish Pies 

Fi sh pies, at present, are made only from haddock and tuna. It is 
probable that, in the near future, other species will also be used . 
Ordinarily, the pies are made from the less esthetically desirable but 
flavors ome and edible portions of the fish. Potat oes, another vegetable, 
and a cream-sauce filler, prepared from rice flour , are added in addi
tion to the fish. The pie dough is usually prepared f rom cormnercial 
mixes developed for frozen foods. Fr eezing of the prepared pies requires 
the same careful consideration of the physical characteristics of t he 
product as do fish sticks. Long-term cold storage , with its possibility 
of unfavorable changes in flavor and texture, should be considered prior 
to choosing the ingredients. 

Abalone Steaks 

I n t he cormnercial preparation of abalone s t eaks, a relatively large 
waste-problem was encounter ed. The too-thin s t eaks , edges and pieces 
of steak broken off during the tenderizing process had little or no 
market value. These trimmings are now minced and forced under pressure 
into a metal tube (24 inches in length by 3 i nches in diameter). The 
"cores" thus f onned are s tacked in blast-freezers and frozen. When the 
meat is needed for production, water is allowed to run over the metal 
tube, and the meat is released in the fonn of a cylindrical loaf. The 
loaf or core is then sliced in 1/4-inch-thi ck portions 'by an electric 
meat-slicing machine. The procedures from thi s poi nt on are the same as 
those used for the processing of raw, breaded f illets. The breaded 
patties a r e packed in cellophane bags, pl aced in master-cartons, and 
stored in the cold-storage warehouse. 

Breaded Scallops 

The large adductor muscle of t he inexpensive sea scallop is used in 
the breaded scallop industry. The s call op is shucked at sea, and the 
usable muscle is delivered t o t he processor in tightly packed, fine~esh 
cloth bags. Each scallop muscle is sliced several times to form portions 
averaging about 2/ 5 ounce. The unfrozen portions are either manually or 
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automatically battered and breaded. They may be either raw or precooked 
by procedures similar to those used in the fish stick industry. The 
coated portions are placed in 10-ounce, rectangular, waxed chipboard con
tainers. The packages are then overwrapped with a microcrystalline wax 
paper, and the product is frozen and stored. 

FUTURE REVISIONS 

It has been impossible adequately to describe,in one chapter, the 
tremendous growth and diversification of seafood products in recent years. 
The industries are, as yet, in a state of flux with reference to process
ing details and equipment. Undoubtedly.also, some products will be taken 
off the market and others will be introduced. Future revisions of this 
leaflet will elaborate on those new products found to have promise. 
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